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Development of the guidelines

The fi rst edition of Guidelines for the management of thyroid cancer in adults was published by the Royal College 
 Physicians in 2002 after extensive review of the literature by representatives of professional and patient-led 
 organisations (Royal Colleges of Physicians, Radiologists, Surgeons, Pathologists, General Practitioners, Nurses, 
the British Association of Endocrine Surgeons, the British Association of Otolaryngologists and Head and Neck 
 Surgeons, the British Association of Head and Neck Oncologists, the British Nuclear Medicine Society, the Society 
for  Endocrinology and the British Thyroid Foundation) and external refereeing.

These guidelines were updated in 2006/7 by a subgroup representing the majority of the same professional 
organisations in the light of advances in diagnosis and management of thyroid cancer. They placed emphasis 
on tailoring the aggressiveness of treatment and monitoring to the individual patient and the central role of the 
multidisciplinary team meetings in making these decisions, based on risk assessment. 

The group producing the 3rd edition of the guidelines includes several new contributors from a wider range of 
disciplines. The new edition incorporates recent evidence and promotes further the survivorship agenda by 
emphasising the  importance of quality of life and sparing patients with low risk of recurrence or mortality, unnecessary 
treatments. Patient engagement and participation in decision making is highlighted. The role of new and emerging 
treatments in advanced disease is also included. Ultrasound of the neck performed by an expert operator is invaluable 
in the investigation of suspected cases of thyroid cancer and a new chapter is devoted to describing how to best 
utilise this technique. Additional chapters include microcarcinoma, anaplastic thyroid cancer and survivorship.                                                                                   

The patient information leafl ets have been revised and extended in close collaboration with patient-led support 
organisations. All leafl ets were checked for readability using the software tool http://www.online-utility.org/english/
readability_test_and_improve.jsp to calculate the Flesch Readability Score (FRS) and the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 
(FKGL). FRS scores ranged between 46.63 and 57.19. FKGL scores ranged between 9.19 and 11.44. The grade level can 
be converted to UK values using the table on http://learning.covcollege.ac.uk/content/Jorum/CEH_Jorum/page_41.htm.

The present document is based on a UK consensus of opinion. It does not address thyroid lymphomas or metastases 
to the thyroid.

The updated guidelines were reviewed by several members of the previous guidelines group and by other external 
referees before publication.

The intention is that the guidelines be adopted by the individual regional cancer networks, after discussion by 
local clinical and managerial staff, with the addition of appropriate arrangements for use in the specifi c centres 
(measure 11-1C-103i, National Cancer Peer Review Programme) (http://www.mycancertreatment.nhs.uk/wp-
content/themes/mct/uploads/2012/09/resources_measures_HeadNeck_April2013.pdf). This document should be 
considered as a guideline only; it is not intended to serve as a standard of medical care. It should not be construed 
as including all the acceptable methods of care. The management plan for an individual patient must be made 
by the multidisciplinary team and the responsible clinician in the light of the clinical data and the diagnostic and 
treatment options available.

The focus of the document is the management of thyroid cancer in adult patients, although childhood thyroid 
cancer is included briefl y in Chapter 15 and Chapter 17 on medullary thyroid cancer. Guidelines on thyroid cancer 
in children can be found elsewhere. 

It is hoped that the document will provide guidance for general practitioners, general physicians, endocrinologists, 
surgeons, oncologists, nuclear medicine physicians, radiologists, pathologists, medical physicists, biochemists and 
nurses, as well as those involved in managerial roles. The guidelines are also intended to provide a basis for local 
and national audits.

Funding: Development of the updated guidelines was generously supported by the British Thyroid Association.

Declaration of confl ict of interests: Dr Gerrard has received support from Genzyme for attendance at educational 
meetings and participation in advisory boards, Dr Perros have received support from Genzyme for attendance at 
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These guidelines may be photocopied or downloaded from the British Thyroid Association website: 

www.british-thyroid-association.org
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The defi nition of types of evidence and the grading of recommendations used in the guidelines 
 follow that  recommended by SIGN 50.4

Key to evidence statements and grades of  recommendations

Levels of evidence

1  High quality meta-analyses, systematic reviews of randomised controlled trials (RCTs), or RCTs with a very low risk 
of bias

1  Well conducted meta-analyses, systematic reviews, or RCTs with a low risk of bias

1  Meta-analyses, systematic reviews, or RCTs with a high risk of bias

2  High quality systematic reviews of case control or cohort studies. High quality case control or cohort studies with a 
very low risk of confounding or bias and a high probability that the relationship is causal

2  Well conducted case control or cohort studies with a low risk of confounding or bias and a moderate probability 
that the relationship is causal

2  Case control or cohort studies with a high risk of confounding or bias and a signifi cant risk that the relationship is 
not causal

3 Non-analytic studies, e.g. case reports, case series

4 Expert opinion

Grades of recommendation

A  At least one meta-analysis, systematic review, or RCT rated as 1++, and directly applicable to the target population; 
or a body of evidence consisting principally of studies rated as 1+, directly applicable to the target population, and 
demonstrating overall consistency of results

B  A body of evidence including studies rated as 2++, directly applicable to the target population, and demonstrating 
overall consistency of results; or extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 1++ or 1+

C  A body of evidence including studies rated as 2+, directly applicable to the target population and demonstrating 
overall consistency of results; or extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 2++

D  Evidence level 3 or 4; or extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 2+

Good practice points

Important practical points for which there is not, nor is there likely to be, any research evidence are shown in the guide-
lines as Good Practice Points, and are marked with a tick box .

Types of evidence and grading of recommendations
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s 
AGES   Age at presentation, Grade of tumour, Extent, Size of 

 primary tumour

AMES   Age at presentation, Metastases, Extent, Size of pri-
mary tumour

ARSAC  Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory 
 Committee (part of Health Protection Agency)

ATA  American Thyroid Association
ATC  Anaplastic thyroid cancer
BAETS   British Association of Endocrine and Thyroid Sur-

geons
BAO-
HNS   British Association of Otolaryngologists, Head & 

Neck Surgeons
CCH  C-Cell hyperplasia
CEA  Carcinoembryonic antigen
CT  Computed tomography
DTC  Differentiated thyroid cancer*
EBRT  External beam radiotherapy

EORTC  European Organisation for Research and 
Treatment of Cancer

ETA  European Thyroid Association
FACS  Fluorescent activated cell sorter 
FNMTC Familial non-medullary thyroid cancer
FDG  Fluoro-deoxy-glucose 
FKGL  Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 
FMTC  Familial medullary thyroid cancer
FNAB  Fine-needle aspiration biopsy 
FNAC  Fine-needle aspiration cytology 
FRAX  Fracture Risk Assessment Tool  
FTC  Follicular thyroid cancer*
FT4  free thyroxine
FVPTC follicular variant papillary thyroid cancer
GP  General practitioner 
IJV  Internal jugular vein 
LNM  Lymph node metastasis
IMRT  Intensity modulated radiotherapy

MACIS  Metastases, Age at presentation, Completeness of 
 surgical resection, Invasion (extra-thyroidal), Size

MALT  Mucosa associated lymphoid tissue 
MDL  Minimum detection level
MDT  Multidisciplinary team 

MEN  Multiple endocrine neoplasia
MIBG  Metaiodobenzylguanidine
Micro
PTC  micro-papillary thyroid carcinoma
MRI  Magnetic resonance imaging 
MRND Modifi ed radical neck dissection 
MTC  Medullary thyroid carcinoma* 
PACS  Picture archiving and communications system 
PCCND Prophylactic central compartment neck dissection
PDC  Poorly differentiated carcinoma
PET  Positron emission tomography 
PTC  Papillary thyroid cancer
PTH  Parathyroid hormone

pTNM  pathologically staged according to Tumour size, 
Node  metastases and distant Metastases 

rhTSH  Recombinant human TSH
RIA  Radioimmunoassay
RIS  Radiology Information System 
RCT  Randomised controlled trial
RRA  Radioiodine remnant ablation
SAN  Spinal accessory nerve
SEER  Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results  
SIGN  Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network
SCM  Sternocleidomastoid muscle
SPECT Single-photon emission computed tomography
SRE  skeletal-related events
sTg  stimulated thyroglobulin
T3  Triiodothyronine (liothyronine)
THW  Thyroid hormone withdrawal
TFT  Thyroid function test
Tg  Thyroglobulin
TgAb  Anti-thyroglobulin antibodies

TNM   Staged according to Tumour size, Node metastases 
and distant Metastases

TSG  Tumour-specifi c group 
TSH  Thyroid-stimulating hormone 
US  Ultrasound
VTE  Venous thromboembolism
WBS  Whole-body scan

*Defi nitions of types of thyroid cancer used in the guidelines:
Thyroid cancer: Any primary thyroid malignancy (includes differentiated thyroid cancer, medullary thyroid cancer, anaplastic
thyroid cancer, thyroid lymphoma and other very rare types). Differentiated thyroid cancer: Papillary thyroid cancer and
follicular thyroid cancer (includes oncocytic follicular (Hürthle) cell carcinoma).

Abbreviations
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Key recommendations 

Access to a multidisciplinary thyroid cancer team 
 i.  The management of differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) (a highly curable disease) and of MTC should be the 

responsibility of a specialist multidisciplinary team (MDT), membership of which will normally be appointed by the regional 
cancer network (4, D). 

  ii.  The timeframe for urgent referrals should comply with the Department of Health targets (Chapter 3) (4, D). 

iii.  The MDT will normally comprise surgeon, endocrinologist and oncologist (or nuclear medicine physician) with 
support from pathologist, medical physicist, biochemist, radiologist, specialist nurse, all with expertise and interest in the 
management of thyroid cancers (4, D). 

iv.  Patients will normally be seen by one or more members of the MDT; a combined clinic is recommended. All members of 
the MDT should maintain continuing professional development (4, D). 

Patient focus 
  i.  Patients should be offered full verbal and written information about their condition and their treatment (Appendix 4) (4, D). 

ii. Patients should have continuing access to a member of the MDT for guidance and support (4, D). 

 Prognostic factors, staging, risk stratifi cation and management of uncertainty in 
differentiated thyroid cancer 

    i.  The TNM classifi cation (7th edition) (Table 2.1)  is recommended (4, D). 

  ii.  The ATA post-operative risk stratifi cation for risk of recurrence shown in Table 2.2 is recommended (4, C).

iii.  Allocation to one of three response groups after Dynamic Risk Stratifi cation (Table 2.3) is recommended (2-, C).

 iv.  When the evidence for or against a treatment is inconclusive and no well designed, peer reviewed randomised or  prospective 
 national or institutional studies are ongoing to address this issue or if available, declined by the patient, these guidelines 
 recommend a personalised approach to decision making (Personalised Decision Making) (4, D).

Presentation, diagnosis and referral 
    i.  Patients should be referred to a surgeon, endocrinologist, or nuclear medicine physician who has a specialist interest in 

thyroid cancer and is a core member of the MDT National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-1D-103i

  ii.  US is an extremely sensitive examination for thyroid nodules. It can be specifi c for the diagnosis of thyroid carcinoma 
(particularly papillary carcinoma), and aids decision making about which nodules to perform FNAC. US also consistently 
increases the yield of diagnostic FNACs (Chapter 4). Good Practice Point 

iii.  Undergoing investigations for a lump may be a stressful experience for the patient, which is exacerbated by  inadequate or 
misleading information and by excessive waiting times for tests. High quality information about the individual’s risk of hav-
ing  thyroid cancer and the complexities and limitations of diagnostic tests to exclude thyroid cancer should be provided to 
patients (4, D). 

iv.  The patient should be informed of the diagnosis of cancer by a member of the MDT in person, ideally in the presence of a 
nurse, during a private, uninterrupted consultation. Patients should be offered the opportunity to have a relative or friend 
present during the  consultation (4, D). 

Ultrasound assessment of thyroid nodules
    i.  The use of the U1-U5 scoring/grading system is recommended for assessing risk of malignancy and guiding FNAC (2+, C).

  ii.  US appearances that are indicative of a benign nodule (U1-2) should be regarded as reassuring not requiring fi ne needle 
 aspiration cytology (FNAC), unless the patient has a statistically high risk of malignancy (Chapter 3.7) (2++, B).

iii.  If the US appearances are equivocal, indeterminate or suspicious of malignancy (U3-5), an US guided FNAC should follow 
(2++, B).

 iv.  Nodules with Thy2 cytology but indeterminate or suspicious US features should undergo repeat FNAC for confi rmation. The 
rate of malignancy in this setting is signifi cant, and evidence supports repeat cytological sampling (2++, B).

These guidelines refer to the investigation and management of differentiated (papillary and follicular) cancer, medullary thyroid 
 cancer (MTC) and anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC).

S
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   v.  Nodules detected by PET-CT with focal FDG activity should be investigated with ultrasound and FNAC, unless disseminated 
 disease is identifi ed and the prognosis from an alternative malignancy would preclude further investigation (1++, A). 

Fine-needle aspiration cytology
  i.  Thyroid cytology should be reported by a  cytopathologist with experience in such samples and with access to colleagues with 

additional experience for second opinions when appropriate. Such review increases accuracy of cytology (2+, C). 

ii.  The cytology report should contain a descriptive  section interpreting the fi ndings, followed by the Thy numerical category as 
defi ned by RCPath  (section 5.2). Good Practice Point 

Surgery for differentiated thyroid cancer
    i.  The surgeon should have training and expertise in the management of thyroid cancer and be a core member of the multidiscipli-

nary team (MDT) (Improving outcomes in Head and Neck Cancer http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/10897/28851/28851.
pdf)

  ii.  In patients with thyroid cancer assessment of extra-thyroidal extension and lymph node disease in the central and lateral neck 
compartments should be undertaken pre-operatively. A combination of ultrasound (US) and computed tomography (CT) / MRI 
imaging is advised depending upon local expertise. Good Practice Point 

iii.  For patients with Thy3f or Thy4 FNAC a diagnostic hemithyroidectomy is recommended (3, D). 

iv.  Total thyroidectomy is recommended for patients with tumours greater than 4 cm in diameter, or tumours of any size in as-
sociation with any of the following characteristics: multifocal disease, bilateral disease, extra-thyroidal spread (pT3 and pT4a), 
familial disease, and those with clinically or radiologically involved nodes and / or distant metastases (2-, D).

  v.  Central compartment neck dissection is not recommended for patients without clinical or radiological evidence of lymph node 
involvement, who have all of the  following characteristics: classical type PTC, <45 years, unifocal tumour, <–4 cm, no extra-
thyroidal extension on US (1-, C).

vi.  Patients with follicular cancer >4 cm tumours appear to have worse prognosis and should be treated with total thyroidectomy 
(3, D).

vii.  Patients planned to receive radioiodine remnant ablation (RRA) with recombinant human TSH (rhTSH) after total/near-total thyroid-
ectomy, should  commence on suppressive doses levothyroxine (2 mcg per kg body weight). Lower doses should be considered in 
obese patients. If a thyroid hormone withdrawal protocol is followed, triiodothyronine (T3) (usual adult dosage 20 mcg tds) may be 
used and should be stopped for two weeks before RRA (4, D).

Management of papillary microcarcinoma
     i.  Thyroid lobectomy is recommended for patients with a unifocal microPTC and no other risk factors (Table 8.1) (2+, C).

Radioiodine remnant ablation and therapy for differentiated thyroid cancer
     i.  A clinical oncologist or nuclear medicine physician with expertise and an interest in the management of DTC should supervise 

this treatment and be a core member of the MDT (4, D).

   ii.  Patients in the “defi nite indications” category (tumour  >4 cm, or any tumour size with gross extra-thyroidal extension (pT4), 
or distant metastases present) should be advised to receive RRA (2+, C).

iii.  Patients in the “no indications” category (tumour  <–1 cm unifocal or multifocal, and on histology - classical papillary or follicular 
variant or follicular minimally invasive without angioinvasion and no invasion of thyroid capsule) should be advised against 
receiving RAA (2+, C).

 iv.  The patient should be seen by an appropriate member of the MDT (an Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory Commit-
tee (ARSAC) Certifi cate holder), preferably in a multidisciplinary clinic, for assessment and discussion about the indication for RRA (or 
131I therapy). Informed consent should be obtained from the patient before treatment. Good Practice Point 

    v.  RRA and 131I therapy must be administered by centres suitably equipped and certifi ed for the purpose Good Practice Point 

  vi.  rhTSH is the recommended method of  preparation for RRA in patients who have the following  characteristics: pT1 to T3,  pN0 
or NX or N1, and M0 and R0 (no microscopic residual disease) (1++, A).

vii.  Pregnancy must be excluded before RRA or 131I therapy is administered in women of reproductive age (Chapter 14) (3, D).      

viii.  Breastfeeding must be discontinued at least 8 weeks before RRA or 131I therapy to avoid breast  irradiation and should not be 
resumed until after a subsequent pregnancy (4, D).

   ix.  If the patient undergoes THW, levothyroxine should be restarted when the patient is discharged following their 131I treatment 
(4, D).
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     x.  A post-ablation scan should be performed after 131I when residual activity levels permit satisfactory imaging (usually 2-10 
days) (2++, B). 

    xi.  A stimulated Tg and neck US should be performed in preference to a diagnostic 131I WBS between 9 and 12 months from 
RRA (2+, C).

  xii.  The principal indications for a diagnostic WBS after RRA, is in cases where measurement of serum Tg is unreliable, and 
where 131I uptake was visualised beyond the thyroid bed and neck in the post- ablation scan (4, D).

xiii.  Patients treated with total thyroidectomy and RRA and should undergo Dynamic Risk stratifi cation (3, D).

External beam radiotherapy for differentiated thyroid cancer
i.  The indications for consideration of adjuvant EBRT are for patients with a high risk of recurrence / progression with: 

(a) gross  evidence of local tumour invasion at surgery with signifi cant macroscopic residual disease, or (b) residual or 
recurrent tumour that fails to concentrate radioiodine i.e. loco-regional disease where further surgery or radioiodine is inef-
fective or impractical (2-, D).

Post-treatment follow-up of patients with differentiated thyroid cancer
   i.  Before committing patients with post-thyroidectomy hypocalcaemia to life-long substitution therapy with alfacalcidol / 

calcitriol and calcium, an attempt should be made to wean them off supplements in an outpatient setting (4, D).

  ii.  Patients on long-term alfacalcidol / calcitriol treatment should be monitored for adverse effects, which include hypercalcaemia, 
hypercalciuria, renal impairment, nephrocalcinosis and kidney stones.  Thus, serum calcium tests should be undertaken at 3 
monthly intervals or more frequently until the biochemistry is stable. Estimations of urinary calcium excretion, serum calcium 
and creatinine and ultrasonography (US) of the kidneys, should be performed annually.  The occurrence of these adverse effects 
should necessitate a reduction (or cessation) of the dose of alfacalcidol / calcitriol (4, D).

iii.  Following initial treatment with total thyroidectomy and radioiodine remnant ablation (RRA), and before evaluation of the 
patient’s response to treatment after 9-12 months, TSH should be suppressed to below 0.1 mU/l in all patients (4, D).

 iv.  For historical patients who have not undergone Dynamic Risk Stratifi cation, it is recommended that serum TSH should be 
 suppressed below 0.1 mU/l for 5-10 years. This suppression can then be relaxed as appropriate, based on clinical, radiologi-
cal or biochemical assessment of response (4, D).

    v.  In specifi c at risk patient groups such as post-menopausal women, assessment of the 10-year probability of osteoporotic 
fragility fracture should also be performed using the WHO Fracture Risk Assessment Tool (FRAX (Table 11.1) (4, D).

  vi.  TgAb should be measured by a quantitative method simultaneously with measurement of serum Tg. If TgAb are detectable, 
measurement should be repeated at regular (~6-monthly) intervals. If negative, they should be measured at follow-up when 
Tg is  measured (4, D).

vii.  Samples should not be collected sooner than 6 weeks post-thyroidectomy or RRA / 131I therapy (2+, C).

viii.  rhTSH is the method of choice for thyroglobulin stimulation (1+, B).

Recurrent / persistent differentiated thyroid cancer
  i.  Surgery with curative intent is the treatment of choice for recurrent disease confi ned to the neck (2+ C).

ii.  The choice of imaging should be guided in the fi rst instance by the symptoms and clinical assessment of the patient, which 
may point to a particular anatomical area, bearing in mind that the commonest sites of recurrent disease are cervical / 
mediastinal lymph nodes, lungs and bones (4, D).

Long-term follow-up of differentiated thyroid cancer 
i.  Low-risk cases (for defi nition of low risk, see Chapter 2.3, Table 2.2) who have completed their treatment, are shown to be free 

of disease at fi ve years and no longer judged to require TSH suppression, may be followed up in settings other than the multidis-
ciplinary thyroid cancer clinic. This may include a nurse-led clinic or primary care following agreement of well defi ned protocols 
and re-referral pathways (4, D).

Thyroid nodules and thyroid cancer in pregnancy
  i.  The pre-conception TSH goal in women with DTC, which is determined by risk stratifi cation (Chapter 11.5), should be 

maintained during pregnancy. The dose of levothyroxine needs to be empirically increased as soon as pregnancy is con-
fi rmed, usually by  approximately 30%, as requirements increase during pregnancy except in  women receiving suppressive 
doses of levothyroxine (2++, B).

  ii.  Thyroid function should be evaluated as soon as pregnancy is confi rmed. The adequacy of levothyroxine treatment should 
be monitored approximately every 4 weeks until 16-20 weeks of gestation and at least once per trimester thereafter. Serum 
TSH should be checked 4 weeks after each levothyroxine dose change (3, D).
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iii.  Breastfeeding must be discontinued at least 8 weeks before radioiodine remnant ablation (RRA) or 131I therapy to avoid breast 
irradiation and should not be resumed, until after a future pregnancy (Chapter 9.2)  (4, D).

Pathology reporting, grading and staging of thyroid cancers
    i.  Histopathologists reporting thyroid tumours should have a special interest in thyroid pathology or participate in a network with 

the  opportunity of pathology review (2+, C).

  ii.  Cases should be handled and reported according to the current dataset of the Royal College of Pathologists (RCPath) 2014 (4, 
D).

iii.  Pathological staging should be performed using the 7th edition of the TNM classifi cation (4, D).

Medullary thyroid cancer
    i.  All patients with or, at risk of MTC should be referred for investigation / surgical treatment to a cancer centre (4, D).

  ii.  In all cases, a comprehensive family history must be taken to include fi rst- and second- degree relatives to search for features of 
MTC or other endocrinopathies that may occur in individuals with familial MTC. This includes a history of unexpected sudden 
death, which should raise the suspicion of occult phaeochromocytoma (4, D).

iii.  The initial evaluation of patients with suspected MTC includes US of the thyroid, FNAC and a baseline value for calcitonin, 
which may confi rm the diagnosis and can indicate the likelihood of remission and extent of disease  (Appendix 1.2) (2+, C).

 iv.  In all cases at least one 24-hour urine sample assayed for catecholamines and nor / metanephrines or plasma nor / metane-
phrines is  required to exclude phaeochromocytoma, and a serum calcium to exclude hyperparathyroidism. These tests must 
be performed in all MTC patients prior to neck surgery even in the absence of a positive family history or symptoms (4, D). 

   v.  In all confi rmed cased of MTC, RET mutation analysis to establish the possible genetic basis for the disease within an individual 
or kindred, should be performed even in the absence of a positive family history. Good Practice Point 

 vi.  Patients with established MTC should undergo a minimum of total thyroidectomy and central compartment node dissection, 
the inferior limit of the dissection being the inominate artery (levels VI and VII) (2+, C).

vii.  Prophylactic surgery should be offered to disease-free carriers of germ line RET mutations, identifi ed by genetic screening. The 
possibility of future surgery should be discussed with parents before testing children. In ideal circumstances these individuals 
would be expected to have C-cell hyperplasia (CCH) rather than MTC but in many cases, by the time of presentation the tran-
sition from CCH to MTC will have occurred. This will depend upon the genotype and the age of the patient. Basal calcitonin 
levels indicate the likelihood of MTC ± node metastases. It is important to distinguish the need for therapeutic surgery from 
prophylactic surgery. Good Practice Point 

viii. Lifelong follow-up is recommended (4, D).

   ix.  If expertise is not available within the primary clinical team, the patient should be offered genetic counseling and referred to 
the clinical genetics service (4, D).

      x.  Patients with no special clinical features should be tested fi rst for RET mutations in exons 10 and 11; if these are negative, for exons 
13–16 (2-, D). Failure to screen exons 13–16 constitutes an incomplete test. 

Anaplastic thyroid cancer
  i.  Initial assessment should focus in identifying the small proportion of patients with localised disease and good performance 

status, that may benefi t from surgical resection and other adjuvant therapies (4, D).

ii.  The surgical intent should be gross tumour resection and not merely an attempt at debulking. Good Practice Point 

Thyroid cancer: a guide for general practitioners 
i.  The GP should be informed of the diagnosis of thyroid cancer being communicated to the patient for the fi rst time by the end 

of the  following working day.

  National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure11-2I-111.

Research and audit
  i.  Patients should be informed about and given the opportunity to consider participation in ongoing randomized clinical trials in 

cases where there is genuine clinical equipoise or lack of level 1 evidence (4, D).

ii.  Audit of various aspects of the service should be an ongoing process at network and national level. (http://www.mycancertreat-
ment.nhs.uk/wpcontent/themes/mct/uploads/2012/09/resources_measures_HeadNeck_Measures_April2011.pdf).

  National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-1C-111i
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C H A P T E R 1

1 Introduction

1.1. The need for guidelines

In spite of advances in diagnostic methods, surgical techniques

and clinical care, there are differences in survival of patients with

thyroid cancer in different countries, and the outcome in the UK

prior to 1989 appeared to be worse than in other western Euro-

pean nations.1 The reasons for this are unclear and may be multi-

factorial. There is a sense that outcomes in the UK are improving,

but only long term national registry data can confirm or refute

this in future. However, it may not be unreasonable to speculate

that the impact of previous editions of these guidelines, and recent

changes in cancer services within the National Health Service may

have contributed. These include mandatory specialist multidisci-

plinary team management of all cancers (http://www.mycancer-

treatment.nhs.uk/wp-content/themes/mct/uploads/2012/09/resou

rces_measures_HeadNeck_Measures_April2011.pdf), regular ma

ndatory national peer review, equity of access to specialist care,

the cancer drug fund, national cancer research groups supporting

trials, patient support groups, national audits by professional or-

ganisations, the cancer reform strategy and survivorship pro-

gramme. It is hoped that the third edition of the national

guidelines for thyroid cancer, and their implementation through

local protocols of the NHS networks, will continue to facilitate this

process and improve care and outcomes in the UK.

1.2. Aim of the guidelines

The intention is to provide guidance for all those involved in

the management of patients with differentiated thyroid cancer

(DTC) and some of the rarer thyroid cancers. This document

is not intended as guidelines for management of thyroid nod-

ules, though the role of ultrasound (US) in assessing thyroid

nodules is included. A summary of the key recommendations

for the management of adult differentiated thyroid cancer,

medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) and anaplastic thyroid cancer

is provided (see previous section). Randomised trials are often

not available in this setting. Therefore, evidence is based on

large retrospective studies and the level of evidence is ascribed

according to the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network

50 (A guideline developer’s handbook (http://www.sign.ac.uk/

pdf/sign50.pdf).

The three main aims of the guidelines are:

• to improve the referral pattern and management of patients

with thyroid cancer;

• to improve the long-term overall and disease-free survival

of patients with thyroid cancer;

• to enhance the health-related quality of life of patients with

thyroid cancer.

These guidelines do not address thyroid lymphomas or metasta-

ses to the thyroid.

1.3. Incidence

In the period 1971–1995, the annual UK incidence was reported

at 2.3 per 100 000 women and 0.9 per 100 000 men, with

approximately 900 new cases and 250 deaths recorded in Eng-

land and Wales due to thyroid cancer every year.2 In 2010, data

from Cancer Research UK indicate 2654 new cases in the UK

and 346 deaths. (http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/cancer-info/

cancerstats/types/thyroid/uk-thyroid-cancer-statistics). Annual

incidence data for the UK from 2008 show 5.1 per 100 000

women and 1.9 per 100 000 men (http://www.cancerresearchuk.

org/cancer-info/cancerstats/types/thyroid/uk-thyroid-cancer-sta-

tistics). Thyroid cancer is the most common malignant endo-

crine tumour, but represents only about 1% of all malignancies.2

The incidence of thyroid cancer is increasing globally, mostly

due to PTC,3 including in the paediatric population.4 The bulk

of the increase is lower stage cancers and/or incidental micro-

papillary thyroid cancers found when surgery is performed for

thyroid diseases other than cancer.5,6 Overall mortality from thy-

roid cancer has remained stable over many years.7 It has been

suggested that the increase in incidence of thyroid cancer is due

to better detection of incidental microcarcinomas.7,8 This view

has been challenged by studies which found that the incidence

of thyroid cancers of all sizes has been increasing over time.3,9 It

seems plausible that factors other than increased detection, may

underlie the rising incidence of thyroid cancer, and may include

changing iodine status and exposure to radiation,10 but in most

cases the cause is unknown.

1.4. Public health and prevention

Nuclear fallout is a well recognised cause of an increase in the

risk of thyroid cancer in children. Following the Chernobyl acci-

dent, the incidence of thyroid cancer rose several hundred times

in children in the region. Therapeutic and diagnostic X-rays in

childhood are also possible causes of thyroid cancer in adults;

exposure to these sources should be limited whenever possible.

In cases of populations or individuals being contaminated with
131I the thyroid can be protected by administering potassium

iodide.11–13

1.5. Screening

At present there is no screening programme to detect thyroid

cancer for the general population. Screening is possible for

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd 1



familial MTCs associated with specific oncogene mutations. The

genetic basis of papillary, follicular and anaplastic thyroid cancer

has been investigated and the roles and potential prognostic

value of several genes, e.g. RET, TRK, RAS, BRAF, PPARG and

p53, have been identified. Testing for these genes is not routinely

available in clinical practice.14

The following are considered to be risk factors for thyroid

cancer15–26:

• neck irradiation in childhood;

• endemic goitre;

• Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (risk of lymphoma);

• family or personal history of thyroid adenoma;

• Cowden’s syndrome (macrocephaly, mild learning difficul-

ties, carpet-pile tongue, with benign or malignant breast

disease);

• familial adenomatous polyposis;

• familial thyroid cancer;

• obesity.

i While screening generally is not indicated, a family history

for thyroid cancer should be taken in each case and if there

is a strong familial incidence of thyroid cancer or associa-

tion with other cancers, genetic advice should be considered

in appropriate cases from the regional genetics service (4,

D).

1.6. Research

In the past, randomised trials were very rare, and robust evi-

dence for or against a treatment were not frequently available

for early and advanced thyroid cancers. Although this is slowly

improving, clinicians still have to deal with management of

uncertainty or clinical equipoise frequently. In such cases partici-

pation in clinical trials in pursuit of level 1 evidence is impor-

tant.

i Patients should be informed about and given the opportunity

to consider participation in ongoing randomized clinical trials

in cases where there is genuine clinical equipoise or lack of

level 1 evidence (4, D).

Key recommendation
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C H A P T E R 2

2 Prognostic factors, staging, risk stratification and management
of uncertainty in differentiated thyroid cancer

The long-term outcome of patients treated effectively for differ-

entiated thyroid cancer (DTC) is usually favourable. The overall

10-year survival rate for middle-aged adults with DTC is 80–

90%. However, 5–20% of patients develop local or regional

recurrences and 10–15% distant metastases.1–3 Nine per cent of

patients with a diagnosis of thyroid cancer die of their disease.4,5

It is important to assess both risk of death from the disease

and risk of recurrence in patients with DTC using a prognostic

scoring system. This enables a more accurate prognosis to be

given and the appropriate treatment decisions to be made.

2.1. Prognostic factors

Several factors have been shown consistently to be important for

predicting death and recurrence in multivariate analyses of large

patient cohorts:

Age. Age at the time of diagnosis is one of the most consistent

prognostic factors in patients with DTC. The risk of recurrence

and death increases with age, particularly after the age of

40 years.6–11 Young children, under the age of 10 years, are at

higher risk of recurrence than older children or adolescents.12–15

Gender. The male gender has been reported as an independent

risk factor in some but not all studies.4,9,10,14,15

Histology. The prognosis of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC)

is better than that of follicular thyroid cancer (FTC). However,

if the confounding effects of age and extent of tumour at

diagnosis are removed, survival rates are comparable.6,9,17–19

Within the PTC group, poorer prognosis is associated with

specific histological types (e.g. tall cell, columnar cell)20–24 and

the degree of cellular differentiation and vascular invasion.7,25

‘Widely invasive’ and ‘vascular invasion’ are features of follicular

cancers associated with a poorer prognosis.26 Poorly

differentiated and oncocytic follicular (H€urthle-cell) carcinomas

are also associated with a poorer outcome.9,10,14,27–29

Tumour extent. The risk of recurrence and mortality correlates

with the size of the primary tumour.6,8–11,16,27 Extra-thyroidal

invasion,6,8–11,25,30,31 lymph node metastases,6,9,10,27,32 and

distant metastases25,33–35 are all important prognostic factors.14

2.2. Staging systems

Several staging systems have been proposed for DTC and con-

tinue to evolve.36,37

The most commonly used are:

• TNM Tumour size, Node metastases and distant Metasta-

ses

• AMES Age at presentation, Metastases, Extent, Size of pri-

mary tumour

• MACIS Metastases, Age at presentation, Completeness of

surgical resection, Invasion (extra-thyroidal), Size

• EORTC European Organisation for Research and Treat-

ment of Cancer methodology

• AGES Age at presentation, Grade of tumour, Extent, Size

of primary tumour

Any of these systems can be used to assign patients to the

high-risk or low-risk group (MACIS is used only for PTC),

based on well-established prognostic factors (detailed below),

but TNM and MACIS probably yield the most useful prognos-

tic information.38,39 The TNM classification is used exten-

sively for registration and predicts mortality (Table 2.1) (for

online calculator see: http://www.thyroid.org/thyroid-cancer-

staging-calculator/).

2.3. Use of prognostic systems in DTC for stratified
management

From the clinical standpoint, the objective is to tailor treatment

to the individual so as to minimise the risk of death and recur-

rence. Equally important, is avoidance of unnecessary exposure

of patients with a good prognosis to invasive therapies associ-

ated with long-term side effects, which may impact on quality of

life. The principles of personalised medicine are increasingly

being applied to the management of patients with thyroid can-

cer. Advances in molecular medicine and the development of

prognostic nomograms40 will facilitate this process. However, for

the foreseeable future, conventional clinical and histopathologi-

cal parameters remain the principal tools on which management

decisions have to be based.

The scoring and prognostic systems described above are help-

ful in stratifying patients, though they have evolved not only for

clinical management but also for design and analysis of clinical

trials or retrospective clinical studies and for cancer registration

purposes.41

Post-operative staging. TNM staging—Post-operative TNM

staging predicts the risk of death from disease, and is a valuable

indicator of overall prognosis (Table 2.1). However, it does not

take into account individual responses to treatment, which may

alter prognosis, and it does not predict recurrence.
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Post-operative risk stratification for risk of recurrence—A three

tier system adapted from the American Thyroid Association

(ATA) guidelines48 may be used to assign risk for persistent or

recurrent disease (Table 2.2). This is useful for determining

Table 2.1. The TNM system (7th edition)47

(a) Classification according to tumour, nodes and metastases

Primary tumour

TX Primary tumour cannot be assessed

T0 No evidence of primary tumour

T1 Tumour ≤2 cm in greatest dimension limited to the thyroid

T1a Tumour ≤1 cm, limited to the thyroid

T1b Tumour >1 cm but ≤2 cm in greatest dimension, limited to the

thyroid

T2 Tumour >2 cm but ≤4 cm in greatest dimension, limited to

the thyroid

T3 Tumour >4 cm in greatest dimension limited to the thyroid

or any tumour with minimal extra-thyroidal extension

(e.g. extension to sternothyroid muscle or perithyroid

soft tissues)

T4a Tumour of any size extending beyond the thyroid capsule to

invade subcutaneous soft tissues, larynx, trachea, oesophagus, or

recurrent laryngeal nerve

T4b Tumour invades prevertebral fascia or encases carotid artery or

mediastinal vessels

All anaplastic carcinomas are considered pT4 tumours

pT4a Anaplastic carcinoma limited to thyroid

pT4b Anaplastic carcinoma extends beyond thyroid capsule

Multifocal tumours (≥2 foci) of all histological types should be

designated (m), the largest focus determining the classification,

e.g. pT2(m)

Regional lymph nodes (cervical or upper mediastinal)

NX Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed

N0 No regional lymph node metastasis

N1 Regional lymph node metastasis

N1a Metastases to Level VI (pretracheal, paratracheal, and

prelaryngeal/Delphian lymph nodes)

N1b Metastases to unilateral, bilateral, or contralateral cervical

(Levels I, II, III, IV, or V) or retropharyngeal or superior

mediastinal lymph nodes (Level VII)

Distant metastases

M0 No distant metastasis

M1 Distant metastasis

Residual tumour

RX Cannot assess presence of residual primary tumour

R0 No residual primary tumour

R1 Microscopic residual primary tumour

R2 Macroscopic residual primary tumour

(b) Papillary or follicular carcinoma staging

Papillary or follicular thyroid tumours, in a person younger than 45 years

Stage I: This stage describes a tumour (any T) with or without spread to

lymph nodes (any N) and no distant metastasis (M0)

Stage II: This stage describes a tumour (any T) with any metastasis (M1)

regardless of whether it has spread to the lymph nodes (any N)

Papillary or follicular thyroid tumours, in a person 45 years and older

Stage I: This stage describes any small tumour (T1) with no spread to

lymph nodes (N0) and no metastasis (M0)

Stage II: This stage describes a larger, non-invasive tumour (T2) with no

spread to lymph nodes (N0) and no metastasis (M0)

Table 2.1. (continued)

(b) Papillary or follicular carcinoma staging

Stage III: This stage describes a tumour larger than 4 cm but contained

in the thyroid (T3) with no spread to lymph nodes (N0) and no

metastasis (M0). Or, any localized tumour (T1–3) with spread to the

central compartment of lymph nodes (N1a), but no distant spread

(M0)

Stage IVA: This stage describes a tumour that has spread to nearby

structures (T4a), regardless of whether it has spread to the lymph

nodes (any N), but it has not spread to distant places (M0). Or, this

describes a localized tumour (T1–3), with lymph node spread beyond

the central compartment (N1b), but no distant spread (M0)

Stage IVB: This stage describes a tumour that has spread beyond nearby

structures (T4b), regardless of spread to lymph nodes (any N), but no

distant spread (M0)

Stage IVC: This stage describes all tumours (any T, any N) when there is

evidence of metastasis (M1)

(c) 10-year relative survival mortality rates for differentiated (papillary

or follicular) thyroid cancer (adapted from5) (see also28).

Stage 10-year relative survival (%)

I 98�5
II 98�8
III 99�0
IVA 75�9
IVB 62�5
IVC 63

Table 2.2. Post-operative risk stratification for risk of recurrence of DTC

(adapted from48)

Low-risk patients have the following characteristics:

• No local or distant metastases

• All macroscopic tumour has been resected i.e. R0 or R1 resection

(pathological definition)

• No tumour invasion of loco-regional tissues or structures

• The tumour does not have aggressive histology (tall cell, or

columnar cell PTC, diffuse sclerosing PTC, poorly differentiated

elements), or angioinvasion

Intermediate-risk patients have any of the following characteristics:

• Microscopic invasion of tumour into the perithyroidal soft tissues

(T3) at initial surgery

• Cervical lymph node metastases (N1a or N1b)

• Tumour with aggressive histology (tall cell, or columnar cell PTC,

diffuse sclerosing PTC, poorly differentiated elements) or

angioinvasion

High-risk patients have any of the following characteristics:

• Extra-thyroidal invasion

• Incomplete macroscopic tumour resection (R2)

• Distant metastases (M1)
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whether patients should undergo radioiodine remnant ablation

(RRA) (Chapter 9), and the intensity and method of follow up

in the post-operative setting.

Dynamic risk stratification—For patients who have undergone

total thyroidectomy with R0 resection and RRA, the 9–

12 months post-RRA stimulated thyroglobulin (sTg), whole

Table 2.3. Dynamic Risk Stratification: definitions of response to initial therapy of DTC (9–12 months after total thyroidectomy with R0 resection and

subsequent RRA, adapted from49)

Excellent response Indeterminate response Incomplete response

All the following

• Suppressed and stimulated

Tg < 1 lg/l*
• Neck US without evidence

of disease

• Cross-sectional and/or nuclear

medicine imaging negative

(if performed)

Any of the following

• Suppressed Tg < 1 lg/l* and

stimulated Tg ≥1 and <10 lg/l*
• Neck US with nonspecific changes

or stable sub centimetre lymph nodes

• Cross-sectional and/or nuclear

medicine imaging with nonspecific

changes, although not completely normal

Any of the following

• Suppressed Tg≥1 lg/l* or stimulated Tg ≥ 10 lg/l*
• Rising Tg values

• Persistent or newly identified disease on cross-sectional

and/or nuclear medicine imaging

Low risk Intermediate risk High risk

*Assumes absence of interference in the Tg assay.

Table 2.4. Examples of uncertain indications for interventions where Personalised Decision Making may be applied

Clinical scenario

Intervention for which the

indication is uncertain

Additional risk factors to be considered,

which may swing the balance in favour

of the intervention

Papillary thyroid microcarcinoma (microPTC)

with history of neck irradiation (Chapter 8.3)

Papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) >1–≤4 cm

with no other adverse factors (patient younger than aged

45 years, no clinical or radiological evidence of lymph

node or distant metastases, unifocal tumour, no

angioinvasion, no extra-thyroidal invasion) (Chapter 7.6)

Oncocytic (H€urthle cell) microcarcinoma (Chapter 7.6)

Total thyroidectomy

(vs hemithyroidectomy)

Size >0�5 cm; non-incidental; positron

emission tomography (PET) positive;*
poorly differentiated component;

desmoplastic fibrosis and/or infiltrative

growth pattern

Size > 2 cm; PET positive*; poorly
differentiated component; radiation-induced

cancer

MicroPTC with any of the following (Chapter 8.2):

(a) multifocal involving both lobes

(c) minimal extra-thyroidal extension through the thyroid

capsule (pT3)

PTC <1 cm who have no clinical / radiological evidence of

lymph node involvement, but have any of the following

characteristics (Chapter 7.6):

(a) age ≥45 years

(b) multifocal

(c) minimal-extra thyroidal extension through the thyroid

capsule (pT3)

Oncocytic (H€urthle cell) follicular carcinoma

(Chapter 7.6)

Prophylactic central compartment

node dissection (PCCND)

(vs no PCCND)

Poorly differentiated component; desmoplastic

fibrosis and/or infiltrative growth pattern;

Poorly differentiated component;

angioinvasion

Tumour >5 cm; age >80 years, male gender

MicroPTC with any of the following (Chapter 8.2):

(a)minimal extra-thyroidal extension through the thyroid

capsule (pT3)

(b) Lymph node metastases resected surgically

Radioiodine Remnant Ablation

(RRA) (vs no RRA)

Unfavourable histological cell type (tall cell,

columnar, insular, diffuse sclerosing papillary

cancer, poorly differentiated elements);

multiple metastatic lymph nodes (>5)

resected metastatic lymph nodes large in size

(>6 mm), high ratio of positive to negative

nodes (>0�7); extra-capsular nodal
involvement50–55
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body scan (WBS) (if performed) and neck ultrasound (US),

will allow potential modification of the initial static risk

estimate based on the patient’s response to RRA. Using a

combination of clinicopathological factors with treatment

response criteria allows a more personalised approach to

treatment, follow up and prognostication49 (Table 2.3). This

will facilitate follow up as the majority of patients will have

achieved an excellent response and TSH suppression can be

relaxed (Chapter 11), allowing the TSH concentration to rise

to the low-normal range. Annual Tg assessment can be carried

out without stimulation and follow up intervals can be

extended (Chapter 13).

i The TNM classification (7th edition)47 (Table 2.1) is recom-

mended38,43–45 (4, D).

Key recommendation

ii The ATA post-operative risk stratification for risk of recur-

rence shown in Table 2.2 is recommended (adapted from48)

(4, C).

Key recommendation

iii Allocation to one of three response groups after Dynamic

Risk Stratification (Table 2.3) is recommended (2-, C).

Key recommendation

2.4. Managing uncertainty and Personalised Decision
Making

Clear recommendations for or against treatments are possible

for specific patient groups, but in many cases there is uncer-

tainty. Both clinicians and patients can feel uncomfortable

dealing with uncertainty. However, if handled appropriately,

this process can become a positive experience and increase

confidence about making the right choice. To achieve this,

patient and clinician need to have adequate time for discus-

sion, the opportunity for relatives or other third parties to

participate in the discussion should be given if desired by the

patient, time to reflect should be allowed, good quality

information about the implications of the different options

should be made available, and the responsible clinician should

lead and guide the patient’ choice using his/her expert

knowledge.

i When the evidence for or against a treatment is inconclusive

and no well designed, peer reviewed randomised or prospec-

tive national or institutional studies are ongoing to address

this issue or if available, declined by the patient, these guide-

lines recommend a personalised approach to decision making

(Personalised Decision Making) (4, D).

Key recommendation

Personalised Decision Making involves clinicians and

patients working together to find a solution, that best suits the

circumstances of the individual patient. This process consists of:

a Discussion in the multi-disciplinary team (MDT) meeting,

where the evidence for and against an intervention is

weighted and potential benefits and detrimental effects con-

sidered

b Consideration of risk factors for tumour-specific mortality

and recurrence that apply to the intervention. Within this

group of patients there is a spectrum of risk defined by clini-

cal and histopathological parameters. Generally the greater

the number of risk factors the stronger is the case in favour

of the intervention

c Consideration of the patient’s comorbidities, personal cir-

cumstances and values

d Use of the ‘Shared Decision Making’ model whenever appro-

priate46

Examples of uncertainty in decision making where Persona-

lised Decision Making may be applied are shown in Table 2.4.
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C H A P T E R 3

3 Presentation, diagnosis and referral

Thyroid nodules are common in adults and may be detected by

palpation in 3–7% of patients.1 The prevalence may be as high as

70% or more if sensitive imaging such as ultrasonography is used

(Chapter 4). The vast majority of thyroid nodules are benign and

do not require urgent referral. Furthermore, thyroid cancer is

uncommon in patients who are not euthyroid, and assessment of

biochemical thyroid status is useful in deciding on the referral

pathway by the general practitioner (GP) (Chapter 21).

3.1. Cancer waiting times

Referrals for suspected cancer are required to be seen in second-

ary care within 2 weeks, as set out in the Department of Health

Cancer Plan document, Cancer waiting targets: a guide.2 Special-

ists in secondary care have a maximum of 31 days from ‘deci-

sion to treat’ to first definitive treatment and a maximum of

62 days from urgent GP referral for suspected cancer to first

definitive treatment (Fig. 3.1).

In the case of thyroid nodules, the time of ‘decision to treat’

is when a decision to proceed to thyroidectomy is made after

discussion with the patient. Decisions to treat thyroid cancers

should follow multidisciplinary team (MDT) discussions, in

accordance with the measures of the National Cancer Peer

Review Programme.3 The date of first definitive treatment is the

date of thyroidectomy (either hemithyroidectomy or total thy-

roidectomy).

The most common presentation of thyroid cancer is a newly

discovered thyroid nodule or increase in size of a pre-existing

nodule. However, the vast majority of patients (95%) presenting

in this manner have benign disease. Furthermore the prognosis

of those who harbour a malignancy is generally excellent.

i The Thyroid Cancer Guidelines Update Group recommends

that thyroid nodules need not be referred under the 2-week

cancer rule unless there are suspicious clinical features (see 3.2

below), and that optimum care can be delivered by adopting a

target of 4 weeks from referral to first assessment in secondary

care for all other thyroid nodules (4, D).

ii Hospitals providing secondary care for patients with sus-

pected thyroid cancer should develop well-defined and

streamlined pathways of referral and care. Designated diag-

nostic clinics with appropriate resources for patients with thy-

roid masses are desirable (4, D).

3.2. Symptoms or signs that warrant investigation

Thyroid nodules and goitre are common and often noted coin-

cidentally when patients are being imaged for other reasons. The

vast majority (95%) of cases have benign disease. GPs must

exercise common sense in selecting which cases should be

referred and with what degree of urgency.

Patients with thyroid nodules who may be managed in primary

care (4, D):

• Patients with a history of a nodule or goitre which has not

changed for several years and who have no other worrying

features (i.e. adult patient, no history of neck irradiation,

no family history of thyroid cancer, no palpable cervical

lymphadenopathy, no stridor or voice change).

• Patients with a non-palpable asymptomatic nodule <1 cm

in diameter discovered incidentally on neck ultrasound

(US) USS / CT /MRI without other worrying features.

Patients who should be referred non-urgently (4, D):

• Patients with nodules who have abnormal thyroid function

tests (TFTs). These patients should be referred to an endo-

crinologist; thyroid cancer is very rare in this group.

• Patients with a history of sudden onset of pain in a thyroid

lump (likely to have bled into a benign thyroid cyst).

Symptoms needing urgent referral (2-week rule)2 (4, D):

• Unexplained hoarseness or voice changes associated with a

goitre

• Thyroid nodule in a child

• Cervical lymphadenopathy associated with a thyroid mass

(usually deep cervical or supraclavicular region)

• A rapidly enlarging, painless, thyroid mass over a period of

weeks (a rare presentation of thyroid cancer and usually

associated with anaplastic thyroid cancer or thyroid lym-

phoma)

Symptoms needing immediate (same day) referral (4, D):

• Stridor associated with a thyroid mass.

3.3. Physical examination

i The patient should have a full examination focusing on

inspection and palpation of the neck, including the region of

the thyroid, the deep cervical nodes and all other node groups

in the neck, particularly the supraclavicular nodes. The pulse

and blood pressure should be recorded (4, D).

3.4. Appropriate investigations pending hospital
appointment

i TFTs should be requested by the GP (4, D).

ii Euthyroid patients with a thyroid nodule may have thyroid

cancer and should be referred to a member of a multidisci-

plinary thyroid cancer team (see section 3.5 below).National

Cancer Programme, measure 11-1D-103i3
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i Patients with hyper- or hypothyroidism and a nodular goitre

without suspicious features should be referred routinely to an

endocrinologist (4, D).

ii Initiation of other investigations by the GP, such as ultraso-

nography or isotope scanning, is likely to result in unneces-

sary delay in making the diagnosis of cancer4 and is not

recommended (2+, C).

3.5. Who to refer to?

i Patients should be referred to a surgeon, endocrinologist, or

nuclear medicine physician who has a specialist interest in

thyroid cancer and is a core member of the MDT.

National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-1D-

103i3

Key Recommendation

ii The local cancer centre or cancer unit should provide clear

guidance to GPs on referral pathways to secondary care.

National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-1D-

102i3

3.6. The role of the multidisciplinary team

i All patients with thyroid cancer should be seen within an

MDT framework

National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-1D-

103i3

ii Patients with suspected thyroid cancer will usually be seen

initially by an individual member of the MDT, who will be

working according to guidelines (4, D).

iii The treatment plan and care of each newly diagnosed patient

should be discussed and supervised by a core team (physician /

surgeon) in consultation with other members of the MDT.

This discussion should be recorded in the patient’s notes (4,

D).

iv Close communication between members of the MDT is key

for delivering optimal care and a combined clinic is the pre-

ferred format (4, D).

v The management of MTC is best delivered by a dedicated

group of clinicians within the MDT who have special exper-

tise in this complex disease (4, D).

3.7. Hospital investigations

While the decision to proceed with investigations will be

appropriate in most cases, there are occasions when no further

investigation may be a better choice. Co-morbidities and other

factors including patient choice are important in making this

judgment. Circumstances where further investigation of thyroid

nodules for malignancy may not be in the patient’s best inter-

ests include:

• Age, comorbidities or other patient characteristics pose a

significant limitation to patient’s life expectancy, so that

diagnosing and treating a thyroid cancer is likely to expose

the patient to more risk than benefit.

• Clear history of a nodule that has not changed over many

years in patients who are not concerned and are not at

high risk of thyroid cancer (no history of neck irradiation,

no family history of thyroid cancer) and have no suspicious

features on clinical examination.

• Patients with thyroid nodules who have been investigated

in the past with negative results and give a clear history of

no change in the nodule and have no suspicious features

on clinical examination.

• Patients with toxic multinodular goitre or toxic nodule

who give no history of recent change in the goitre and have

no suspicious features on clinical examination.

Clinical features which are statistically associated with

increased probability of malignancy include:

• Age less than 20 or older than 60 years4;

• Firmness of the nodule on palpation;

• Rapid growth;

• Fixation to adjacent structures;

• Vocal cord paralysis;

• Regional lymphadenopathy;

• History of neck irradiation;

• Family history of thyroid cancer.4

Essential assessments.

i Thorough history and examination (4, D).

ii US is an extremely sensitive examination for thyroid nod-

ules. It can be specific for the diagnosis of thyroid carci-

noma (particularly papillary carcinoma), and aids decision

making about which nodules to perform FNAC. US also

consistently increases the yield of diagnostic FNACs (Chap-

ter 4).

Good Practice Point ☑

Key recommendation

iii Review of TFTs5 (2+, C).

iv Note that the measurement of serum thyroglobulin (Tg)

before thyroidectomy has no

Fig. 3.1 Thyroid Cancer waiting times.
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diagnostic or prognostic value and should not be under-

taken5 (3, D).

Other assessments. A number of other investigations may be

undertaken, but these are not routinely indicated.

i Thyroid autoantibodies may be measured if there is a suspi-

cion of concurrent autoimmune thyroid disease (lymphoma

of the thyroid occurs almost exclusively on a background of

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis).

ii Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography

(CT) scanning is indicated when the limits of the goitre cannot

be determined clinically or for fixed tumours or in patients with

haemoptysis. If appropriate, it is important to avoid the use of

iodinated media when undertaking CT scans as these may

reduce the subsequent radioiodine uptake by thyroid tissue for

a minimum of 2 months (Chapter 9.2). Gadolinium-enhanced

MRI may provide useful information without compromising

subsequent radioiodine uptake by any remaining thyroid tissue.

iii Measurement of basal plasma calcitonin and carcinoembry-

onic antigen (CEA) may be useful if medullary thyroid can-

cer (MTC) is suspected6,7 but is not recommended routinely

for all thyroid nodules (4, D).

iv Flow-volume loop studies may be indicated if upper airways

obstruction is suspected8 (4, D).

v Radioisotope studies are non-specific for thyroid cancer and

therefore not recommended for diagnosis9,10 (4, D).

vi Open biopsy is rarely indicated. When tissue diagnosis prior

to intervention is difficult to obtain by FNAC and would

alter patient management (typically when lymphoma is sus-

pected), core biopsy with US guidance is recommended (4,

D).

3.8. Communication and patient information prior to
investigations

i Undergoing investigations for a thyroid lump may be a

stressful experience for the patient, exacerbated by inade-

quate or misleading information and by excessive waiting

times for tests. High quality information about the individ-

ual’s risk of having thyroid cancer and the complexities and

limitations of diagnostic tests to exclude thyroid cancer

should be provided to patients (4, D).

Key recommendation

ii Patients undergoing investigation for thyroid nodules, need

to understand that after completion of investigations, there

may still be uncertainty about the nodule being benign or

malignant and that the statistical outcome in most cases is a

reduction of risk of having thyroid cancer from 5–10% to

1% or less (4, D).

iii Patients referred for US, or FNAC should have an understand-

ing of why these investigations are being performed (4, D).

iv Provision of information in the form of leaflets (Appendix 4,

Patient Information Leaflets 1 and 2) to complement consul-

tations is recommended (4, D).

3.9. Communicating the diagnosis of thyroid cancer

Informing the primary care team.

i The GP should be informed (by telephone or fax) within 24 h

of the diagnosis of cancer being communicated to the patient

for the first time, and should be made aware of the informa-

tion which has been given to the patient and of the planned

treatment (4, D).

ii Subsequently any alterations in prognosis, management or

drug treatment should be communicated promptly (4, D).

Informing the patient.

i The patient should be informed of the diagnosis of cancer by

a member of the MDT in person, preferably in the presence

of a nurse during a private, uninterrupted consultation.

Patients should be offered the opportunity of having a relative

or friend present during the consultation. Facilities should be

available for this to be done during a private, uninterrupted

consultation (4, D).

Key recommendation

ii Written information concerning thyroid cancer and its treat-

ment and possible complications should be available to the

patient (Appendix 4, patient information leaflets 1–7) (4, D).

iii A prognosis should not be offered before adequate staging

information is available (4, D).

iv Patients may have difficulty assimilating all this information

at a single consultation and an opportunity for further expla-

nation/discussion should be offered (4, D).
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C H A P T E R 4

4 Ultrasound assessment of thyroid nodules

Sonographically a thyroid nodule is a discrete lesion, distin-

guishable from the adjacent normal thyroid parenchyma. While

thyroid nodules are found on clinical examination in 3–7% of

the adult population, the incidence of detectable nodules on

ultrasound (US) examination is between 30% and 70% and

increases progressively with age.1

While size of the tumour has major consequences in staging

and prognosis of thyroid cancer (Chapter 2), the size of a thy-

roid nodule, correlates poorly with the risk of malignancy.

4.1. Role of US in the investigation of thyroid
nodules

US is an extremely sensitive examination for thyroid nodules. It

can be specific for the diagnosis of thyroid carcinoma (particu-

larly papillary carcinoma), and aids decision-making about which

nodules to perform fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC).2 US

also consistently increases the yield of diagnostic FNAC.3

i All patients being investigated for possible thyroid cancer

should undergo an US of the neck in secondary care by an

appropriate, competent practitioner.

Good Practice Point ☑

ii The information derived from US of thyroid nodules should

always be interpreted in the context of the individual patient’s

clinical picture (and when available, cytology findings).

Good Practice Point ☑

4.2. Benign and malignant US features of thyroid
nodules

US features indicative of benign or malignant nodules are

described in Table 4.1. No single US feature is diagnostic. Several

retrospective series indicate that US characteristics of a nodule

can be used reliably to detect malignancy.1,2,4 The Kim criteria

provide the greatest sensitivity,5 while the American Association

of Clinical Endocrinologists guidelines have the highest specific-

ity6,7 (Table 4.2). The Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound crite-

ria, which rely primarily on size, are least accurate in the

prediction of malignancy.1 Multiple operators can achieve con-

cordant results following training in the detection of the relevant

signs.2 A graphic presentation of the recognised signs that can be

used to classify thyroid nodules is shown in Fig. 4.1. This allows

Radiologists to use an US (U) classification (U1–U5). The use of

such a classification system for the prediction of malignancy

helps to determine whether a FNAC should be performed.3–5,8,9

i US signs should be used in summation to identify nodules that

may be malignant and to guide FNAC of such lesions (2++, B).

ii The use of the U1–U5 scoring/grading system is recommended

for assessing risk of malignancy and guiding FNAC (2+, C).

Key Recommendation

4.3. Selection of nodules for FNAC

Despite size of a nodule being used as a criterion in some guide-

lines, the evidence does not support size as a reliable indicator

of malignancy.5,8–14 While there are some studies indicating that

nodule size is associated with malignancy,15–17 a larger body of

evidence suggests that size is not specific in distinguishing

benign from malignant thyroid nodules.18–21 Furthermore,

guidelines that have used size as a criterion for the differentiat-

ing between benign and malignant thyroid nodules, have been

shown to lack accuracy, compared to guidelines that use nodule

morphology as a criterion.6 Predictive US signs continue to

evolve: techniques such as elastography,22 and other new signs

can be incorporated easily into the U classification system out-

lined above.

Cystic change is invariably detected within benign nodules

however can be seen infrequently, in thyroid malignancy. In

solid/cystic nodules, analysis of the internal solid portion should

be carried out. Specific signs for malignancy are eccentric loca-

tion of the solid portion, a non-smooth margin, hypoechogenic-

ity of the solid portion and microcalcification within the solid

portion. The overall shape of the nodule ie taller than wide

(AP > TR), or irregular overall shape are also relevant for solid/

cystic nodules as a predictor of malignancy.23

The high sensitivity of US for the detection of papillary carci-

noma can result in the finding of small (<1 cm) nodules that

are suspicious for thyroid malignancy. In such cases extra thy-

roidal extension and associated metastatic lymphadenopathy will

influence the decision as to whether or not to perform FNAC.

When there is no evidence of extra thyroidal disease, or no asso-

ciated high risk clinical history, the decision whether or not to

perform FNAC will depend on the clinical picture, and the

responsible clinician needs to make an appropriate judgment

(supported by the MDT) about pursuing cytological confirma-

tion, in order to avoid overtreatment of clinically insignificant

micro-papillary thyroid carcinomas (microPTCs).24

i US appearances that are indicative of a benign nodule (U1–

U2) should be regarded as reassuring not requiring fine needle

aspiration cytology (FNAC), unless the patient has a statisti-

cally high risk of malignancy (Chapter 3.7) (2++, B).

Key Recommendation

ii If the US appearances are equivocal, indeterminate or suspi-

cious of malignancy (U3–U5), an US guided FNAC should

14 © 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd



follow10 (2++, B).

Key Recommendation

iii Any abnormal lymph node in the neck should undergo

FNAC to facilitate accurate diagnosis/staging (2++, B).

4.4. Radiology reporting

i If a nodule is being assessed by US, the practitioner (be they a

sonographer, surgeon, endocrinologist or radiologist) should

be competent in identifying the characteristic signs that can

allow a differentiation of thyroid nodules (i.e. either benign

(U2), equivocal/indeterminate (U3), suspicious (U4) or malig-

nant (U5) as outlined in the U classification, Fig. 4.1.

Good Practice Point ☑

ii A report should identify the various characteristics and give

appropriate measurements of significant thyroid nodules/

masses and the U score. In multinodular thyroids, the score

for the most suspicious nodule should be recorded.

Good Practice Point ☑

iii Any retrosternal extension or tracheal deviation should be

noted.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv When a malignancy is suspected a full assessment of the

remainder of the neck for associated lymph node metastases

is mandatory.

Good Practice Point ☑

4.5. Follow up of thyroid nodules

The follow up of thyroid nodules should depend upon the ini-

tial US appearances and associated cytology (Fig. 4.2).25–28

i Asymptomatic nodules with benign US characteristics and no

clinical reasons to suspect a malignancy should be discharged

from further follow-up. Routine ultrasound follow-up of

nodules that are judged to be benign is not recommended

(2++, B).

ii Nodules with benign (Thy2) cytology results and benign US

characteristics do not need repeat FNAC, unless there is

strong clinical suspicion of malignancy (2+, C).

iii Nodules with suspicious US appearances and inadequate

cytology (Thy1), should undergo repeat US guided FNAC

(2++, B).

iv Nodules with Thy2 cytology but indeterminate or suspicious

US features should undergo repeat FNAC for confirmation.

The rate of malignancy in this setting is significant, and evi-

dence supports repeat cytological sampling28 (2++, B).

Key Recommendation

Table 4.1.

US features indicative of benign nodule

• spongiform or honeycomb appearance (micro-cystic spaces with thin walls, comprising >50% of the nodule)8

• purely cystic nodule3 and nodules with a cystic component containing colloid (hyper-echoic foci with a ‘ring-down’ sign)

• egg shell type calcification around the periphery of a nodule34,35

• iso-echoic or (mildly) hyper-echoic in relation to the surrounding normal thyroid tissue and typically with a surrounding hypo-echoic halo

• peripheral vascularity on colour flow or power Doppler8,36

US features indicative of malignant nodule

Papillary and medullary cancers:

• a solid hypo-echoic (i.e. hypo-echoic relative to the normal thyroid tissue) nodule, which may contain hyper-echoic foci (i.e. micro-

calcification)5,8

• an irregular margin, intra nodular vascularity and absence of an associated halo

• a ‘taller than wide’ shape referring to Anterior/Posterior (AP > Transverse (TR) diameter when imaged in the axial plane. AP diameter >TR

diameter increasing the likelihood of malignancy)6

• an irregular or spiculated margin and a ‘taller than wide’ shape have both been shown to have good Positive Predictive Value for malignant

nodules6

• egg shell type calcification around the periphery of a nodule with a broken calcified rim where there is extension beyond the calcified rim of a

hypo-echoic mass6

Follicular lesions:

• typically hyper-echoic and homogenous in echo texture with a well defined halo

• hypo-echogenicity and loss of the associated halo -associated with carcinoma

Table 4.2.

Kim Criteria: marked hypo-echogenicity, irregular or micro-lobulated margins, micro-calcification or ‘taller-than-wide (AP > TR) (high sensitivity)5

American Association Clinical Endocrinologists Criteria: hypo- echoic nodule with one added feature such as irregular margins, length greater >
width (AP>TR), micro- calcifications (high specificity)7

(American) Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound: 1 cm in diameter or larger with micro-calcifications, 1�5 cm in diameter or larger: solid or has

coarse calcifications, 2 cm in diameter or larger: mixed solid and cystic components/nodule undergone substantial growth or associated with

abnormal cervical lymph nodes (least accurate)1
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v When there is discordance between level of clinical suspicion,

FNAC or US appearances, management should be discussed

in the MDT (4, C).

Atypical (Thy3a), follicular (Thy3f), suspicious (Thy4) and

diagnostic (Thy5) cytology is discussed in Chapter 5.

U1. Normal.

U2. Benign: 
(a) halo, iso-echoic / mildly hyper-echoic
(b) cystic change +/- ring down sign (colloid) 
(c) micro- cystic / spongiform  
(d & e) peripheral egg shell calcification 
(f) peripheral vascularity.

U3. Indeterminate/Equivocal: 
(a) homogenous, hyper-echoic (markedly), solid, halo (follicular lesion). 
(b) ? hypo-echoic, equivocal echogenic foci, cystic change 
(c) mixed/central vascularity.

U4. Suspicious:
(a) solid, hypo-echoic (cf thyroid) 
(b) solid, very hypo-echoic (cf strap muscle)
(c) disrupted peripheral calcification, hypo-echoic 
(d) lobulated outline

U5. Malignant 
(a) solid, hypo-echoic, lobulated / irregular outline,

micro-calcification. (? Papillary carcinoma) 
(b) solid, hypo-echoic, lobulated/irregular outline, globular     

calcification (? Medullary carcinoma) 
(c) intra-nodular vascularity 
(d) shape (taller >wide) (AP>TR)
(e) characteristic associated lymphadenopathy

Fig. 4.1 Thyroid nodules-Ultrasound (U) Classification. Graphic compilation of the signs that can be used to differentiate benign from malignant

nodules. These signs should be used to guide the decision as to whether or not to carry out a FNAB based on the likelihood of malignancy in a nodule.

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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4.6. Incidental nodules

The inappropriate use and reporting of imaging can result in an

epidemic of detected thyroid masses, the majority of which will

be benign.29,30 Any incidental nodule detected on US should be

assessed using the criteria discussed above. Incidental nodules

detected on computed tomography (CT) can be more problem-

atic. CT underestimates nodularity and, contrary to US, no CT

feature reliably distinguishes benign from malignant lesions.31 If

all nodules detected on CT were to be further investigated with

US this would result in a significant resource issue. The excep-

tion to this is the incidentaloma detected on positron emission

tomography (PET)-CT with focal18 Fluoro-deoxy-glucose (FDG)

activity, where the risk of malignancy is in excess of 30%.32

i A benign appearance on US should result in no further action

other than reassurance for the patient (2++, B).

ii Incidentally detected nodules by CT should undergo clinical

evaluation. In the majority of cases, no further assessment/

investigation will be required. However if there are suspicious

findings on CT (extra-capsular extension, tracheal invasion,

associated suspicious lymphadenopathy), or the patient

belongs to a high-risk group or if there is significant clinical

concern, US assessment is recommended (4, D).

iii Nodules detected by PET-CT with focal FDG activity should be

investigated with ultrasound and FNAC, unless disseminated

disease is identified and the prognosis from an alternative

malignancy would preclude further investigation (1++, A).

Key Recommendation

4.7. US Assessment by non-radiologists

Non-radiologists (surgeons, endocrinologists or sonographers)

are increasingly involved in US assessment and US guided FNAC

of thyroid nodules. Standards need to maintained by all profes-

sionals who undertake this responsibility.

i US assessment should be recorded with images captured on

picture archiving and communications system (PACS), with a

formal written report linked to the Radiology Information

System.33

Good Practice Point ☑

ii Reporting should follow the diagnostic criteria as outlined in

Table 4.3.

Good Practice Point ☑

iii Such services should be managed in conjunction with Radiol-

ogy allowing supervision/advice to be sought when necessary.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv Training should follow the guidance outlined by the Royal

College of Radiologists for other non-Radiology groups.33

Good Practice Point ☑

Table 4.3. Suggested features to consider/include in US reporting/

assessment of thyroid nodules

Relevant Nodule Size:

Nodule Composition: Solid, cystic, mixed solid /cystic, micro-cystic/

spongiform

Cystic Component: ? Ring down sign – colloid

Echogenicity: Markedly hypo-echoic, hypo-echoic, iso-echoic,

hyper-echoic

Calcifications: Micro-calcification, macro-calcification, rim/egg

shell

Margin: Well defined, irregular/lobulated, spiculated

Taller than Wide: AP > TR: Y/N

Halo: Regular/continuous, interrupted, absent

Colour flow: Central, peripheral, mixed, none

Extent: Retrosternal extension/tracheal deviation

Classification: Benign (U2), equivocal/indeterminate (U3),

suspicious (U4), malignant (U5)

Lymphadenopathy: Suspected malignancy – ? metastases: anatomical

location/levels

Biopsy: FNAC/core biopsy, needle gauge, number of

passes. Location of nodule biopsied

Complications: Y/N

Is inves ga on warranted?

No
(see Chapter 3·2)

Yes
(see Chapter 3·2)US neck

No follow-up
required

Benign
Appearance (U1-2)

(see Chapter 4)

Equivocal/indeterminate,  
suspicious or malignant appearance (U3-5)

(see Chapter 4)

FNAC

Thy1 
(non-diagnos c)

Repeat FNAC

Low level of clinical and US
suspicion for thyroid cancer

Thy1 (non-diagnos c, Thy2
(non-neoplas c)

Thy3 (neoplasm possible), 
Thy4 (suspicious), Thy5 (malignant) 

Repeat US guided FNAC
or MDT discussion

Review clinical and US 
level of suspicion

HIgh level of suspicion for
thyroid cancer

Thy2 
(non-neoplas c)

Diagnos c or therapeu c 
Surgery (see Chapter 7)

Thy3 (neoplasm possible), 
Thy4 (suspicious) 

Consider repeat US guided 
FNAC or core biopsy

Thy5

Therapeu c
Surgery 

(see Chapter 7)

Fig. 4.2 Flow diagram describing investigation and management of thyroid nodules.
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C H A P T E R 5

5 Fine-needle aspiration cytology

5.1. Aspiration cytology of thyroid

Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is a valuable and cost-

effective pre-operative investigation for thyroid nodules in

adults.1–3 The results can reassure that a nodule is benign, triage

patients for diagnostic surgery, or provide a definite diagnosis of

some thyroid malignancies enabling one-stage therapeutic sur-

gery. FNAC does have drawbacks, however, especially the some-

times high rate of inadequate/unsatisfactory samples; the

inability to distinguish between non-neoplastic, benign and

malignant follicular lesions1,4,5 and the difficulty in detecting fol-

licular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma.6–12

It is essential that adequate material is obtained for diagnosis and

that the microscopy is performed by pathologists experienced in

thyroid disease.13,14 A high quality service requires close co-opera-

tion between biomedical/healthcare scientists, pathologists, radiol-

ogists/sonographers and clinicians managing the patients so that

appropriate procedures are set up, implemented andmonitored.13

Aspiration should be performed by an appropriately trained

individual with expertise and interest in thyroid disease. They

should perform sufficient aspirates to maintain expertise and

they should audit their results.15

FNAC samples taken with ultrasound (US) guidance (Chapter

4), have increased accuracy13,16–18 and reduced rates of unsatis-

factory samples.19–22

Immediate assessment of the sample for adequacy by biomedi-

cal scientists or pathologists at the time of aspiration can reduce

the rate of unsatisfactory samples and be cost-effective especially

if the underlying adequacy rate is low,23–27 and facilitate collec-

tion of material for ancillary tests.

FNAC can also be used in the diagnosis of suspicious lymph

nodes and the measurement of thyroglobulin in the washout can

improve diagnostic accuracy (Appendix 1).28,29

Molecular analysis (e.g. BRAF V600E mutation for PTC, alone or

part of a panel) is an emerging field and may refine the prediction

of both benignity and malignancy in thyroid cytology samples.30–51

i All FNAC requests should include full clinical details includ-

ing a description of the abnormality (diagrams are helpful).

Good Practice Point ☑

ii Tumours may be cystic.15,52 When cysts are aspirated, all the

material aspirated (not just a sample) should be sent to the

laboratory without fixation (and therefore without delay).

Any suspicious residual mass should be immediately re-aspi-

rated and the specimens identified separately (2�, D).

iii A nominated pathologist should be a core member of the

local thyroid cancer Multidisciplinary Team (MDT).53

National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-2I-
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iv Thyroid cytology should be reported by a cytopathologist with

experience in such samples and with access to colleagues with

additional experience for second opinions when appropriate.

Such review increases accuracy of cytology13,54,55 (2+, C).

Key recommendation

v There should be routine correlation between the cytological

diagnosis and any subsequent histology.

Good Practice Point ☑

vi The cytology report should contain a descriptive section

interpreting the findings, followed by the Thy numerical cat-

egory as defined by RCPath (Section 5.2).

Good Practice Point ☑

Key recommendation

vii Numerical categories increase accuracy,56 aid local audit,

allow comparison with other centres including internation-

ally, and can guide discussion on further management but are

not a replacement for the descriptive interpretation. The clin-

ical scenario should be taken into account when reporting the

cytology.1

Good Practice Point ☑

viii All cases with malignancy on cytology (Thy5), or suspected

on cytological (Thy4), clinical or radiological grounds, must

be discussed at the MDT meeting.57

ix Additional cases (e.g. Thy3 category cytology) can benefit

from MDT discussion and this should be at the discretion

of the local MDT.

Good Practice Point ☑

x An FNAC which initially yields benign cytology (Thy2)

should be repeated if there is any clinical suspicion of malig-

nancy and/or when the US is indeterminate or suspicious58–

62 (2++, B).

xi When there is clinical suspicion of malignancy and/or inde-

terminate or suspicious US features, and an unsatisfactory

FNAC (Thy1) is obtained, repeat FNAC is mandatory63–65

(2++, B).

xii When there is discordance between level of clinical suspi-

cion, FNAC or US appearances, management should be dis-

cussed in the MDT (4, C).

xiii In selected cases and in an MDT context, molecular testing

of FNAC material may be helpful in deciding whether diag-

nostic or therapeutic surgery should be undertaken. Valida-

tion, verification and rigorous quality control by

laboratories undertaking these tests are essential (4, D).

5.2. Diagnostic categories

As noted above (Section 5.1), the Thy numerical diagnostic cat-

egories should be used in addition to a full text report. The

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd 19



Royal College of Pathologists publication should be followed for

the terminology, and is summarised below. For full explanation

of the categories, see the original RCPath document and any

subsequent revision.66 These UK categories now map exactly to

the Bethesda categories used in the USA67, which facilitates com-

parison between the two systems.

Thy1 – non-diagnostic. This will include samples reflecting

poor operator or preparation technique such as insufficient

epithelial cells (the target is 6 groups each of at least 10 well-

visualised follicular epithelial cells) or only poorly preserved

cells, as well as those reflecting the lesion such as cysts. The

suffix Thy1c is used for cyst fluid samples with insufficient

colloid and epithelial cells.

Thy2 – non-neoplastic. These samples are adequately cellular

and suggest a non-neoplastic lesion such as normal thyroid

tissue, a colloid nodule or thyroiditis. Cyst samples contain-

ing abundant colloid, even if less that the target number of

epithelial cells, can be categorised as Thy2c.

Thy3 – neoplasm possible. This is subdivided into:

Thy3a – when there are atypical features present but not

enough to place into any of the other categories. The

cytological interpretation should be clearly stated in the

report and may include situations such as inability to

exclude a follicular neoplasm or papillary carcinoma.

Many Thy3a cases reflect suboptimal specimens and can

be re-allocated on repeat cytology.

Thy3f – when a follicular neoplasm is suspected. The his-

tological possibilities then include a hyperplastic nodule,

follicular adenoma or follicular carcinoma. These cannot

be distinguished on cytology alone and a histology sam-

ple (e.g. diagnostic hemithyroidectomy) will be required

for diagnosis. Follicular variant of papillary thyroid carci-

noma will also sometimes fall into this category when

the nuclear features are more subtle.

Thy4 – suspicious of malignancy but definite diagnosis of

malignancy is not possible. The type of malignancy suspected

should be stated in the report and is usually papillary carci-

noma.

Thy5 – diagnostic of malignancy. The type of malignancy

should be stated, for example papillary, medullary or anaplas-

tic thyroid carcinoma, lymphoma, or metastatic disease.

The likelihood of a malignancy on subsequent histology

increases with increasing Thy category and should be 100% for

Thy5, though rates of 98–99% are reported.68,69

Suspicious cytology (Thy4) is associated with malignant his-

tology in about 68–70%.69,70

Follicular or indeterminate cytology (Thy3) is followed by

malignant histology in around 9�5–43% of cases9,69–77 the risk

being highest with suspicious ultrasound features.75

There is a false negative rate for benign (Thy2) cytology

results (usually <3%).62 Malignancy can be found in nodules

with Thy1 cytology (4�5–8�5%22,63), especially if the lesion is cys-

tic (14�3%).89

The likely clinical action is not usually documented within the

cytology report. The following clinical action is usually

anticipated by the cytopathologist while reporting the FNA

(Fig. 4.1):

Thy1 – ultrasound assessment � repeat FNAC.

Thy2 – correlate with clinical and radiological (US) findings.

Thy3a – further investigation, usually US assess-

ment � repeat FNAC (Thy3a FNAC on repeat sample

requires MDT discussion).

Thy3f – diagnostic hemithyroidectomy.

Thy4 – diagnostic hemithyroidectomy.

Thy5 – therapy appropriate to tumour type, usually surgery

for papillary or medullary thyroid carcinomas.

There is interobserver variation in the interpretation of follic-

ular-patterned lesions in both cytology and histology.69,78–80

Subdivision of indeterminate cytology (Thy3) further stratifies

the risk of malignancy.8,65,81–86 Immunocytochemical and molec-

ular methods may also assist in stratification of risk.87–91
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C H A P T E R 6

6 Primary treatment of differentiated thyroid cancer

6.1. Timescale

i Patients with suspected thyroid cancer should normally be

seen in accordance with the national target for urgent referrals

(currently 2 weeks) (Chapter 3).

Good Practice Point ☑

ii If there are progressive/severe respiratory problems associated

with a thyroid mass, patients must be referred and seen without

delay.

Good Practice Point ☑

iii Patients with new onset of stridor and a thyroid mass must

be assessed as emergency cases.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv Decisions should be made promptly with respect to diagnosis

and treatment (maximum 31 days from diagnosis to first treat-

ment and 62 days from urgent referral to first treatment, Chap-

ter 3, Fig. 3.1).

Good Practice Point ☑

6.2. Staging and risk assignment

i Patients should be staged using the TNM classification (Table

2.1), and assigned to the appropriate ATA risk group (Table 2.2)

(2+, C).

6.3. Documentation

i The following should be recorded in the medical records:

Good Practice Point ☑

• family history and past medical history;

• date of surgery;

• name of surgeon, assistant and anaesthetist;

• extent of surgery;

• complications of surgery;

• presence or absence of metastases including number and

location of lymph nodes;

• Fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC), histology and

pathologically staged according to TNM (pTNM) staging;

• curative or palliative intent;

• date of RRA/therapy;

• activity of RRA/therapy and side effects;

• post-ablation iodine scan result;

• follow-up arrangements.
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C H A P T E R 7

7 Surgery for differentiated thyroid cancer

There is a strong case for patients with thyroid cancer to be

operated on and treated by clinicians who have appropriate

training and experience. Complication rates from thyroid sur-

gery are lower when patients, adult and paediatric, are treated

by ‘high volume’ surgeons.1–3 Membership of the British Associ-

ation of Endocrine and Thyroid Surgeons (BAETS) mandates

annual returns and provides comparative performance data on

surgical numbers and outcome measures (http://baets.e-dendrite.

com).

i The surgeon should have training and expertise in the manage-

ment of thyroid cancer and be a core member of the multidis-

ciplinary team (MDT) (Improving outcomes in Head and

Neck Cancer http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/live/10897/

28851/28851.pdf)

Key recommendation

The Manual of Cancer Services and Current Peer Review stan-

dards4 require that:

i Surgeons who operate on patients with thyroid cancer should

perform a minimum of 20 thyroidectomies per year

National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-2I-

149

ii Cervical lymph node dissection should be performed by

MDT authorised surgeons

National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-2I-

146

7.1. Terminology

Compliance with appropriate and clear definitions of anatomy

and surgical procedures is essential. The terms in Tables 7.1, 7.2

and 7.3 should be used.

Good Practice Point ☑

7.2. Pre-operative imaging

All patients with suspected or diagnosed thyroid cancer should

have had a pre-operative ultrasound (US) (Chapter 4). US of

the neck alone is sufficient for patients planned for diagnostic

thyroid surgery (see section 7.3 below) and allows adequate pre-

operative assessment of both extra-thyroidal extension and lat-

eral neck node metastases in most cases. For detailed assessment

of the central compartment, mediastinal lymph nodes and lungs,

additional cross-sectional imaging by CT may be required.5–7

i In patients with thyroid cancer assessment of extra-thyroidal

extension and lymph node disease in the central and lateral

neck compartments should be undertaken pre-operatively. A

combination of ultrasound (US) and computed tomography

(CT)/magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) imaging is advised

depending upon local expertise.

Good Practice Point ☑

Key recommendation

ii Lymph nodes that are equivocal/suspicious on US, should be

assessed by fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC). Measure-

ment of Tg in aspirate washout fluid may aid the diagnosis

of lymph node metastasis (Appendix 1, 1.2) (4, D).

iii When CT is utilized in pre-operative assessment of thyroid

cancer, there should be a 2 month delay between the use of

iodinated contrast media and subsequent 131I therapy (see

Chapter 9.2) (4, D).

7.3. Preparation for surgery

i The operating surgeon should obtain consent after full discus-

sion, although this may be delegated to a suitably trained and

qualified person as specified in GMC Guidance (2008).8

Good Practice Point ☑

ii The specific complications of thyroid surgery/lymph node

dissection should be discussed as well as those relevant com-

plications which can occur at any surgical procedure; this dis-

cussion should be detailed in the clinical record. Additional

written or audio-visual material are recommended (Appendix

4, Patient Information Leaflet 3), but are not a replacement

for verbal consent9 (4, D).

iii The risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE) is not increased

in patients undergoing thyroid cancer surgery.10,11 In the

absence of other risk factors for VTE, routine use of chemo-

prophylaxis is not required for patients undergoing thyroid

surgery. VTE prophylaxis, in the form of graduated compres-

sion hose and/or peri-operative calf compression devices

should be used in all cases12 (1++, A).

iv In patients with suspected or proven thyroid cancer, assess-

ment of vocal cord function is recommended prior to sur-

gery for diagnostic and audit purposes13 (2++, B).

7.4. Surgical approach to laryngeal nerves and
parathyroid glands

Permanent damage to a recurrent laryngeal nerve should occur in

significantly <5% of patients who have undergone surgery for thy-

roid cancer. Bilateral injuries are extremely rare. In expert centres,

nerve injury rates are no higher after re-operative central neck

node dissection surgery14,15 or for recurrent thyroid cancer.16–19

Infiltration by tumour contributes to recurrent laryngeal nerve

palsy rates in malignant disease. Lymph node dissection in the

central compartment (level VI) is associated with an increased risk

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25



of temporary but not permanent hypoparathyroidism compared

with total thyroidectomy alone.20

i The recurrent laryngeal nerve/s should be identified in virtu-

ally all patients and when preoperative laryngoscopy has indi-

cated normal vocal cord function, preserved (4, D).

ii Attempts should be made to identify/protect preserve the

external branch of the superior laryngeal nerves13 by ligation

of the superior thyroid vessels at the capsule of the gland.

External laryngeal nerve injury has an associated morbidity,

particularly in voice-quality changes. Injury rates may be

higher than for recurrent laryngeal nerve damage21 (1�, B).

iii Parathyroid glands should whenever possible be identified

and preserved. If their vascular supply is compromised,

the gland/s should be excised and re-implanted into muscle

(4, D).

7.5. Diagnostic thyroid surgery

For patients with Thy3 fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC)

who require diagnostic surgery (Chapter 5.2), hemithyroidecto-

my (Table 7.1) is appropriate. For patients with Thy4 FNAC,

from a small, well defined target lesion suspicious of papillary

(or medullary thyroid) cancer a diagnostic hemithyroidectomy/

lymph node biopsy and positive intra-operative frozen section

facilitates single stage therapeutic surgery.22 Frozen section is not

appropriate for follicular lesions.

A total thyroidectomy may be appropriate for patients with a

Thy3/Thy4 cytology, if there is an associated symptomatic thy-

roid disorder (e.g. multinodular goitre/Graves’ disease).

i For patients with Thy3f or Thy4 FNAC a diagnostic hemithy-

roidectomy is recommended (3, D).

Key recommendation

ii For patients with Thy3a FNAC who require surgery a diag-

nostic hemithyroidectomy is recommended (3, D).

iii In circumstances when there are additional indications for

thyroidectomy, therapeutic surgery for Thy3f or Thy4 FNAC

may be justified if supported by the MDT (4, D).

7.6. Therapeutic surgery for thyroid cancer

Thyroid surgery for papillary thyroid carcinoma. Surgery for

papillary microcarcinoma (microPTC) is discussed in Chapter 8.

The management of patients with pT4b disease is described in

section 7.8 below.

Total thyroidectomy for large tumours or tumours of any size

with additional risk tactors has been shown to be associated with

fewer recurrences and better survival.23,24 For patients with

tumours 4 cm or smaller and no risk factors, hemithyroidecto-

my without radioiodine remnant ablation (RRA) is reported to

have an equally favourable outcome to total thyroidectomy,

though all studies are retrospective.25–30 This could apply to

non-invasive encapsulated (or partly encapsulated) follicular var-

iant papillary thyroid cancer (FVPTC).31

Table 7.1. Recommended terminology relating to thyroid surgery

The terms below should be used:

(Good Practice Point) ☑

Thyroid surgery

• Hemithyroidectomy: the complete removal of one thyroid lobe

including the isthmus.

• Near-total lobectomy: a total lobectomy leaving behind only the

smallest amount of thyroid tissue (significantly less than 1 g) to

protect the recurrent laryngeal nerves.

• Near-total thyroidectomy: the complete removal of one thyroid lobe

(lobectomy) with a near-total lobectomy on the contralateral side

or a bilateral near-total procedure. This should be clearly defined in

the operation note.

• Total thyroidectomy: the removal of both thyroid lobes, isthmus

and pyramidal lobe.

i The terms ‘subtotal lobectomy’ and ‘subtotal thyroidectomy’ are

imprecise and should be avoided. The classically described subtotal

lobectomy or subtotal thyroidectomy procedures are inappropriate for

the treatment of thyroid cancer. If a total thyroidectomy is not carried

out, the surgeon should document the exact extent of surgery to each

lobe (4, D).

Table 7.2. Recommended terminology relating to lymph nodes

The terms listed below for lymph node groups and surgery should be used

Good Practice Point ☑

Lateral compartment of neck62

Level I Submental and submandibular nodes

Level II Deep cervical chain nodes from the skull base to the level of the hyoid, which are further divided by their relationship to the accessory nerve:

IIa (medial) and IIb (lateral)

Level III Deep cervical chain nodes from the level of the hyoid to the level of the cricoid cartilage

Level IV Deep cervical chain nodes from the level of the cricoid to the level of the clavicle

Level V Posterior triangle nodes (anterior border is posterior border of sternomastoid, posterior border is anterior border of trapezius) subdivided into

Va and Vb. The American Thyroid Association (ATA) Consensus Review on lateral neck dissection defines levels Va (above) and Vb (below)

as separated by a plane from the inferior border of the cricoid cartilage62

Central compartment of neck90

Level VI and VII Prelaryngeal, pretracheal and paratracheal nodes from the hyoid bone superiorly to the level of the innominate artery inferiorly and to

the carotid arteries laterally

Compartment 491

Lymph nodes between the brachiocephalic vein and tracheal bifurcation within the anterior and posterior mediastinum

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Patients with ‘radiation-induced’ thyroid cancer appear to

present with more advanced disease,32,33 but there is conflicting

evidence as to whether outcome or cause specific survival is

worse33 or no different34–36 from patients without prior irradia-

tion

i Total thyroidectomy is recommended for patients with

tumours greater than 4 cm in diameter, or tumours of any

size in association with any of the following characteristics:

multifocal disease, bilateral disease, extra-thyroidal spread

(pT3 and pT4a), familial disease, and those with clinically or

radiologically involved nodes and/or distant metastases (2�,

D).

Key recommendation

ii In patients with radiation induced tumours >1–≤4 cm in

diameter and no other risk factors, Personalised Decision

Making is recommended (Chapter 2.4, and Table 2.4) (4, D).

iii The evidence for an advantage of total thyroidectomy com-

pared to hemithyroidectomy27,37 in patients with unifocal

tumours >1–≤4 cm in diameter, age <45 years, with no extra-

thyroidal spread, no familial disease, no evidence of lymph

node involvement, no angioinvasion and no distant metasta-

ses, is unclear. In such cases Personalised Decision Making is

recommended (Chapter 2.4, and Table 2.4) (4, D).

Lymph node surgery in papillary thyroid cancer. Prophylactic

central compartment lymph node dissection—Analysis of cases

from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER)

database indicate that lymph node metastasis is associated with

increased risk of death38,39 particularly in patients aged >
45 years. The benefit of prophylactic central compartment node

surgery in terms of improved disease-specific survival40 or

recurrence-free survival is not proven.41–44

Protagonists of prophylactic central compartment lymph node

dissection (PCCND) report the benefit of accurate staging45,46

and its impact on the use/activity of radioiodine, reduced post-

treatment basal/stimulated thyroglobulin (sTg) concentrations

and reduction in loco-regional recurrence. Although PCCND is

associated with lower pre-ablation Tg concentrations and a

higher rate of undetectable Tg, it is reported that the differences

are not apparent at 6 months post-treatment45,47

• It is variously estimated that 20–31 PCCND are required to

prevent one re-operation/local recurrence.48,49

• The relative risk of loco-regional recurrence in pN1 patients

with clinically uninvolved lymph nodes (cN0) is low (2%,

and 4% in patients with < 5 lymph node metastases).50

These studies highlight the controversy regarding the appro-

priateness of PCCND in patients with clinically or radiologically

N0 PTC. The potential benefits of prophylactic surgery should

also be judged in the context of potential for increased morbid-

ity associated with the injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerves

and parathyroid glands.

A systematic review and meta analysis20 has compared short

term (<5 years) loco-regional recurrence and surgical compli-

cations in patients undergoing total thyroidectomy alone with

those treated by total thyroidectomy and PCCND. The review

identifies a possible 35% reduction in the risk of loco-regional

recurrence in patients treated with prophylactic node surgery

but the impact of increased use of radioiodine remnant abla-

tion (RRA) and selection bias on this reduction in risk is

unclear. Another meta analysis failed to identify significant

differences in the rates of loco-regional recurrence or of per-

manent complications in patients undergoing PCCND for

PTC compared to patients undergoing total thyroidectomy

alone.49

Male gender has previously been considered as an additional

risk factor for reduced disease-specific survival, but two recent

studies have failed to confirm that it is an independent risk fac-

tor for survival.51,52 There is uncertainty as to whether a sole

finding of microscopic extra-thyroidal extension (pT3) is an

adverse risk factor.53,54 It is unclear therefore whether gender

and microscopic extra-thyroidal extension can be used in deci-

sion making about PCCND.

Table 7.3. Recommended terminology relating to lymph node surgery

The terms listed below should be used

Good Practice Point ☑

Selective neck dissection

Any type of cervical lymphadenectomy which involves less than dissection of levels I–V where the spinal accessory nerve (SAN), the internal jugular

vein (IJV) and sternocleidomastoid muscle (SCM) are preserved. The levels of node dissection should be clearly recorded

Radical neck dissection

Radical neck dissections are very rarely indicated in the treatment of thyroid cancer but are defined here to ensure accuracy of nomenclature: radical

neck dissection removes all the lymphatic tissue in levels I–V along with the SAN, SCM and IJV. Extended neck dissection is defined as removal of one

or more additional lymph node groups such as parapharyngeal, superior mediastinal and paratracheal nodes and/or non-lymphatic structures

(digastric muscle, skin)

Modified radical neck dissection (MRND)

MRND involves removal of lymph nodes in levels I–V with preservation of one or more non-lymphatic structures as follows:

• MRND Type I: excision of all lymph nodes routinely removed by radical neck dissection with preservation of the SAN.

• MRND Type II: excision of all lymph nodes routinely removed by radical neck dissection with preservation of the SAN and IJV.

• MRND Type III (functional or comprehensive neck dissection): excision of all lymph nodes routinely removed by radical neck dissection with

preservation of the SAN, IJV and SCM.
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i Central compartment neck dissection is not recommended

for patients without clinical or radiological evidence of

lymph node involvement, who have all of the following

characteristics: classical type PTC, <45 years, unifocal

tumour, ≤4 cm, no extra-thyroidal extension on US

(1�, C).

Key recommendation

ii The evidence for an advantage of PCCND compared to no

PCCND in patients with clinically/radiologically uninvolved

neck nodes, but deemed high risk on the basis of one or

more of the following (adverse histological sub type,

age ≥ 45 years, multifocal, tumours greater than 4 cm in

diameter, extra-thyroidal extension) is unclear.55–57 In such

cases Personalised Decision Making is recommended (Chap-

ter 2.4, and Table 2.4) (4, D).

iii Unilateral PCCND does not appear to confer an advantage

in reducing morbidity over bilateral surgery or post RRA

Tg concentration. A prospective study comparing bilateral

with unilateral PCCND showed no difference in mean

postoperative basal/sTg, or permanent complications.58 The

addition of unilateral central neck dissection to total

thyroidectomy compared with total thyroidectomy, alone

does not result in lower Tg concentrations at 6 months

post ablation.47 Bilateral prophylactic central neck dissec-

tion will identify bilateral lymph node metastases in 13–

50%58,59,60 of patients and is the ‘preferable’ option for

accurate staging.46 Unilateral PCCND is not recommended

(2+, C).

Prophylactic lateral neck lymph node dissection—The ATA

Consensus Statement on the rationale for lateral neck dissection

(2012) declared that prophylactic lateral neck dissection was

unwarranted.61 More recent studies have reported that

prophylactic lateral neck dissection (levels III and IV) yields

node positive disease in 8–23% of patients46,62; an increased

risk of involvement of lateral neck nodes by tumour was

associated with positive central compartment nodes/upper 1/3

tumours on multivariate analysis. A further study reports that

patients who had previously undergone total thyroidectomy

and PCCND, had a 6% lateral neck node recurrence rate at

5 years follow-up.63 Protagonists of prophylactic lateral node

dissection argue that it will identify and better stage the >
50% of patients with positive central neck nodes who will

have metastatic nodes in levels III/IV. Those against, state

there is no evidence to indicate that prophylactic lateral neck

dissection improves survival or loco-regional control and

over-treats 75% of patients.46

i Prophylactic lateral neck dissection in patients with no evi-

dence of central compartment lymph node metastases, is not

recommended (2+, C).

ii The evidence for an advantage of prophylactic lateral neck

dissection compared to no prophylactic lateral neck dissection

in patients with central compartment lymph involvement is

unclear. In such cases Personalised Decision Making is rec-

ommended (Chapter 2.4) (4, D).

Therapeutic lymph node dissection

i Overt disease in the central compartment discovered prior to/

at surgery should be treated by a therapeutic level VI/VII node

dissection64 (3, D).

ii If there is doubt as to the pathological nature of the nodes,

frozen section has high sensitivity and specificity for detection

of PTC.65Good Practice Point ☑

Patients with overt metastatic disease in the lateral neck will

have clinical/radiological evidence of central neck lymph node

metastases in more than 80% of cases.70 Patients with lateral

neck node metastases and no evidence of central neck node

involvement on pre-operative imaging are high risk for histolog-

ical evidence of level VI node metastases (>80%),67,71

iii When suspicious/clinically involved nodes in the lateral neck

are apparent pre-operatively or are encountered at thyroidec-

tomy, and confirmed by needle biopsy or frozen section, a

therapeutic central and selective lateral neck dissection (levels

IIa–Vb) is recommended, preserving the accessory nerve,

sternocleidomastoid muscle and internal jugular vein.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv In the absence of clear indications, dissection of levels 1, IIb

and Va is not recommended69–71 (2+, C).

Surgery for follicular thyroid carcinoma (excluding oncocytic

(H€urthle cell) follicular carcinoma). FNAC cannot at present

distinguish follicular adenoma or benign hyperplastic nodules

from carcinoma. Follicular (Thy3f) cytology usually mandates

diagnostic hemithyroidectomy as the least surgical procedure,

although in some cases (identified by the descriptive report or

by the specific clinical scenario) discussion at the MDT before

deciding on an appropriate course of action may be indicated

(Chapter 5.2). Frozen section examination is unhelpful when

the FNAC diagnosis is that of a follicular lesion (Thy3).66,67

i If definitive histology reveals a follicular adenoma or a hyper-

plastic nodule, no further treatment is required.

Good Practice Point ☑

ii Patients with follicular tumours >4 cm appear to have worse

prognosis68,72 and should be treated with total thyroidectomy

(3, D).

Key recommendation

iii Patients with tumours ≤4 cm, in the absence of other

adverse risk factors (age >45 years, widely invasive, lymph

node/distant metastases, angioinvasion) appear to have an

excellent prognosis.73–75 It is recommended that such

patients may be treated with hemithyroidectomy at the dis-

cretion of the MDT (2�, C).

iv Patients with tumours >1–≤4 cm and adverse risk factors

(age >45 years, widely invasive, lymph node/distant metasta-

ses, angioinvasion) should be treated with total thyroidec-

tomy (2�, C).

v Lymph node metastasis from follicular thyroid cancer is

found in 1–8% of patients.76 If there is preoperative or intra-

operative suspicion of nodal disease, FNAC or frozen section

should be performed prior to therapeutic node dissection.
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Good Practice Point☑

Surgery for oncocytic (H€urthle cell) follicular carcinoma. There is

conflicting evidence as to whether H€urthle cell carcinoma has

equivalent77,78 or worse79 prognosis compared with follicular

thyroid cancer, and worse prognosis compared with other types

of DTC.80 Lymph node metastases are reported to occur in 3–

25% of cases, tumour size (>5 cm) and older age (>80 years)

are risk factors for nodal disease.81 H€urthle cell tumours are less

likely to concentrate 131I.

i Total thyroidectomy is recommended for oncocytic (H€urthle

cell) carcinomas > 1 cm in diameter, (2�, D).

ii Patients with oncocytic (H€urthle cell) microcarcinoma

(tumour size ≤1 cm) are reported to have an increased risk

of distant metastases and reduced disease specific survival

compared with patients with microPTC.82 In the same study

no survival benefit was identified for patients who underwent

total thyroidectomy compared with patients treated with

hemithyroidectomy. For patients with oncocytic (H€urthle

cell) microcarcinoma Personalised Decision Making about

hemi- or total thyroidectomy is recommended (Chapter 2.4,

Table 2.4) (4, D).

iii Therapeutic lymph node dissection should be performed

in patients with clinical/radiological evidence of lymph

node involvement and pathological confirmation of

metastasis

Good Practice Point ☑

The role of prophylactic node dissection is unclear. Loco-

regional recurrence of H€urthle cell carcinoma is not associated

with lymphoid tissue and most likely to result from spread via

venous channels.83

i The evidence for an advantage of prophylactic neck dissection

compared to no prophylactic neck dissection, in patients with

Hurthle cell carcinomas is unclear. In such cases Persona-

lised Decision Making is recommended (Chapter 2.4, Table

2.4) (4, D).

7.7. Emergency surgery

It is rare for emergency surgery to be needed, and in most cases

a careful work-up of patients is achievable. Acute presentation

of a patient with thyroid cancer and severe airway compromise

requires urgent/immediate surgery.

7.8. Surgery for locally advanced disease

In patients with unilateral extra-thyroidal disease, preserving the

nerve at the expense of risking residual macroscopic disease,

does not carry adverse prognostic implications and is likely to

result in normal nerve function84,85 (2�, C). In patients with

bilateral disease it may not be possible to remove the entire

tumour without damaging both recurrent laryngeal nerves. A

small residue of tumour may be left behind to protect the nerve

on one or both sides (4, D).

i When pre-operative vocal cord examination has revealed no

sign of recurrent laryngeal nerve involvement every attempt

should be made to preserve the nerve/s (4, D).

ii In individual patients with locally advanced disease involving

the upper aero-digestive tract, curative resection of the tra-

cheal wall and/or oesophagus should be considered86,87 (2�,

C).

iii When radical curative surgery is not possible or agreed to by

the patient, treatment with external beam radiotherapy may

be appropriate (see Chapter 10).

7.9. Early post-surgical management

i Patients planned to receive RRA with recombinant human

TSH (rhTSH) after total/near-total thyroidectomy, should

commence on suppressive doses levothyroxine (2 mcg per kg

body weight). Lower doses should be considered in obese

patients. If a thyroid hormone withdrawal protocol is fol-

lowed, triiodothyronine (T3) (usual adult dosage 20 mcg tds)

may be used and should be stopped for 2 weeks before RRA

(4, D).

Key recommendation

ii Serum calcium should be checked on the day after surgery

(or earlier if symptoms occur) and levels further monitored if

there is a high likelihood of hypocalcaemia (3, D).

iii If hypocalcaemia is detected, it should be treated as outlined

in Chapter 11.2

iv It is recommended that patients with voice change after thy-

roidectomy, undergo laryngoscopy13 (Chapter 11.1) (2�, C).

v Expert opinion recommends routine post-operative laryn-

goscopy in patients who have undergone thyroidectomy13

(4, D).

vi A baseline postoperative serum Tg should be checked, prefer-

ably no earlier than 6 weeks after surgery (2+, C).

7.10. Management of other rare malignancies of the
thyroid

Primary thyroid lymphoma88.

i A clinical diagnosis or high index of suspicion of lymphoma

may be confirmed by FNAC with the addition of immunophe-

notyping, although core biopsy and sometimes open biopsy

may be required89 (3, D).

ii Patients should be referred to the Lymphoma MDT

Good Practice Point ☑

Medullary thyroid cancer. This is discussed in Chapter 17.

Anaplastic thyroid cancer. This is discussed in Chapter 18.
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C H A P T E R 8

8 Management of papillary microcarcinoma

‘Microcarcinoma’ is defined as a carcinoma of size of 10 mm

and below in greatest dimension. Microcarcinomas constitute

approximately 30% of all differentiated thyroid cancers and are

largely responsible for the rise in incidence of thyroid cancer

seen in many countries over the past decade.1 Their manage-

ment is one of the most controversial areas in thyroid cancer

occupying a large proportion of MDT discussion time.

Microcarcinomas are usually an incidental finding, increas-

ingly found on imaging or on histology of thyroidectomy speci-

mens. ‘Incidental’ carcinoma refers to a tumour that is NOT the

target lesion (clinically or radiologically) and is found on histo-

logical/microscopic examination of a thyroid removed for

another reason, for example nodular goitre. These are nearly

always of papillary thyroid carcinoma (microPTC) type but may

occasionally be minimally invasive follicular carcinomas or rarely

medullary thyroid carcinomas. Incidental microPTC are found

in 2.2–49.9% (mostly 5–12%) of otherwise benign thyroid dis-

ease specimens,2–13 and the rate of detection is significantly

affected by the thoroughness of histology.11

8.1. Disease extent at diagnosis

Distant metastases are documented in 0–3% cases at diagno-

sis14–25 However, lymph node involvement, is relatively common

at 12.3–50% and the incidence depends on how intensely

patients are investigated.17,20,21,24–32

8.2. Clinical outcome

The clinical outcome of microPTC is nearly always extremely

good but there are a few exceptions.

Mortality. The mortality is very low with either no deaths11,23,33–37

or only occasional deaths reported, ranging between 0.2% and

1% over 7.3–60 years of follow-up.14–19,25,38,40–42 A meta-analysis

which included 9379 patients identified 32 deaths (0.34%).43

Distant metastases. The risk of new distant metastases among

4096 patients from 15 pooled studies with a median follow-up

between 3.7 and 11.2 years, was 0.4%.43

Local recurrence. Reported local recurrence rates are in 3.8–

20%.23,26,30,35,37,42,44–49 The risk of loco-regional recurrence

among 5256 patients from 16 pooled studies with a median

follow-up between 3.7 and 11.2 years, was 2.5%43).

Recurrences are more likely to occur in neck lymph nodes

than the thyroid bed, and occurred at any time after initial

treatment during 20 years of follow-up.25 Recurrences were

amenable to successful treatment in most cases and did not

adversely affect survival.20

8.3. Management

MicroPTC very rarely present with distant metastases, clinically

apparent nodal disease, or extension beyond the thyroid capsule

(pT3 or pT4). These cases should be managed as dictated by

their disease stage (Chapter 7.2).

This section deals with microPTC which have no clinically

evident disease in regional lymph nodes or distant metastases at

the time of diagnosis.

Given that long-term survival is nearly 100%, the objective of

any treatment is to reduce the risk of loco-regional recurrence

(2.5%) and distant metastases (0.4%), while minimizing iatro-

genic morbidity.15,17,18,38,41

Risk factors for recurrence or metastatic disease are shown in

Table 8.1. A meta-analysis43 identified the following risk factors:

clinical (rather than incidental) presentation (P < 0.0001),

multifocality (P < 0.0001) and lymph node involvement at diag-

nosis (P < 0.0001). The data on age as a risk factor are

contradictory.27,38

The usual clinical scenarios where the MDT is called upon to

provide recommendations for management are:

(a) The entire thyroid gland is in situ and an FNA of a suspi-

cious lesion <1 cm in diameter has been reported as diag-

nostic of PTC, Thy5.

(b) A thyroid lobe has been removed for another reason (e.g. a

follicular/Thy3f nodule) and it also contains one or more

foci of microPTC.

(c) A total or near total thyroidectomy has been performed for

another reason (e.g. Graves’ disease or multinodular goitre)

and it contains one or more foci of microPTC.

Thyroid surgery.

i Thyroid lobectomy is recommended for patients with a unifo-

cal microPTC and no other risk factors (Table 8.1) (2+, C).

Key recommendation

ii The extent of thyroidectomy to be performed in patients with

PTC and a history of neck irradiation is discussed in Chapter

7.2. No recommendation is made for patients with microPTC

and only this additional risk factor (4, D).

iii Total thyroidectomy is recommended for patients with micr-

oPTC and familial non-medullary thyroid cancer (FNMTC)

(2+, C).

iv Total thyroidectomy is recommended for patients with

multifocal microPTC involving both lobes of the thyroid

(1�, A).

v For all other patients with microPTC, the recommendation

for type of surgery should be based on consideration of risk

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd 33



factors (Table 8.1) and Personalised Decision Making is rec-

ommended (Chapter 2.4, and Table 2.4) (4, D).

Lymph node surgery.

i Patients with papillary microcarcinoma who present with cer-

vical node metastases require total thyroidectomy and thera-

peutic lymph node dissection of the involved nodal

compartment/s as with PTC >T1a (2�, D).

ii Although prophylactic central compartment neck node dissec-

tion (PCCND) may not reduce the short term risk of local

recurrence, PCCND should be considered in patients with

tumours that are multifocal, pT3 and with extra-thyroidal

spread. In such cases, Personalised Decision Making is rec-

ommended (Chapter 2.4, and Table 2.4) (4, D).

Recommendations for radioiodine remnant ablation (RRA). Risk

assignment as described in Chapter 9.1 should dictate which

patients may benefit from RRA.

Recommendations for TSH suppression. Risk assignment as

described in Chapter 11.5 should dictate which patients may

benefit from TSH suppression.

Recommendations for follow-up. Patients with unifocal microPTC

and no other risk factors—Such patients who have undergone

lobectomy, have a risk of dying of thyroid cancer similar to that of

the general population,71 a risk of recurrence of <2.5% and a risk

of distant metastases of <0.4%. Given that for the general

population the lifetime risk of developing any cancer is about 33%

and the risk of dying from any cancer 28%72 the benefits of

screening for recurrence, are unlikely to outweigh the

disadvantages.

i It is recommended therefore that such patients require no fur-

ther follow-up for cancer care and can be discharged to the

care of their GP (4, D).

ii The risk of developing hypothyroidism after thyroid lobec-

tomy can be 15% or higher,73–75 therefore annual biochemical

surveillance in primary care is recommended76 (4, D).

Patients with microPTC and additional risk factors—The follow-

up of patients with microPTC and additional risk factors should

be dictated by risk assignment after completion of treatment, as

described in Chapter 2.
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C H A P T E R 9

9 Radioiodine remnant ablation and therapy for differentiated
thyroid cancer

Following a total or near total thyroidectomy, some 131I uptake

is usually demonstrable in the thyroid bed. 131I-induced destruc-

tion of this residual thyroid tissue is known as ‘radioiodine rem-

nant ablation’ (RRA). This term should not be used to describe

treatment for known residual local or metastatic disease. ‘Radio-

iodine therapy’ refers to administration of 131I with the inten-

tion to treat residual, recurrent or metastatic disease.

The principles and procedures are similar for the administra-

tion of 131I for RRA or therapy purposes.

9.1. Post-operative RRA

RRA has been used for many years as an adjunct to near total/

total thyroidectomy in patients with differentiated thyroid cancer

(DTC). All the evidence available of the effects of RRA on can-

cer recurrence and survival is retrospective. The potential bene-

fits of RRA need to be balanced against risks and the

inconvenience imposed by the procedure on an individualised

basis.

Advantages of RRA.

• Possible prolonged survival1–3

• Eradication of all residual thyroid cells postoperatively with

subsequent reduced risk of local and distant tumour recur-

rence3–5

• Reassurance to patients provided by the knowledge that

serum Tg is undetectable and neck US or diagnostic iodine

scan imaging is negative, implying that all thyroid tissue

has been destroyed

• Increased sensitivity of Tg monitoring facilitating early

detection of recurrent or metastatic disease6,7

• Increased sensitivity of subsequent iodine scanning if

required

Disadvantages of RRA (also see section 9.5).

• Need to avoid pregnancy (6 months) or fathering a child

(4 months) (Chapter 14)

• Slightly increased risk of miscarriage in the first year after

RRA (Chapter 14)

• Hospital stay in isolation

• Need to maintain a safe distance from others for a short

period after treatment

• Painful thyroiditis (rare)

• Radiation cystitis, gastritis, bleeding or oedema from

metastases (rare)

• Nausea

• Exposure to potential side-effects of recombinant human

TSH (rhTSH) (rare) or to a short period of hypo-

thyroidism

• Sialadenitis

• Xerostomia

• Dysgeusia

• Pulmonary fibrosis (rare)

• Second malignancy (risk may be higher than previously

thought)8

Current evidence suggests that some patients with DTC will

benefit from RRA, while others will not. For a significant group

of patients the evidence is inadequate or conflicting, so that clear

recommendations cannot be made.1,4,5,8,9 For the purpose of

RRA patients can be classified into three categories: (a) definite

indications for RRA (b) uncertain indications for RRA (c) no

indication for RRA (Fig. 9.1).

Definite indications, uncertain indications and no indication for

RRA. The decision about RRA can be difficult for the MDT and

the patient as the evidence is incomplete and the aim is to

individualise treatment. Table 9.1 summarises the evidence for

RRA.10 Fig. 9.1 summarises the indications for RRA.

i The MDT decision about RRA should be individualised.

Good Practice Point ☑

ii Patients who have had less than a total or near-total thyroid-

ectomy should be considered for further surgery before RRA

(4, D).

iii A clinical oncologist or nuclear medicine physician with exper-

tise and an interest in the management of DTC should super-

vise this treatment and be a core member of the MDT (4, D).

Key recommendation

‘Definite’ and ‘no indications’ for RRA—

i Patients in the ‘definite indications’ category (tumour >4 cm,

or any tumour size with gross extra-thyroidal extension (pT4),

or distant metastases present) should be advised to receive

RRA (2+, C).

Key recommendation

ii Patients in the ‘no indications’ category (tumour ≤1 cm uni-

focal or multifocal, and on histology classical papillary or fol-

licular variant or follicular minimally invasive without

angioinvasion and no invasion of thyroid capsule) should be

advised against receiving RRA (2+, C).

Key recommendation

iii Patients advised to receive RRA should be counselled so that

they understand the rationale for RRA in order that they are
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able to make an informed decision based on the risks and

benefits.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv The acute and late side effects of 131I (also see section 9.5)

should be discussed with patients planned to receive RRA.

Good Practice Point ☑

‘Uncertain indications’ for RRA—Patients in the ‘uncertain

indications’ category may or may not derive a benefit from

RRA. Factors that may tip the balance in favour of RRA are:

large tumour size, extra-thyroidal extension, presence of

unfavourable histological cell type (tall cell, or columnar cell

papillary thyroid cancer (PTC), diffuse sclerosing PTC, poorly

NO INDICATIONS
ALL CRITERIA BELOW SHOULD BE MET
• Tumour <1cm unifocal or mul focal 
• Histology classical papillary or follicular variant of papillary 

carcinoma, or follicular carcinoma
• Minimally invasive without angioinvasion
• No invasion of thyroid capsule (extra thyroidal extension)

RRA NOT
RECOMMENDED 
(2+, C)

DEFINITE INDICATIONS
ANY ONE OF THE CRITERIA BELOW SHOULD BE  MET
• Tumour >4cm
• Any tumour size with gross extra thyroidal extension
• Distant metastases present

RRA
RECOMMENDED 
(2+, C)

UNCERTAIN INDICATIONS
ALL OTHER CASES
One or more of the following risk factors may iden fy pa ents at 
higher risk of recurrence who may benefit from RRA:
• Large tumour size
• Extra-thyroidal extension
• Unfavourable cell type (tall cell, columnar or diffuse sclerosing 

papillary cancer, poorly differen ated elements)
• Widely invasive histology
• Mul ple lymph node involvement, large size of involved lymph 

nodes, high ra o of posi ve to nega ve nodes, extracapsular
nodal involvement.

SELECTIVE USE 
OF RRA
(4, D)

Fig. 9.1 Indications for RRA.

Table 9.1. Summary of strength of evidence of benefit of RRA in patients with DTC

Factors Description

Expected benefit

RRA usually

recommended Strength of evidence

Decreased risk

of death

Decreased risk

of recurrence

May facilitate

initial staging

and follow up

T1 1 cm or less, intra-thyroidal

or microscopic multifocal

No No Yes No 2++, B

1–2 cm, intra-thyroidal No Conflicting data* Yes Selective use* Insufficient evidence to advise

for or against

T2 >2–4 cm, intra-thyroidal No Conflicting data* Yes Selective use* 4, D

T3 >4 cm

<45 years old No Conflicting data* Yes Yes 2+, D

≥45 years old Yes Yes Yes Yes 2+, C

Any size, any age, minimal

extra-thyroidal extension

No Inadequate data* Yes Selective use* Insufficient evidence to advise

for or against

T4 Any size with gross extra-

thyroidal extension

Yes Yes Yes Yes 2+, C

N0 No metastatic nodes

documented

No No Yes No Insufficient evidence to advise

for or against

N1 <45 years old No Conflicting data* Yes Selective use* 4, D

≥45 years old Conflicting data* Conflicting data* Yes Selective use* 4, D

M1 Distant metastases present Yes Yes Yes Yes 2++, B

*Because of either conflicting or inadequate data, recommendations cannot be made either for or against RRA for this entire subgroup. However,

selected patients within this subgroup with higher risk features may benefit from RRA.
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differentiated elements), widely invasive histology, multiple

metastatic lymph nodes, resected metastatic lymph nodes large

in size, high ratio of positive to negative nodes, extra-capsular

nodal involvement (Fig. 9.1) (Chapter 2.4 and Table 2.4).

i For patients within the ‘uncertain indications’ category, a Per-

sonalised Decision Making approach should be adopted

(Chapter 2.4 and Table 2.4) (4, D).

9.2. Preparation for RRA or 131I therapy

i Prior to considering RRA the patient should have undergone

total thyroidectomy performed by an experienced thyroid sur-

geon who is a core member of the thyroid cancer MDT

(Chapter 7) (Fig. 9.2).

Good Practice Point ☑

ii The patient should be seen by an appropriate member of the

MDT (an Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory

Committee (ARSAC) Certificate holder), preferably in a multi-

disciplinary clinic, for assessment and discussion about the

indication for RRA (or 131I therapy). Informed consent should

be obtained from the patient before treatment.

Good Practice Point ☑

Key recommendation

iii Patients should be offered written information (Appendix 5,

Patient Information Leaflet 4) and introduced to a Clinical

Nurse Specialist who will act as their Keyworker.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv RRA and 131I therapy must be administered by centres suit-

ably equipped and certified for the purpose.11

Good Practice Point ☑

Key recommendation

Exogenous iodine. A diet rich in iodine, exposure to iodinated

intravenous contrast and treatment with amiodarone (a drug

high in iodine content), may compromise the efficacy of 131I.

Dietary restrictions applicable in some countries may not be

relevant to the UK where there is relative mild iodine

deficiency.12–16 There is very limited evidence on how long

patients should observe a low iodine diet, how long RRA or 131I

therapy should be deferred for after intravenous iodinated

contrast17 or after discontinuation of amiodarone.18 The

recommendations below reflect expert opinion.

RRA

Low iodine diet
(1-2 weeks 
before RRA or 
131I therapy)

eninoryhtoiLenixoryhtoveL

-28 days -14 days

OPTION 1
Total / near-total 

thyroidectomy
> 4 weeks before RRA

Low iodine diet
(1-2 weeks 
before RRA or 
131I therapy)

Liothyronine
OPTION 2

Total / near-total 
Thyroidectomy

< 4 weeks before RRA

Low iodine diet
(1-2 weeks 
before RRA or 
131I therapy)

Levothyroxine
OPTION 3

Total / near-total 
Thyroidectomy

and rhTSH for RRA

rhTSH
48 and 24 h 
before RRA

rhTSH
48 and 24 h 
before RRA

Fig. 9.2 Different methods of preparation for RRA.
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i Patients should be advised to adopt a low iodine diet for 1–

2 weeks prior to RRA or 131I therapy (4, D).

ii The significant iodide load resulting from contrast enhanced

CT may compromise 131I uptake in a thyroid remnant or in

(relatively) poorly functioning thyroid metastases. For this rea-

son, a minimum interval of 8 weeks is recommended between

contrast enhanced radiological investigations and 131I adminis-

tration (4, D).

iii RRA or 131I therapy should be avoided if the patient is cur-

rently taking amiodarone or has taken amiodarone within

the previous 12 months (4, D).

Recombinant human TSH (rhTSH) and RRA or

therapy. Randomised trials have shown that RRA is equally

successful after rhTSH, as after THW for selected patients with

DTC.19,33

The use of rhTSH is also associated with better quality of

life21,22,80 and reduces radiation exposure to normal tissues com-

pared to THW.20,24–26 rhTSH has not been evaluated in rando-

mised controlled trials for RRA in patients at high risk of

recurrence, or for the treatment of recurrent or metastatic DTC

and is not currently licensed for this purpose. However, observa-

tional studies suggest that rhTSH may be as effective as THW in

RRA of patients with high risk disease, or patients with recurrence

or metastases.27,28

i rhTSH is the recommended method of preparation for RRA

in patients who have the following characteristics: pT1 to T3,

pN0 or NX or N1, and M0 and R0 (no microscopic residual

disease) (1++, A).

Key recommendation

ii Whether THW is preferable to the use of rhTSH for RRA of

high risk patients or patients with recurrent or metastatic dis-

ease, is uncertain. rhTSH is the safer alternative when there is

a medical reason why THW is contraindicated.29 In other

cases, a Personalised Decision Making approach is recom-

mended (Chapter 2.4) (4, D).

iii If rhTSH is unavailable or not indicated, alternative methods

of preparation are as follows (Fig. 9.2):

• If RRA is planned within 3–4 weeks of surgery liothyr-

onine should be commenced on the day after surgery

and withdrawn 14 days before RRA (4, D).

• If the period between surgery and RRA is expected to

be longer than 4 weeks, patients should be com-

menced on thyroid hormone replacement. This may

be levothyroxine, in which case it should be substi-

tuted with liothyronine 28 days prior to RRA or ther-

apy and then Liothyronine should be withdrawn

14 days prior to RRA or therapy. Alternatively liothyr-

onine can be commenced immediately after surgery

and withdrawn 14 days prior to RRA or therapy (4,

D).

iv Measurement of stimulated thyroglobulin (sTg) after rhTSH

and RRA or 131I therapy, requires handling of a radioactive

blood sample. Arrangement must be in place with the local

laboratory, for handling and storage (if necessary) of the

sample prior to assay.

Good Practice Point ☑

v If a patient has undergone THW, serum TSH and Tg should

be measured immediately prior to 131I administration (4, D).

vi A pre-ablation scan is not indicated routinely if the patient

has had optimal surgery. If there is any doubt over complete-

ness of surgery or radiological evidence of a large remnant,

further resection should be discussed before proceeding to

RRA (4, D)

vii Pregnancy must be excluded before RRA or 131I therapy is

administered in women of reproductive age (Chapter 14) (3,D).

Key recommendation

viii The dopamine agonist cabergoline can be considered to

suppress lactation, if necessary30 (4, D).

ix Breastfeeding must be discontinued at least 8 weeks before

RRA or 131I therapy to avoid breast irradiation and should

not be resumed until after a subsequent pregnancy (4, D).

Key recommendation

x Pre-treatment sperm banking should be considered in male

patients likely to have more than two high activity 131I thera-

pies31,32 (4, D).

xi Adequate hydration, regular emptying of the bladder and

avoidance of constipation should be encouraged at the time

of RRA or 131I therapy and for several days afterwards to

reduce radiation exposure to the pelvic organs (4, D).

xii Excretion of 131I is mainly via the renal system therefore

adequate renal function should be demonstrated prior to

administration (4, D).

9.3. Activity of 131I

131I Ablation activity. Results from two large multicentre

randomised trials19,33 have shown that 1�1 GBq of 131I was as

effective as 3�7 GBq in ablating the thyroid remnant in the low

and intermediate risk group, while adverse events were fewer in

the 1�1 GBq group. In these studies all patients had undergone

total thyroidectomy and had an R0 (no microscopic residual

disease) resection. Most patients were staged pT1 N0 and

pT2 N0. One of the trials19 included patients with pT3 tumours,

and patients with N1 disease, who were ablated successfully with

1�1 GBq. A recent meta-analysis found no difference in efficacy

between 1�1 and 3�7 GBq.34

i Patients with pT1-2, N0 with R0 resection should receive

1�1 GBq (1++, A).

ii Patients with pT3 and/or N1 disease, the final choice of 131I

activity should be decided by the MDT on an individual case

basis taking all prognostic factors into consideration (4, D).

131I therapy activity. The optimal 131I therapeutic activity for

persistent neck disease or metastatic disease is uncertain. Most

of the evidence for a benefit of 131I therapy in patients with

DTC derives from studies where empirical activities of 131I were

used.6,7,23,35–40 The role of dosimetry and its impact on clinical

outcomes, compared to empirical use of 131I therapy is

unclear.41–43
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i Administration of empirical activities is recommended (2+, C).

ii Quantitative imaging based dosimetry with 131I SPECT-CT or
124I PET assessment particularly in the metastatic setting,

remains within the research setting and there is currently

insufficient evidence to recommend for or against its routine

use (4, C).

iii Entry into clinical trials addressing optimisation of 131I ther-

apy activity should be encouraged (4, D).

iv 131I activities of 3�7–5�5 GBq are recommended for patients

with known residual local disease following RRA or distant

metastases (2+, C).

131I therapy for pulmonary metastases—The size of pulmonary

metastases influences the efficacy of 131I therapy. Micronodular

or miliary metastases are more likely to respond favourably to
131I therapy than patients with pulmonary macronodular

metastases, who rarely achieve a complete response.44–46

i For pulmonary metastases, repeat treatments at 6–12 month

intervals are recommended provided there is continued 131I

uptake and evidence of ongoing benefit based on symptomatic

improvement, radiological response and reduced serum Tg

concentration (4, D).

131I therapy for skeletal metastases

i For symptomatic solitary bone metastases consideration

should be given in the first instance to complete surgical

resection or high dose radiotherapy, which may be delivered

using intensity modulated stereotactic radiotherapy tech-

niques or thermal ablation depending on the site of disease

(4, D).

ii 131I therapy for iodine avid disease can be helpful in improv-

ing symptoms, stabilising disease and potentially improving

survival2 but rarely achieves a complete response (2+, C).

9.4. 131I-refractory disease

DTC metastases frequently display reduced or no 131I avidity.

Interventions used in this setting aiming to increase 131I avidity

(retinoic acid derivatives) or 131I retention (lithium) have

yielded disappointing results.47–53

Selective mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway

antagonists have been shown to increase the expression of the

sodium-iodide symporter and uptake of iodine in mouse mod-

els. Treatment with Selumetinib, a MEK inhibitor, has demon-

strated improved 131I avidity in a small study54 but phase 3 data

is required. Clinical trials of Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors in pro-

gressive, iodine refractory thyroid cancer are under way and will

become available in the near future. Targeted therapies for DTC

are further discussed in Chapter 12.

i The management of progressive, 131I-refractory disease is lar-

gely limited to supportive care, though targeted therapies may

also have a role (Chapter 12) (4, D).

ii Entry into clinical trials is encouraged (4, D).

9.5. Short-term and long-term side effects of RRA
and 131I therapy

If THW is the preparation method prior to 131I then the main

side effect is transient hypothyroidism. This is avoided in

patients receiving rhTSH.

Possible early adverse events following 131I.

• Dysgeusia and sialadenitis55

• Nausea

• Neck discomfort and swelling within a few days of 131I may

occur (more common when a large thyroid remnant is present)

• Radiation cystitis, radiation gastritis, bleeding and oedema

in metastases are all extremely rare56–58

Possible late adverse events following 131I.

• Xerostomia and dysgeusia

• Sialadenitis and lacrimal gland dysfunction may occur (na-

solacrimal duct obstruction is very rare)

• Lifetime incidence of leukaemia and second cancers is low,64

affecting around 0�5% of patients.59–63 Only one of three

cohort studies showed an increased but non-significant risk

of leukaemia (relative risk about 2). The risk of leukaemia

increases with escalating cumulative activity (greater than

18�5 GBq) and with use of additional external beam radio-

therapy. Patients who have received a high cumulative 131I

activity may also be more likely to develop second solid

malignancies (e.g. the bladder, colorectal, breast and salivary

glands).64,65

• Radiation fibrosis can occur in patients who have had diffuse

pulmonary metastatic disease and have received repeated

doses of 131I.66,67

Management of acute side-effects of 131I.

i Nausea can be minimised by prescription of antiemetics (4, D).

ii Simple analgesics for neck discomfort should be tried initially.

A short course of corticosteroids is recommended in severe

cases (4, D).

iii For patients with known metastatic disease, especially bone

and lung metastases, consideration should be given to com-

mencing a short course of corticosteroids to minimise perit-

umoral oedema and an increase in local symptoms, e.g. bone

pain and dyspnoea (4 D).

iv If the patient is to receive rhTSH then starting the corticos-

teroids prior to the injections is advisable (4, D).

v The total cumulative activity should be kept as low as possible

(4, D).

vi Monitoring of lung function for any sign of a restrictive

functional deficit is recommended in patients with lung

metastases when repeated 131I therapies are planned (4, D).

vii Acute symptoms of dyspnoea and cough can be reduced

with prophylactic corticosteroids (4, D).
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Pregnancy and Fertility—See chapter 14 ‘Thyroid cancer in

pregnancy’.

9.6. Outpatient administration of 131I for RRA or
therapy

Most patients require treatment as inpatients. In selected cases

outpatient treatment can be administered safely, may improve

the patient experience and reduce cost. Patients must be able

and willing to comply with safety procedures. The exposure dose

that is considered acceptable for the safety of the general public,

resulting from a patient’s treatment, has been reduced in Europe

after revised recommendations from the International Commis-

sion on Radiological Protection (ICRP). The annual public dose

limit is 1 mSv, although adult members of the patient’s family

are allowed to receive higher doses, provided that the average

over 5 consecutive years does not exceed 1 mSv/y.68 A model

for calculating the maximum dose of 131I that may be dispensed

to an outpatient has been developed.69

i Outpatient 131I for RRA or therapy may be considered in

selected patients (4, D).

ii Local protocols and procedures for safe outpatient 131I for

RRA or therapy must be agreed between Nuclear Medicine

and the clinical team and implemented (4, D).

9.7. Aftercare following RRA and 131I therapy

i After admission for RRA, local procedures should be followed

and the patient discharged only after a medical physics assess-

ment (4, D).

ii Written radiation protection advice about restricting the

extent of contact between the patient and others should be

handed to the patient before discharge.

Good Practice Point ☑

iii Separate restrictions should be provided for contact with

adults, children, pregnant and potentially pregnant women

(4, D).

iv If rhTSH is given prior to 131I, thyroxine should be contin-

ued during admission (1++, A).

v If the patient undergoes THW, levothyroxine should be

restarted when the patient is discharged following their 131I

treatment (4, D).

Key recommendation

vi A post-ablation scan should be performed after 131I when

residual activity levels permit satisfactory imaging (usually 2–

10 days) (2++, B).

Key recommendation

vii Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)-CT

imaging in addition to planar imaging is helpful to localise

the anatomical site of 131I uptake accurately.81 Precise

localisation has been shown to alter subsequent management

in 21–24% of patients, and should be considered70,71

(2++, B).

viii Patients should be reviewed in the out patient clinic follow-

ing 131I treatment to discuss scan results, for clinical assess-

ment, to adjust TSH suppressive dose of levothyroxine, and

to make arrangements for follow-up Tg measurement and

assessment of response by US scanning (4, D).

9.8. Assessment of RRA success

Historically in the UK, RRA success has been assessed using a

combination of diagnostic 131I whole body scan (WBS) with

stimulated Tg assessment. Evidence over recent years has

accumulated in favour of stimulated Tg (using a reliable assay,

and in the absence of assay interference) (Appendix 1)72–75

and specialised neck US76 (Chapter 4) as a robust means to

assess the success of RRA without a need for diagnostic 131I

WBS.

TSH stimulation can be achieved either by thyroid hormone

withdrawal (THW) or by injections of rhTSH while the patient

remains on suppressive thyroxine therapy.77 The use of rhTSH

is associated with better quality of life and has been shown to be

cost effective78–80 compared to THW.

i A stimulated Tg and neck US should be performed in prefer-

ence to a diagnostic 131I WBS between 9 and 12 months from

RRA (2+, C). Key recommendation

ii An alternative method to stimulated Tg is the use of a sensi-

tive method for measuring serum Tg on levothyroxine treat-

ment for selected patients (see Chapter 11.6) (4, D).

iii rhTSH is the method of choice for Tg stimulation (1+, B).

iv The protocol for rhTSH administration or THW is the same

as described in section 9�2.
v Stimulated Tg should be measured on day 5 following the

first injection of rhTSH (2++, B).

vi If THW is used to assess stimulated Tg, a serum TSH con-

centration >30 mU/L should be achieved (4, D).

vii Neck US should assess the thyroid bed for residual thyroid

tissue as well as assessing the cervical lymph nodes for signs

of metastatic disease. US guided fine-needle aspiration cytol-

ogy (FNAC) should be carried out when metastatic disease

is suspected (4, D).

For interpretation of serum Tg, see Chapter 11.6.

Diagnostic 131I or 123I WBS. Only a minority of patients will

require this assessment. The addition of SPECT-CT allows precise

anatomical localisation of any iodine uptake demonstrated.81

i The principal indications for a diagnostic WBS after RRA, is

in cases where measurement of serum Tg is unreliable, and

where 131I uptake was visualised beyond the thyroid bed and

neck in the post-ablation scan (4, D).

Key recommendation

ii The ARSAC dose reference limit for 131I WBS is 400 MBq82

although many centres administer lower activities to avoid

the risk of thyroid stunning in patients who might proceed to

subsequent 131I therapy.83 123I WBS is a useful alternative,

delivering superior image quality, lower whole body radiation

dose and lower risk of stunning.84,85 The dose reference limit

is 400 MBq. Preparation for this diagnostic investigation is
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the same as for RRA with TSH elevation and consideration of

a low iodine diet86 (2+, C).

iii Patients undergoing THW should have serum TSH and Tg

measured before the tracer dose of 131I is administered (4, D).

iv Patients receiving rhTSH should have serum Tg measured

on day 5 after first injection (the same day as the scan)

(2++, B).

v Patients who have undergone THW should restart levothyrox-

ine after the scan has been reviewed and a decision made on

whether additional 131I treatment is required. This decision

should be made as soon as the images are available and no later

than a week from the scan.

Good Practice Point ☑

Dynamic Risk Stratification. Dynamic risk stratification is

described and defined in Chapter 2.3. Dynamic risk stratification

provides an assessment of the risk of recurrence in patients treated

with total or near-total thyroidectomy with R0 resection and RRA

and who have been re-evaluated after RRA with a stimulated

serum Tg and US of the neck.21,87–90 Dynamic Risk Stratification

facilitates follow up, as the majority of patients will have achieved

an excellent response and TSH suppression can be relaxed

(Chapter 11.5), annual thyroglobulin assessment can be carried

out without stimulation and follow up intervals can be extended.

i Patients treated with total thyroidectomy and RRA should

undergone Dynamic Risk stratification (3, D).

Key recommendation

ii Patients should be stratified into three categories: (a) excellent

response, (b) indeterminate response, (c) incomplete response

(Table 2.3) (3, D).

iii Patients with an incomplete response based on evidence of

residual thyroid tissue should be considered for further 131I

therapy once any surgically resectable disease has been

excluded (3, D).

iv Patients with an incomplete response based on a stimulated

Tg ≥10 mcg/l or rising Tg value and normal neck US should

be assessed with cross sectional imaging or18Fluoro-deoxy-

glucose PET-CT (Chapter 12.6). If imaging is negative 131I

therapy should be considered (2++, B).

v Patients with an indeterminate response need to be kept

under observation with serial Tg assessments and intermittent

imaging to ensure no evidence of a rising Tg concentration or

progressive radiological changes indicative of persistent or

progressive disease (2++, B).

vi Patients with excellent response should be considered for

relaxation of TSH suppression and increase in the interval of

follow-up (Chapter 11) (3, D).
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C H A P T E R 1 0

10 External beam radiotherapy for differentiated thyroid cancer

10.1. Adjuvant treatment

The evidence for efficacy of external beam radiotherapy (EBRT)

in differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) is mixed. The data sets

that have been published are subject to the inherent bias of ret-

rospective series with mixed patient populations and histological

subtypes over long periods of time during which there were

variations in therapy and changes in staging. In addition, the

primary end points for studies evaluating the role of EBRT in

thyroid cancer are difficult to define and are variable within the

published series.

A number of retrospective series have shown a statistically

significant benefit for EBRT in terms of local disease control.1–

7 Only three studies evaluating the effect of EBRT on local

recurrence rates involved patients in whom 131I ablative ther-

apy was routinely used, and are consequently the most

informative.2–4

i The indications for consideration of adjuvant EBRT are for

patients with a high risk of recurrence/progression with: (a)

gross evidence of local tumour invasion at surgery with signifi-

cant macroscopic residual disease, or (b) residual or recurrent

tumour that fails to concentrate radioiodine, i.e. loco-regional

disease where further surgery or radioiodine is ineffective or

impractical (2�, D).

Key recommendation

ii The indications for primary management with EBRT are rare

and fall into the palliative setting where a specific symptom is

to be addressed with no intent to cure (4, C).

10.2. EBRT dose, fractionation and target volume

The absence of randomised data and the evolution of radiother-

apy techniques over the past 40 years make the interpretation of

dose–response effects problematic.

Data available appears to show a dose response and doses

>50 Gy correlate with greater local control.8,9 A typical post-

operative dose is 60 Gy in 30 daily fractions. Higher doses could

be given to small volume sites of macroscopic residuum. Acute

toxicity resulting from Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy

(IMRT) has been shown to be acceptable and equivalent to con-

ventional techniques.10,11 Longer term follow-up and larger ser-

ies are awaited before conclusions can be drawn on late toxicity.

There is also a theoretical concern in delivering EBRT in close

temporal proximity to 131I, of augmenting radiation-related tox-

icity. This is of particular concern in patients with residual mac-

roscopic disease invading local structures such as the trachea,

who will probably receive both EBRT and 131I. This question

remains unanswered.

i The target volume should include the thyroid bed (usually

hyoid to sternal notch, both carotid sheaths, the front of the

vertebral body, including in particular the tracheo-oesophageal

groove) and draining lymph nodes (perithyroidal lymph

nodes, paratracheal, pretracheal, superior mediastinum and

cervical lymph nodes) in papillary and oncocytic follicular

(H€urthle cell) cancers12 (4, D). Draining lymph nodes do not

need to be irradiated in non-oncocytic follicular thyroid can-

cer unless there is confirmed nodal involvement.

ii IMRT is the delivery technique of choice as it permits treat-

ment of concave structures, thus minimising the dose to the

spinal cord and parotid glands and significantly improving

the target volume coverage all in a single phase13,14 (1, A).

iii If IMRT is not available a conventional 2-phase CT

conformal plan should be employed. In the first phase,

44 Gy is delivered in 22 fractions with the remaining 16 Gy

in eight fractions in the second phase anterior to spinal

cord15 (4, D).

iv The timing of EBRT in relation to 131I remnant ablation

(RRA) and 131I therapy is not well evidenced. EBRT has been

used postoperatively, following RRA to obviate concerns of

possible stunning effect of EBRT on thyroid cells, which may

influence the efficacy of subsequent 131I but there is insuffi-

cient evidence to recommend an optimal sequencing (4, D).

v If residual disease presents a threat to a critical structure such

as the airway, EBRT should be considered prior to 131I to les-

sen the risk of complications due to RAI induced tumour

oedema (4, D).

10.3. EBRT in the palliative setting

There are several clinical scenarios where EBRT can provide

effective palliation, including bone metastases, spinal cord com-

pression, bleeding, brain metastases and painful masses that are

no longer iodine avid. There are some circumstances in which

EBRT may be used in preference to 131I, even in patients with

multifocal iodine-avid disease, such as for spinal metastases with

encroachment on the thecal sac or orbital metastases where the

use of 131I may result in tumour flare and exacerbation of symp-

toms with deleterious neurological consequences. There is little

data in the literature to guide decisions on the timing, dose or

fractionation of EBRT in the palliation of thyroid cancer. There

have been several large randomized trials and systematic reviews

(including a Cochrane review)16 that have included patients with

thyroid cancer evaluating the efficacy of various dose/fraction-

ation schedules on outcome in the palliation of bone metastases.

Single fraction regimens were shown to be at least as effective as

fractionated regimens in all prospective randomised trials for
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different bone-seeking cancers.17 Patients with breast, prostate,

kidney and lung tumours showed improved pain relief with

radiation doses above 40 Gy compared with below 40 Gy. How-

ever, this effect was not seen in patients with thyroid cancer

associated bone metastases.

i A single fraction or a short course (20 Gy in five fractions

over one week) is recommended for palliation, which can sub-

sequently be repeated if required (1+, A).

ii In patients with good performance status and limited meta-

static disease, higher palliative doses (>40 Gy) may be consid-

ered (4, D).

iii For management of rapidly progressive neck masses 30 Gy in

10 fractions over 2 weeks can be safely prescribed with a

simple anterior/posterior beam arrangement to enable rapid

start of treatment (4, D).

EBRT for MTC and ATC is described in chapters 17 and 18

respectively.
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11 Post-treatment follow-up of patients with differentiated
thyroid cancer

Routine follow-up includes clinical assessment of thyroid status

and examination of the neck or other relevant systems. Abnor-

mal masses in the neck or elsewhere should trigger further inves-

tigations, which may include fine-needle aspiration cytology

(FNAC) (4, D).

11.1. Voice dysfunction

This may result if there is external laryngeal nerve and/or recur-

rent nerve injury.

i It is recommended that patients with voice change after thy-

roidectomy undergo laryngoscopy1 (2�, C).

ii The patient should be referred to a specialist practitioner

capable of carrying out direct and/or indirect laryngoscopy

(4, D).

11.2. Management of acute post-thyroidectomy
hypocalcaemia

After total thyroidectomy, 30% of patients will need calcium

supplementation with or without alfacalcidol/calcitriol. By

3 months, <10% of patients will still require calcium supple-

mentation.2–4

Hypoparathyroidsm is often transient and a predictor of this

is an elevated (or upper normal range) serum parathyroid hor-

mone (PTH) concentration at the time of the occurrence of

hypocalcaemia.2 Thus, the majority of patients on calcitriol/alfa-

calcidol/calcium supplements can have this treatment with-

drawn.5

A decline in serum calcium concentration in the first 24 hours

after surgery is predictive of the need for calcium supplementa-

tion.6

Detailed guidance on the management of hypocalcamia has

been produced by the Society for Endocrinology.7

i Serum calcium should be checked on the day after surgery (or

earlier if symptoms occur), and daily until the hypocalcaemia

improves8,9 (3, D).

ii If hypocalcaemia develops, calcium supplementation

should be started (initial dosage: SandocalTM 1000, 2 tablets

BD or 1 tablet qds if unable to tolerate, or Adcal 3 tablets

BD, or Cacit 4 tablets BD, or Calcichew Forte 2 tablets BD)

(4, D).

iii When adjusted calcium is >2�1 mM, patient may be dis-

charged with arrangements to recheck calcium within 1 week

(4, D).

iv If serum calcium remains between 1�9 and 2�1 mM and the

patient is asymptomatic, increase calcium supplements

(SandocalTM 1000 to three BD or equivalent) (4, D).

v If the patient remains mildly hypocalcaemic beyond 72 hours

post operatively despite calcium supplementation, alfacalcidol

0�25 mcg/day or calcitriol 0�25 mcg/day should be com-

menced with close monitoring (4, D).

vi In severe symptomatic hypocalcaemia (adjusted calcium

(<1�9 mM and/or symptomatic at any level below reference

range) IV calcium gluconate should be administered, initially

10–20 ml 10% calcium gluconate in 50–100 ml of 5%

dextrose IV over 10 minutes with ECG monitoring. This can

be repeated until the patient is asymptomatic. It should be

followed up with a calcium gluconate infusion as follows:

(4, D)

• Dilute 100 ml of 10% calcium gluconate (10 vials) in

1 litre of Normal saline or 5% dextrose and infuse at

50–100 ml/h (calcium chloride can be used as an alter-

native to calcium gluconate but it is more irritant to

veins and should only be given via a central line)

• Titrate the rate of infusion to achieve normocalcaemia.

• Alfacalcidol 0�25 lg/day or calcitriol 0�25 lg/day
should be commenced with close monitoring

• The calcium infusion should continue until the serum

calcium has normalized

vii In a minimally symptomatic or an asymptomatic patient

with severe hypocalcaemia, oral calcium supplementation

with alfacalcidol 0�25 lg/day or calcitriol 0�25 lg/day,
should be considered initially as an alternative to IV calcium

gluconate therapy (4, D).

11.3. Long-term management of hypoparathyroidism

i Before committing patients with post-thyroidectomy hypo-

calcaemia to life-long substitution therapy with alfacalcidol/

calcitriol and calcium, an attempt should be made to wean

them off supplements in an outpatient setting (4, D).

Key recommendation

ii Monitoring of serum calcium should be supervised in the

specialist clinic, with the assistance of the GP if appropriate

(4, D).

iii Supplements should be slowly and gradually reduced and

serum calcium monitored every few months until withdrawn

and eucalcaemia restored (4, D).

iv The combined effects of hypocalcaemia and hypothyroidism

are poorly tolerated and alfacalcidol/calcitriol/calcium supple-
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ment withdrawal should be avoided during periods of unsta-

ble thyroid status (4, D).

v If hypoparathyroidism is permanent, the lowest dose of

supplements should be administered to maintain the serum

calcium at the lower end of the normal range, while avoiding

hypercalciuria (4, D).

vi Patients on long-term alfacalcidol/calcitriol treatment should

be monitored for adverse effects, which include hypercalca-

emia, hypercalciuria, renal impairment, nephrocalcinosis and

kidney stones. Thus, serum calcium tests should be under-

taken at 3 monthly intervals or more frequently until the

biochemistry is stable. Estimations of urinary calcium excre-

tion, serum calcium and creatinine and ultrasonography

(US) of the kidneys, should be performed annually. The

occurrence of these adverse effects should necessitate a reduc-

tion (or cessation) of the dose of alfacalcidol/calcitriol (4,

D).

Key recommendation

11.4. Management of iatrogenic hypercalcaemia

i The correct treatment of hypercalcaemia occurring in a patient

receiving alfacalcidol/calcitriol therapy is to stop that treat-

ment and to ensure adequate hydration by oral or intravenous

fluids. Bisphosphonate drugs should not be administered, as

in the absence of PTH drive they can result in severe, pro-

longed, or even life-threatening hypocalcaemia. In exceptional

circumstances, if bisphosphonate use is being considered spe-

cialist endocrine advice should be sought (4, D).

11.5. Suppression of serum thyroid stimulating
hormone (TSH)

Supra-physiological doses of levothyroxine are used to reduce

the risk of thyroid cancer recurrence.10–12 A meta-analysis sup-

ported the efficacy of TSH suppression in preventing major

adverse clinical events.13 On physiological grounds it may be

desirable to avoid complete suppression of the serum TSH

below 0�01 mU/l on sensitive assays, though there is no evidence

for or against this practice. Adverse effects from long-term TSH

suppression include increased risk of atrial fibrillation, cardio-

vascular disease and death14–16 as well as osteoporosis.17–19

i Patients who have not received radioiodine remnant ablation

(RRA) because they fall in the ‘no indication for RRA’ group

(Chapter 9.1), do not require TSH suppression and the serum

TSH should be maintained in the low-normal range between

0.3 and 2.0 mU/l (4, D).

ii Levothyroxine should be used in preference to liothyronine

for long-term suppression20 (2++, B).

iii Following initial treatment with total thyroidectomy and ra-

dioiodine remnant ablation (RRA), and before evaluation of

the patient’s response to treatment after 9–12 months, TSH

should be suppressed to below 0�1 mU/l in all patients (4, D).

Key recommendation

iv Following evaluation of response after 9–12 months after total

thyroidectomy and RRA, the risk of thyroid cancer recurrence

should be reclassified according to the criteria for Dynamic

Risk Stratification (Chapter 2.3, Table 2.3). This re-stratifica-

tion should be documented in the notes and the degree of TSH

suppression adjusted accordingly)11,12 (4, D).

v The need for long-term TSH suppression should be based on

Dynamic Risk Stratification determined 9–12 months follow-

ing total thyroidectomy and RRA11, 13, 21–23 as follows (Chap-

ter 2.3, Table 2.3):

• In patients with an incomplete response to treatment

for thyroid cancer (as defined in Chapter 2.3) the

serum TSH should be suppressed below 0�1 mU/l

indefinitely in the absence of specific contra-indica-

tions11–15,24–26 (2+, C).

• In patients who have an indeterminate response, it is

recommended that the goal of TSH suppressive ther-

apy be adjusted to maintain serum TSH concentra-

tions between 0�1 and 0�5 mU/l for 5–10 years at

Table 11.1. Use and interpretation of Fracture Risk Assessment Tool (FRAX)

Background

• The risk of osteoporotic fracture is probably increased in post-menopausal women with TSH suppressed below 0�05 mIU/l for >5 years

• The WHO Fracture Risk Assessment Tool (FRAX) is an on-line application that can be used to evaluate fracture risk of individual patients in the

clinic

• FRAX does not include thyrotoxicosis or TSH suppression as a specific risk factor for fracture; nevertheless:

- 1 standard deviation fall in bone mineral density (BMD) T-score results in a 2�5–3�0 fold increased risk of hip fracture (32)

- TSH suppressed <0�05 mIU/l is associated with a 2�5–3�0 fold increased risk of hip fracture (28–30)
- Patients with TSH suppressed below 0�05 mIU/l for >5 years can be considered to have their measured BMD T-score reduced by 1 standard

deviation for the purposes of FRAX risk assessment

Practical advice

• When completing FRAX on-line (Available from: http://www.shef.ac.uk/FRAX) the femoral neck BMD T-score should be reduced by 1 if the

patient has TSH suppressed below 0�05 mU/l for >5 years

– The 10-year probabilities of a major osteoporotic fracture and a hip fracture are calculated

- A link to the National Osteoporosis Guideline Group (NOGG) provides advice on data interpretation and patient management, together

with a graph indicating whether the patient requires (a) treatment, (b) further measurement of BMD or (c) lifestyle advice and reassurance
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which point the need for continuing TSH suppression

should be re-evaluated11–15,21–23 (2+, C).

• In patients with an excellent response to treatment for

thyroid cancer, the serum TSH should be maintained

in the low-normal range between 0�3–2 mU/l11,12,21–

23,27,28 (1+, A).

• For historical patients who have not undergone

Dynamic Risk Stratification, it is recommended that

serum TSH should be suppressed below 0�1 mU/l for

5–10 years. This suppression can then be relaxed as

appropriate, based on clinical, radiological or bio-

chemical assessment of response (4, D).

Key recommendation

vi The dose of levothyroxine should be adjusted by 25 lg no

more frequently than every 6–8 weeks (except in pregnancy,

Chapter 14) until the serum TSH is within the required tar-

get range (4, D).

vii During follow-up, the degree of TSH suppression should be

re-evaluated every few years to ensure the TSH target range

correlates with the re-assessed risk of recurrence and death

(4, D).

viii At any time the potential benefits of TSH suppression

should be considered and balanced against the potential

adverse effects of TSH suppression on the heart and the

skeleton29,30 (2++, B).

ix In specific at risk patient groups such as post-menopausal

women, assessment of the 10-year probability of osteoporotic

fragility fracture should also be performed using the WHO

Fracture Risk Assessment Tool (FRAX): Available from:

http://www.shef.ac.uk/FRAX31,32 (Table 11.1) (4, D).

Key recommendation

x Patients who have undergone hemithyroidectomy only because

of tumour ≤1 cm and low risk of recurrence (Table 2.2, Chap-

ters 7 and 8), do not require TSH suppression or long-term fol-

low-up,33–35 other that annual thyroid function testing by their

GP; replacement treatment with levothyroxine should be given

to patients with overt hypothyroidism36 (4, D).

xi Patients with low risk (Table 2.2, Chapter 7) tumours >1 to

<4 cm treated with hemithyroidectomy, may have a slightly

higher risk of local recurrence than patients treated with total

thyroidectomy, usually detectable within 3–5 years and

mostly by 8–10 years. Appropriate and timely detection and

treatment of these recurrences is important in order to

achieve similar overall survival to patient treated with total

thyroidectomy37,38 Low risk cases with tumour >1 to <4 cm

treated with hemoithyroidectomy do not require TSH sup-

pression, but Personalised Decision Making (Chapter 2.4,

Table 2.4) is recommended with regards to frequency and

duration of follow-up (4, D).

xii Suppressive levothyroxine therapy is best supervised by a

member of the MDT, preferably by an endocrinologist,

although alternative arrangements may be appropriate in

low-risk cases (for definition of low risk see Chapters 2.3;

for follow-up of low risk cases see Chapter 13) (4, D).

xiii The GP should be advised of the reason for TSH suppres-

sion and of the target serum TSH concentration. The need

to measure serum free thyroxine (fT4) and TSH concentra-

tion should also be made clear (4, D).

11.6. Measurement of serum thyroglobulin (Tg) in
long-term follow-up (see also Appendix 1)

Tg is secreted by both normal and cancerous thyroid cells. In

patients who have not had a total thyroidectomy and RRA,

the interpretation of serum Tg measurements is limited by

the inability to differentiate between tumour and thyroid rem-

nant, though trends over time are informative.39,40 In the

post-thyroidectomy setting, a detectable serum Tg is highly

suggestive of thyroid remnant, residual or recurrent tumour.

The cut-off serum Tg concentration beyond which recurrent/

persistent disease is implied depends on several variables

including the assay employed by each laboratory. Individual

laboratories should advise clinicians on the significance of

detectable serum Tg at low concentrations. A serum Tg rising

with time while on suppressive thyroxine therapy is highly

suggestive of tumour recurrence or progression. Endogenous

Tg antibodies (TgAb) and other unidentified factors may

interfere with the measurement of serum Tg. Measurement of

TgAb is valuable in interpreting the serum Tg result, although

the absence of TgAb does not absolutely exclude the possibil-

ity of interference with the Tg assay. Serial measurement of

TgAb is of value in the longer term monitoring of patients

with differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC).41 TgAb concentra-

tions decline with successful removal of Tg antigenic stimulus

(following thyroidectomy and RRA) over a median time of

3 years. De novo appearance or a rising trend in TgAb con-

centration is a significant risk factor for recurrent disease.

Heterophile antibodies may falsely increase or decrease thyro-

globulin measurement in patients with DTC.42 The manage-

ment of patients with elevated serum Tg indicative of

persistent or recurrent disease is discussed in Chapter 12.

i To ensure continuity in monitoring, clinicians should use the

same laboratory, Tg and TgAb assays on a long-term basis.

Laboratories should not change methods without prior con-

sultation with clinical users of the service (4, D).

ii TgAb should be measured by a quantitative method simulta-

neously with measurement of serum Tg. If TgAb are

detectable, measurement should be repeated at regular

(~6-monthly) intervals. If negative, they should be measured

at follow-up when Tg is measured43 (4, D).

Key recommendation

iii Samples should not be collected sooner than 6 weeks post-

thyroidectomy or RRA/131I therapy37, 44–47 (2+, C).

Key recommendation

iv There is normally no need to measure serum Tg more fre-

quently than 3-monthly during routine follow-up. For low

risk patients with no evidence of biochemical or structural

disease an annual measurement of serum Tg while on sup-

pressive levothyroxine treatment is adequate (4, D).

v Since Tg release is TSH-dependent, serum TSH concentration

should be determined concurrently to aid interpretation. The
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requesting clinician should indicate on the form whether the

patient is on thyroid hormone therapy and the TSH result

should be available to the laboratory performing the Tg assay.

Good Practice Point ☑

vi Patients in whom the basal Tg remains persistently detectable

(i.e. while on suppressive levothyroxine therapy) or rises with

subsequent assessments require further evaluation (2++, B).

vii At routine follow-up most patients should have serum Tg

measured while on TSH suppression (2++, B).

viii Where the Tg result does not correlate with the clinical pic-

ture, clinicians should highlight this to the laboratory.

Good Practice Point ☑

TSH-stimulated serum Tg (sTg) measurement. The diagnostic

sensitivity of serum Tg measurements is enhanced by an

elevated serum TSH concentration. Tumour recurrence or

progression can be diagnosed earlier by detecting a raised serum

Tg after TSH stimulation than by measurement of Tg on

suppressive levothyroxine therapy.

Interpretation of sTg. sTg can only be interpreted in the absence

of assay interference (Appendix 1), and is most informative

when patients have undergone RRA. A sTg<0�5 lg/l after rhTSH
has been shown to identify patients free of disease with a 98–

99�5% probability.48,49 A sTg > 2 lg/l following rhTSH

stimulation, is highly sensitive in identifying patients with

persistent disease,50–55 though the specificity is low (in one series

about one third of patients with sTg> 2 lg/l had persistent

disease).56 Tg cut-off values however are highly dependent on

the characteristics of the assay.

An unstimulated serum Tg <0�1 lg/l measured by a sensitive

assay in the absence of TgAbs has a very high negative predictive

value in selected patients (those who have been subjected to

total thyroidectomy and RRA, are at low risk of recurrence and

have a negative US of the neck). This strategy can be cost-effec-

tive and obviate the need for sTg assessments.57–62 While assay

technology is evolving and becoming more sophisticated, cut-off

values for informing clinical decisions still need to be established

for each laboratory.

i Sensitive Tg measurements without TSH stimulation can be

used in selected patients (treated with total thyroidectomy

and RRA, at low risk of recurrence, with a negative US of

the neck) instead of sTg in order to identify those who

require less intensive monitoring. However, it is recom-

mended that laboratories establish/confirm the cut-off

serum Tg values beyond which clinical decisions can be based

(4, D).

ii sTg should be measured when the serum TSH is more than

30 mIU/l when thyroid hormone withdrawal (THW) is the

method of stimulation (4, C).

iii In low-risk (Chapter 2.3, Table 2.2) patients who have unde-

tectable serum Tg while on suppressive thyroxine therapy,

sTg measurement alone (i.e. without a concomitant whole-

body scan (WBS)) represents adequate initial follow-up, pro-

vided there is no Tg assay interference and an US of the neck

is negative.63–65 A concomitant WBS in such cases rarely

adds valuable information (2+, C).

iv If serum Tg is undetectable under TSH stimulation and the

US of the neck is negative, subsequent long-term follow-up

by measurement of serum Tg while on levothyroxine treat-

ment is sufficient66–67 (2++, B).

TSH stimulation can be achieved either by THW (aiming for

a serum TSH >30 mIU/l; Chapter 9.8), or by injections of

rhTSH while the patient remains on suppressive levothyroxine

therapy68 (note that the target serum TSH >30 mIU/l at the

time of sTg measurement does not apply when rhTSH injections

are used). The use of rhTSH is associated with better quality of

life and has been shown to be cost effective69–71 compared to

THW. A single undetectable sTg in the absence of assay interfer-

ence is highly predictive of no future recurrence, provided the

Tg can be measured reliably in low-risk patients (Chapter 2.3)

who have undergone total or near-total thyroidectomy and

RRA. The role of neck US in such cases is discussed in Chapter

9.7.

i rhTSH is the method of choice for thyroglobulin stimulation

(1+, B).

Key recommendation

ii sTg measurements (with or without a WBS) and US of the

neck should be performed 9–12 months after RRA or 131I

therapy (4, D).

iii sTg may remain detectable at low concentrations after

RRA. This could be indicative of residual/recurrent cancer,

but in the majority of cases signifies the presence of

thyroid remnant. An expectant policy in low-risk

cases (defined in Chapter 2.3, and Table 2.2) is recom-

mended with repeat sTg assessments at 12 month inter-

vals (4, D).

iv In many cases, repeat assessments will reveal a gradual

decline in sTg to the point of no detection; routine follow-

up should then be resumed (4, D).

v Patients in whom the sTg remains persistently detectable or

rises with subsequent assessments require further evaluation

(2+, C).

Recommendations for the use of rhTSH-stimulated Tg in routine

follow-up. TSH stimulation for measurement of sTg (or for

WBS) can be achieved by thyroid hormone THW or by

administration of rhTSH. rhTSH is the method of choice

for sTg or WBS assessment. For the groups of patients

with the following conditions, rhTSH is the only possible or

safe option for diagnostic purposes72 and for ablation or

therapy:

• hypopituitarism

• severe ischaemic heart disease

• previous history of psychiatric disturbance precipitated by

hypothyroidism

• advanced disease/frailty.

i rhTSH is known to cause a transient but significant rise in

serum thyroid hormone concentrations if functioning thyroid
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tissue is present. Therefore, caution should be exercised in

patients with large thyroid remnants (4, D).

ii rhTSH (two 0�9 mg doses) should be administered by deep

intramuscular injection into the buttock on days 1 and 2 and

serum Tg measured on day 5 (1++, A).

iii When a Tg sample is being collected after 131I administration

due consideration must be given to the practicalities of col-

lecting, handling and analysis of radioactive samples and

advice must be obtained from the relevant radiation, trans-

port and health and safety authorities.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv rhTSH should not be used if basal (unstimulated) serum Tg

is elevated or the patient is expected to have 131I therapy

with THW (4, D).

v rhTSH should be used with care if there is known or sus-

pected tumour close to the central nervous system. Steroid

cover is recommended in such cases (4, D).
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C H A P T E R 1 2

12 Recurrent/persistent differentiated thyroid cancer

Early detection of recurrent disease can lead to cure or certainly

long-term survival, particularly if the disease is operable or takes

up 131I.1–10 Distant metastases develop in 5–23% of patients with

differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC), mainly in the lungs and

bones.

i Detection of abnormal masses in the neck or elsewhere should

lead to fine-needle aspiration cytology and other appropriate

investigations (4, D).

12.1. Recurrence in the thyroid bed or cervical lymph
nodes

Surgical re-exploration is the preferred method of management,

usually followed by 131I therapy11,12 in patients with macroscopic

residual disease. Recurrent neck disease uncontrolled by surgery

and 131I therapy may be treated by high-dose external beam

radiotherapy (EBRT) (Chapter 10). As patients are likely to sur-

vive for a significant period, radical EBRT can be considered

(Chapter 10.2) with daily fractionation and meticulous radio-

therapy planning techniques.13,14 Consideration of entry into

clinical trials is also encouraged.

While the strategy outlined above is applicable in high

risk cases (for definition of high risk see Chapter 2.3, Table

2.2), the efficacy of an aggressive approach in slow growing

tumours is less well established. In these cases, if sensitive

diagnostic techniques (high-definition ultrasonography (US),

stimulated serum thyroglobulin (sTg) measurements) indi-

cate very low volume disease in the neck, then observation is

an option whilst monitoring symptoms and rate of

progression.

i Surgery with curative intent is the treatment of choice for

recurrent disease confined to the neck (2+ C).

Key recommendation

ii Low volume recurrent or persistent disease in the neck, which

is not progressive, may be treated either by surgery or man-

aged with active surveillance (4 D).

iii Residual macroscopic disease in the neck following surgery

for recurrent disease may be treated with 131I (4, D).

iv Patients with progressive disease in the neck not amenable to

surgery and unresponsive to 131I should be considered for

EBRT (4, D).

v Patients with distant metastases who have recurrent disease

in the neck (lymph node/thyroid bed) or mediastinum

should be considered for reoperative surgery on a case by

case basis if loss of loco-regional control would result in

compromise of the aerodigestive tract or soft tissues in the

neck. (4, D).

12.2. Metastatic disease involving lung and other
soft tissue areas

If the tumour takes up 131I long-term survival is possible in

patients with lung and soft tissue metastases. For further

details on 31I therapy for metastatic disease, see Chapter 9.3.

i Metastases involving lungs and soft tissues are usually not

amenable to surgery and should be treated with 131I ther-

apy2,15–18 (2�, D).

Patients with metastatic disease will require support from the

clinical team and access to good quality information (Appendix

4, Patient Information Leaflet 6).

Good Practice Point ☑

12.3. Bone metastases

Extensive bone metastases are generally not curable by 131I ther-

apy alone. For solitary or a limited number of bone metastases

that are not cured by 131I therapy, EBRT (Chapter 10.3) with/

without resection and/or embolisation/thermal ablation or

cement injection may be beneficial in selected cases. EBRT also

has an important role in the management of spinal cord com-

pression due to vertebral metastases in addition to surgery13

(Chapter 10).

In the palliative setting, pamidronate has been shown in a

small study to improve pain from bone metastases in patients

with thyroid cancer.19 Evidence from other cancers suggests that

bisphosphonate therapy with zoledronic acid, is associated with

reduced skeletal-related events (SRE) defined as pathological

fracture, spinal cord compression, radiation therapy, or surgery

to bone.20 Besides bisphosphonates, denosumab therapy may

also be beneficial.21,22

i Solitary or limited bone metastases unresponsive to 131I

should be considered for further treatment with one or more

of the following modalities: EBRT, surgical resection, emboli-

sation, thermal ablation, cement injection (3, D).

ii Bisphosphonates or denosumab should be considered in

patients with bone metastases (4, D).

12.4. Cerebral metastases

Patients with oligometastases in the brain from DTC, may bene-

fit from resection or radiosurgery. If the patient is fit and has a

life expectancy of at least 3 months, EBRT has an important pal-

liative role in the management of cerebral metastases (Chapter

10.3) along with surgery if appropriate.13
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i Patients with oligometastases and good performance status

should be considered for surgical resection or radiosurgery

(1++, B).

ii Patients with known brain metastases should initially be con-

sidered for resection or EBRT followed by 131I therapy (unless

the metastases have been proven to be 131I refractory) (3, D).

iii Patients with unresectable cerebral metastases should be trea-

ted with EBRT (4, D).

iv Cerebral radiotherapy should be used carefully in patients

with poor performance status as the side effects may out-

weigh the benefits (2�, D).

12.5. Other metastatic sites

i In selected cases when there are a limited number of metasta-

ses, metastasectomy, radiofrequency ablation or embolisation

should be considered (3, D).

ii 131I therapy should be offered to patients with 131I sensitive

metastases (4, D).

12.6. Management of patients with an elevated
serum thyroglobulin

Occasionally the serum thyroglobulin (Tg) may be falsely

increased by Tg antibodies, which may not always be measurable

(Appendix 1). A serial rise in serum Tg is of more significance

than one high result. Sometimes serum Tg declines slowly over

years after 131I treatment. If increased, serum Tg should be

repeated to confirm the result prior to initiating investigations

or treatment. Tumour is rarely found when stimulated Tg is

<2 lg/l.23 This threshold however may not be applicable for

many of the currently available assays because of known differ-

ences in sensitivity, accuracy and precision (Appendix 1) and

ideally cut-off values with corresponding sensitivity and specific-

ity for detecting recurrent/persistent disease need to be estab-

lished for the specific assay and patient population.
131I whole body scan (WBS) is used less frequently to investigate

elevated serum Tg, due to its inferior sensitivity for detecting loco-

regional disease compared to neck ultrasound (US). A challenging

scenario is the US-negative, Tg-positive patient. Scans to consider

performing (when the neck US is negative) include;

– chest CT without contrast;

– 18fluoro-deoxy-glucose (FDG)-positron emission tomogra-

phy (PET)-CT;

– neck MRI;

– CT;

– spine MRI24;

– bone scan;

– 131I WBS;

– very occasionally 111In octreotide25 or 68Ga DOTATATE

PET-CT26 may be positive.

FDG-PET-CT is useful in this setting,27–30 particularly if the

Tg is significantly increased. FDG is concentrated by metaboli-

cally active thyroid cells and uptake indicates histologic transfor-

mation from low to high risk poor prognosis tumours, as FDG

uptake reflects dedifferentiation. Thyroid hormone withdrawal

(THW)31 or recombinant human TSH (rhTSH) administration32

have been shown to increase the sensitivity of FDG-PET-CT

scan. Patients with positive FDG-PET-CT scan have been shown

to have a markedly reduced 3-year survival compared with

FDG-PET-CT scan-negative patients.33 If PET imaging is posi-

tive, 131I imaging is typically negative and the patient is 131I

refractory. Exactly which imaging modalities should be used and

in which sequence is uncertain.

i A single elevated serum Tg should be confirmed by repeating

the test before proceeding to additional investigations (4, D).

ii An elevated serum Tg should lead to a detailed neck US (2+,

C).

iii For patients with low concentrations of Tg that are not ris-

ing, the decision to proceed to further investigations needs

to be balanced against the low probability of detecting the

site of disease for which treatment would be beneficial to the

patient (4, D).

iv The choice of imaging should be guided in the first instance

by the symptoms and clinical assessment of the patient,

which may point to a particular anatomical area, bearing in

mind that the commonest sites of recurrent disease are cervi-

cal/mediastinal lymph nodes, lungs and bones (4, D).

Key recommendation

v As first line, any of the following imaging modalities may be

used: chest CT without contrast, rhTSH-stimulated FDG-

PET-CT, neck MRI, spine MRI, bone scan (4, D).

If diagnostic imaging fails to identify the source of raised Tg,

empirical 131I treatment may be given. Factors that should be con-

sidered in making this decision include the risk category (Chapter

2.3, Table 2.2) of the patient and the rate of rise of the serum Tg.34

There is no evidence from randomised controlled trials

(RCTs) for or against empirical 131I. Non-RCTs have reported

abnormal uptake on the post-treatment WBS in 61% of

patients30 thereby localising and possibly treating a previously

undiagnosed recurrence. The activity of empirical 131I therapy

used is usually 3�7–5�5 GBq.35–37

i It is uncertain whether empirical 131I treatment is beneficial in

patients with raised serum Tg, compared to active surveil-

lance. A Personalised Decision Making approach is recom-

mended in such cases (Chapter 2, 4) (4, D).

ii The combination of a positive diagnostic 131I scan and an

undetectable serum Tg is very rare in the absence of Tg anti-

body interference. In such cases the possibility of false posi-

tivity should be adequately explored before administering

further 131I therapy38 (2+, C).

iii 3�7–5�5 GBq is a commonly used activity for persistent or

recurrent disease (4 D).

iv If the post-treatment WBS is negative, no further 131I is

advised unless there is a significant decrease in serum Tg con-

centration (4, D).

Data for the use of therapy with radiolabelled somatostatin

analogues in patients with oncocytic follicular (H€urthle cell) car-

cinoma and dedifferentiated papillary carcinoma are limited,39
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but could be considered if there is significant tumour uptake on

a somatostatin scan (4, D).

12.7. Palliative care

Palliative care is not necessary in the vast majority of patients

with DTC because they are usually cured. However, in the small

proportion of patients with recurrent or end-stage disease spe-

cialist palliative care input is advised.

i The MDT should work closely with nominated palliative med-

icine colleagues and patients requiring palliative care input

should be referred early to their local team40 (4, D).

Palliative EBRT. Palliative EBRT to localised areas of

symptomatic metastatic disease may be appropriate in good

performance status patients with anticipated survival of more

than 6 months. EBRT also has a role in palliation of symptoms

from bone metastases, fungating lymph nodes, bleeding tumour,

stridor, and dysphagia (Chapter 10).

Stridor and fear of choking are very distressing and can also

be alleviated by pharmacological means, palliative surgery (e.g.

laser/radiofrequency ablation, stents) and counselling.

Palliative chemotherapy. Palliative chemotherapy has largely been

superseded by targeted therapies (see next section). It can

however be considered in good performance status patients with

rapidly progressive, symptomatic, 131I refractory, locally advanced

or metastatic disease when targeted therapies are unavailable or

have proved unsuccessful. The agents used are doxorubicin and

cisplatin, but durable responses are uncommon.41,42 (4, D).

Targeted therapies for DTC. Efficacy for progression-free survival,

but not overall survival, has been demonstrated for several agents

in phase 2 or 3 studies including axitinib, motesanib, sorafenib,

pazopanib, lenvatinib, sunitinib, cabozantinib, vandetanib and

thalidomide. The agents demonstrating the most activity and

clinical benefit to date are sorafenib and lenvatinib. A randomised

phase 3 trial of sorafenib versus placebo resulted in a progression

free survival benefit of 5 months for patients on sorafenib over

those on placebo (10�8 vs 5�8 months; hazard ratio 0�587, 95% CI

0�454, 0�758, P < 0�0001).43 Early data have shown good response

rates in BRAF V600E mutated papillary carcinoma with

vemurafanib a potent inhibitor of the oncogenic BRAF protein

kinase.44,45 Studies continue to evaluate the role of molecular

profiling in determination of the most appropriate targeted agent.

The use of targeted therapies is a rapidly evolving area and clear

guidance cannot be given at present.

i The use of targeted therapies outside clinical trials should be

endorsed by the MDM after careful consideration of the bal-

ance between potential benefits and harm (4, D).

ii The principal indication for targeted treatments is radiologi-

cally progressive, symptomatic disease, refractory to conven-

tional treatments (4, D).

iii Targeted therapies should only be administered in the setting

of cancer units that have experience in monitoring and man-

aging adverse effects of targeted therapies (4, D).

iv Consideration should therefore be given to entry into clinical

studies (4, D).

Information on current trial activity can be found at:

http://public.ukcrn.org.uk/search/Portfolio.aspx?Level1=1&Le-

vel2=7;

www.clinicaltrials.gov;

www.nci.nih.gov;

www.centerwatch.com;

www.thyroid.org.
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13 Long-term follow-up of differentiated thyroid cancer

The long-term follow-up schedule of patients with a previous

diagnosis of differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) depends on risk.

i Patients who have undergone hemithyroidectomy alone because

of the low risk of recurrence (Chapters 7 and 8) do not require

TSH suppression or long-term follow-up in secondary care

(Chapter 8.3). For all other patients, regular follow-up of DTC

is necessary particularly for detection of early recurrence, initia-

tion of appropriate treatment, TSH suppression and manage-

ment of hypocalcaemia. This can be undertaken by a member of

the MDT, working in a multidisciplinary setting and according

to the established local protocols (4, D).

ii Once the thyroid remnant has been ablated and following

Dynamic Risk Stratification (Chapter 2.3, Table 2.3), the fre-

quency of attendance will be decided in each case individually:

• Patients with excellent response (Table 2.3) do not

require TSH suppression (Chapter 11.5) and should be

followed 6 monthly for the first year, and annually

thereafter (4, D).

• Patients with indeterminate or incomplete response

should be followed up more frequently depending on

individual need (4, D).

iii Support and counselling may be necessary, particularly for

younger patients, and in relation to pregnancy.

iv Follow-up for patients who have received radioiodine rem-

nant ablation (RRA) or 131I therapy should be lifelong (4, D)

for the following reasons:

• The disease has a long natural history.

• Late recurrences can occur, which can be successfully treated

with a view to cure or long-term survival.

• The consequences of supraphysiological levothyroxine replace-

ment (such as atrial fibrillation and osteoporosis) need moni-

toring, especially as the patient ages.

• Late side effects of 131I treatment may develop, such as leukae-

mia or second tumours.

v Low-risk cases (for definition of low risk, see Chapter 2.3,

Table 2.2) who have completed their treatment, are shown to

be free of disease at 5 years and no longer judged to require

TSH suppression, may be followed up in settings other than

the multidisciplinary thyroid cancer clinic. This may include a

nurse-led clinic or primary care following agreement of well

defined protocols and re-referral pathways (4, D).

Key recommendation

vi At each visit the following tasks should be completed (4, D):

• Patient history should be taken.

• A clinical examination should be performed.

• Adequacy of TSH suppression and possible effects of

thyrotoxicosis should be assessed.

• Tg should be measured as a marker of tumour recur-

rence. TgAb should be measured simultaneously with

measurement of Tg (Appendix 1).

• The calcium status should be assessed in patients receiv-

ing treatment for hypoparathyroidism (Chapter 11.3).
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14 Thyroid nodules and thyroid cancer in pregnancy

14.1. Thyroid nodules in pregnancy

The prevalence of thyroid nodules in pregnancy is reported to

range between 3% and 21% and increases with maternal age and

parity.1–4 The optimal diagnostic strategy for thyroid nodules

detected during pregnancy is based on risk stratification.

Pregnancy does not affect the accuracy or interpretation of

cytological specimens, although the reliability of fine-needle

aspiration cytology (FNAC) has not been investigated in

prospective studies. Thyroid or lymph node FNAC confers

no additional risk to the pregnancy at any stage of

gestation.5,6

i All women presenting with a thyroid nodule during pregnancy

should undergo the following: a complete history and clinical

examination, serum thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) test-

ing and neck ultrasound (US),6,7 in line with the recommen-

dations in Chapter 4 (2+, C).

ii Radioiodine scans are contraindicated in pregnancy and dur-

ing breastfeeding (4, C).

iii In instances in which nodules on US are indeterminate/

equivocal (U3, Chapter 4), FNAC may be deferred until after

delivery based on the patients’ preference5,6 (2+, C).

iv Pregnant patients with an FNAC result that is indeterminate

(Thy3a or Thy3f) or suspicious of papillary thyroid cancer

(Thy4), do not require surgery while pregnant except in cases

of rapid nodular growth and/or the appearance of lymph

node metastases6 (4, D).

14.2. Diagnosis of thyroid cancer in pregnancy

The management of thyroid cancer diagnosed during pregnancy

requires careful consideration of risks to both the mother and

foetus. Thyroid cancer discovered during pregnancy does not

behave more aggressively than that diagnosed in a similar aged

group of non-pregnant women. Pregnant women with thyroid

cancer generally have an excellent prognosis, similar to that of

non-pregnant women of childbearing age.8,9

Surgery is the treatment of choice and may be indicated in

case of rapid tumour growth or in the presence of significant

lymph node metastases.5,6 Thyroidectomy may be performed

safely in the second trimester when overall maternal and foetal

complication rates are low. Lower complication rates were

observed in high volume centres with experienced surgeons.10

Surgery performed during the first and third trimester of preg-

nancy is associated with increased risks of abortion, altered

organogenesis, and preterm labour and delivery respectively.6,11

Deferring surgery until the postpartum has not been associated

with a worse prognosis.

i Discussion of the case by the multidisciplinary team (MDT),

as well as counselling of the couple, are imperative (4, D).

ii 131I ablation or therapy must be avoided in pregnancy (4, D).

iii If thyroid cancer is diagnosed or suspected, the following

options should be considered (4, D):

• Defer thyroidectomy, and other treatments until the

postpartum period.

• Perform a thyroidectomy during the second trimester

of pregnancy, to be followed by suppressive doses of

levothyroxine to achieve suppressed but detectable

serum TSH concentrations and high normal serum

free thyroxine (fT4) concentrations.

iv There is no evidence to recommend for or against suppres-

sion of serum TSH concentrations in pregnant women who

elect to defer surgery for differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC)

until after delivery5,6 (4, D).

v When a decision has been made to defer surgery until after

delivery, patients may require on-going reassurance, especially

if the diagnosis is made at the beginning of pregnancy. It is

Good Clinical Practice ☑ for the patient to:

• receive good quality information on options/risks

• receive expert guidance on decision making

• be offered an appointment every few months during

pregnancy in order to have the opportunity to discuss

her management

• have the option not to attend if she does not feel there

is a need to

• be able to talk to or be seen by the expert at other

times if concerned

• have the reassurance that other professionals involved

(midwife, GP, obstetrician) are kept fully informed

• make contact with the expert nearer the time of deliv-

ery, in order to plan the timing of surgery.

iv The diagnosis or suspicion of medullary thyroid cancer or

other rare types with more aggressive potential than DTC

requires consideration of treatment during pregnancy (4, D).

14.3. Pregnancy in the treated patient with thyroid
cancer

Exposure of the foetus to radiation is potentially harmful.10,12 A

small risk of spontaneous abortion may persist for up to 1 year

after high-dose 131I remnant ablation (RRA) or therapy and this

may relate to suboptimal thyroid hormonal control.8,13–16 The

possible deleterious effects of radiation on gonadal function and

the outcome of subsequent pregnancies have been reviewed.17,18

There is no evidence that previous exposure to 131I affects the

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd 61



outcomes of subsequent pregnancies and offspring, provided the

recommendations are followed.6

i In accordance with Administration of Radioactive Substances

Advisory Committee (ARSAC), it is recommended that

women should defer attempting conception for a minimum of

6 months and men for a period of 4 months following 131I

ablation or therapy12 (4, D).

ii The pre-conception TSH goal in women with DTC, which is

determined by risk stratification (Chapter 11.5), should be

maintained during pregnancy.5,6 The dose of levothyroxine

needs to be empirically increased as soon as pregnancy is

confirmed, usually by approximately 30%, as requirements

increase during pregnancy19–22 except in women receiving

suppressive doses of levothyroxine (2++, B).

Key recommendation

iii Thyroid function should be evaluated as soon as pregnancy

is confirmed. The adequacy of levothyroxine treatment

should be monitored approximately every 4 weeks until 16–

20 weeks of gestation and at least once per trimester thereaf-

ter. Serum TSH should be checked 4 weeks after each levo-

thyroxine dose change5,6,22,23 (3, D).

Key recommendation

iv US and thyroglobulin (Tg) monitoring should be performed

each trimester during pregnancy in patients with previously

treated thyroid cancer who are known, or suspected of having,

recurrent disease. This is not required in low risk patients in

whom evidence of persistent disease is absent5,6,24–26 (3, D).

v The management of pregnant women with persistent or recur-

rent thyroid cancer should be discussed by the MDT and treat-

ment should be undertaken in a specialist centre11 (4, D).

vi Breastfeeding must be discontinued at least 8 weeks before

radioiodine remnant ablation (RRA) or 131I therapy to avoid

breast irradiation and should not be resumed, until after a

future pregnancy (Chapter 9.2) (4, D).

Key recommendation
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15 Thyroid cancer in childhood

Differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) is rare in children, the pre-

sentation and options for treatment have been extensively

reviewed.1,2 Children at particular risk are those previously

exposed to radiotherapy to the head or neck. Thyroid nodules

are more likely to be malignant in children than in adults so the

threshold for surgical excision is lower than in adults. Papillary

thyroid cancer (PTC) in children aged 15 years or less is more

aggressive than in adults, with a high prevalence of gross lymph

node metastases at presentation. Lymph node involvement is

found in up to 90%, the risk of recurrent disease is higher than

adults.3–5 However, disease specific mortality even in young

patients with lung metastases is very low.6 Follicular thyroid

cancer in children and adolescents up to 20 years of age is very

rare (1.9% of patients with follicular cancer), outcomes from

treatment are similar to those in adult patients.7

i The general principles of management are similar to those in

adults; however, the specialist team must include a paediatric

endocrinologist, paediatric oncologist (or nuclear medicine

physician) and nurse specialist or counselor.

Good Practice Point ☑

ii The Manual of Cancer Services and Current Peer Review stan-

dards8 require that: For each patient in the Teenage and Young

Adult (TYA) age group (19–24 years), the (Thyroid Cancer)

MDT should agree treatment decisions with the TYA MDT

National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-2I-148

iii As the risks of complications from thyroidectomy are higher

in young patients9 it is recommended that patients are trea-

ted by nominated members of an adult thyroid cancer MDT

or ‘high volume’ paediatric thyroid surgeon.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv Patients with PTC should be considered for total thyroidec-

tomy and central compartment lymph node dissection to

reduce the risk of local recurrence (3, D).

v The surgical treatment of children/adolescents with follicular

thyroid cancer is as recommended for adult patients (Chapter

7.6) (3, D).

vi Patients with clinically/radiological involvement of cervical

lymph nodes should undergo central/selective lateral neck

dissection as recommended for adult patients (Chapter 7.6).

vii TSH suppression10 is recommended for most patients10

(4, D).

viii Radioiodine remnant ablation (RRA)4,10–12 is recommended

for all children particularly those aged under 10 years, but the

decision about RRA should be individually determined (4, D).

ix Follow-up with serial serum thyroglobulin (Tg) measure-

ments should be lifelong13 (2�, D).

The treatment of MTC in children is discussed in Chapter 17.
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16 Pathology reporting, grading and staging of thyroid cancers

16.1. General principles

A general approach to specimen handling is outlined below.

Points specifically relating to medullary carcinoma are discussed

in Chapter 17. Most lesions should have had fine-needle aspiration

cytology (FNAC) before surgery (Chapter 5) so at least a differen-

tial diagnosis should be available. Inter-observer variation is docu-

mented in thyroid tumour histology1 and the range of prognostic

features can require experience in their recognition.2 A careful,

accurate and thorough histopathology report is essential because

many of the histological features affect staging and prognosis and

may therefore influence clinical management decisions.

i Histopathologists reporting thyroid tumours should have a

special interest in thyroid pathology or participate in a net-

work with the opportunity of pathology review (2+, C).

Key recommendation

ii A nominated pathologist should be a core member of the

local thyroid cancer Multidisciplinary Team (MDT).

National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure 11-2I-

1013

iii Cases should be handled and reported according to the cur-

rent dataset of the Royal College of Pathologists (RCPath)

20144 (4, D).

Key recommendation

iv Intra-operative frozen section may occasionally be used to

confirm the diagnosis of papillary thyroid carcinoma, or to

confirm lymph node involvement, but should not be used to

differentiate follicular carcinoma from adenoma5 (2�, D).

v Encapsulated follicular-patterned lesions should be widely sam-

pled at the interface between the tumour, its capsule and the

normal gland to detect capsular (tumour capsule) or vascular

invasion (angioinvasion). Small lesions (≤30 mm in maximum

dimension) should be processed in their entirety and at least 10

blocks should be taken from larger lesions (4, D).

vi Lymph nodes should be carefully dissected, the number

counted and locations noted if possible. Ipsilateral, midline

and contralateral nodes should be documented separately.

Formal neck dissections should be dealt with according to

RCPath protocols for head and neck cancers6 (4, D).

16.2. Pathology report

The core data set shown in Table 16.1 should be included (4, D).

16.3. Pathological staging

i Pathological staging should be performed using the 7th edi-

tion of the TNM classification7 (4, D).

Key recommendation

ii In multifocal lesions, the largest is used for staging purposes

(4, D).

16.4. Staging protocol

See Chapter 2.

16.5. Summary of thyroid cancer types

There are many different types of thyroid carcinoma and the type

should be clearly stated in the pathology report. In summary, the

main types are given below and more information is available in

standard endocrine pathology texts and the RCPath Dataset4:

Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma (PTC). This is derived from the

follicular epithelial cells and is the commonest cancer type. There

are many variants (e.g. classical, cystic, follicular, solid, cribrifom-

morular, oncocytic, diffuse sclerosing, tall cell, columnar cell)

some of which have prognostic implications (e.g. tall cell and

columnar cell variants are said to have a worse prognosis).

Follicular Variant of Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma

(FVPTC). Warrants special mention. There are three types:

a) Non-encapsulated or infiltrative. The clinical behavior and

molecular genetics are similar to classical PTC.

b) Encapsulated. The clinical behavior and molecular genetics

are more like those of follicular neoplasms, and need assess-

ment in a similar way:

a. Encapsulated non-invasive FVPTC. There is no/a very low

risk of recurrence or metastasis, and lobectomy may be

sufficient treatment (Chapter 7.6).

b. Encapsulated FVPTC with capsular and/or vascular inva-

sion. Capsular invasion alone does not seem to adversely

affect outcome and hemithyroidectomy alone may be suf-

ficient treatment (Chapter 7.6). Vascular (angio)invasion

is required for behaviour as a low grade malignancy.

c) Diffuse/aggressive/multinodular. This is rare, occurs typically

in younger patients and has a worse prognosis.

Papillary microcarcinoma (microPTC). A microcarcinoma is up

to and including 10 mm in greatest dimension. These are more

fully discussed in Chapter 8.

Follicular carcinoma. This is also derived from the follicular

epithelial cells.

a) Minimally invasive follicular carcinoma. This is a single

encapsulated nodule in which invasion has been found histo-
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logically in the region of the tumour capsule. This is why a

distinction cannot be made cytologically between follicular

adenoma (no invasion) and follicular carcinoma.

a. With capsular invasion only. These have a minimal risk of

metastasis.

b. With vascular (angio)invasion (with or without capsular

invasion). These may develop blood borne metastatic dis-

ease.

b) Widely invasive follicular carcinoma. This shows gross inva-

sion or extensive microscopic infiltration. The prognosis is

worse than the minimally invasive tumour.

Oncocytic (Hurthle cell) tumours. Oncocytic change can occur in

any thyroid tumour type, benign or malignant, though is most

often associated with follicular neoplasms. Assessment of

tumour type is the same as for the non-oncocytic version.

‘Differentiated Thyroid carcinoma’ (DTC). This term relates

collectively to PTC and follicular carcinomas.

Poorly differentiated carcinoma (PDC). These tumours are

derived from follicular epithelial cells and have a level of

differentiation between DTC and anaplastic thyroid cancer

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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(ATC). The term is used when the majority (>50%) of the

tumour is of this type. The behavior is then worse than for

DTCs. ‘Insular’ carcinoma is one example of PDC. Areas of pre-

existing DTC may be seen in a PDC. Smaller foci of poor

differentiation may be seen in otherwise differentiated

carcinomas, and should be documented because they may carry

prognostic implications between those of DTC and PDC.

Anaplastic (undifferentiated) carcinoma (ATC). These tumours

show no differentiation. The term is used when any amount of

the tumour has this appearance. They are discussed in full in

Chapter 18.

Medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC). This tumour derives from

the calcitonin-producing C cells of the thyroid. It is discussed in

full in Chapter 17.

Lymphoma. These are nearly always of non-Hodgkin’s type, and

may be low or high grade. There is often pre-existing

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis.
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17 Medullary thyroid cancer

Medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) is a rare disease accounting

for approximately 3% (adult) to 10% (paediatric) of thyroid

cancers and requires treatment from a multidisciplinary regional

service.

The biology of MTC has unique implications for the develop-

ment and structure of clinical services and management of this

rare disease.

• Twenty-five per cent of MTC is familial (multiple endo-

crine neoplasia 2 (MEN2), MEN3 (formerly MEN2B), and

inherited in an autosomal dominant manner necessitating a

comprehensive and integrated approach to the patient and

their family. Developments in the molecular genetics of

MTC have facilitated a rational framework for clinical care

that requires specific application in individual patients and

their families in conjunction with the cancer genetics ser-

vice

• When MTC arises as part of a familial syndrome, assess-

ment and management of the other endocrine tumours are

required

• Patients may survive for many years even with a significant

tumour burden, although the prognosis is poorer than dif-

ferentiated cancer (Table 17.1). This makes the risk/benefit

decisions for additional intervention for persistent or recur-

rent disease difficult

i All patients with or, at risk of MTC should be referred for

investigation/surgical treatment to a cancer centre2 (4, D).

Key recommendation

ii Clinical services for MTC should dovetail with those for

MEN1 and MEN2, which require similar services and raise

common issues (4, D).

17.1. Presentation

MTC may present with a neck mass, symptoms related to pressure

effects (dysphagia, dysphonia) or with distant metastasis. In addi-

tion, patients with extensive MTC may present with frequent loose

stools and vasomotor flushing that result from coincident secre-

tion of peptides. Less commonly, adrenocorticotrophin (ACTH)

is secreted.

The diagnosis may be made following fine-needle aspiration

cytology (FNAC) of a thyroid nodule or lymph node in the

absence of previous clinical suspicion. Unsuspected MTC can

also be found at/after surgery.

i In all cases, a comprehensive family history must be taken to

include first- and second-degree relatives to search for features

of MTC or other endocrinopathies that may occur in individ-

uals with familial MTC. This includes a history of unexpected

sudden death, which should raise the suspicion of occult

phaeochromocytoma (4, D).

Key recommendation

Calcitonin screening of patients with thyroid nodules. Controversy

still exists with regard to the use of routine calcitonin

measurement in patients with nodular thyroid disease (see also

Appendix 1.2). Historically, the American Thyroid Association

(ATA) MTC guidelines (2009)3 and European Thyroid

Association (ETA) consensus (2006)4 have been at variance on

this matter. A review article in 2009 stated ‘more evidence is

needed before routine calcitonin screening can be recommended

in the initial management of thyroid nodular disease’5.

Although basal calcitonin concentrations >60 ng/l6 to 100 ng/

l7 are described as highly suggestive/pathognomonic of MTC,

diagnostic uncertainty exists at lower concentrations of calcito-

nin consequent to the potential confounding effects of:

• Assay related factors (e.g. Hook effect, inter-laboratory vari-

ation in normal range, heterophilic antibodies)

• Drugs (e.g. proton pump inhibitors)

• Co-existing disease states [e.g. hypercalcaemia, renal failure,

neuroendocrine tumours, lymphocytic thyroiditis, papillary

thyroid cancer (PTC)]

• Sporadic C-cell hyperplasia

• Other (gender specific differences, smoking)

Calcitonin stimulation tests (with pentagastrin or calcium)

are required to confirm or refute the need for thyroid surgery

in patients with calcitonin values that are ‘mildly’ elevated,

although the exact cut-off values at which further investigation

is necessary remain to be clearly defined. Pentagastrin-stimu-

lated calcitonin values >250 ng/l in women and 500 ng/l in men

are increasingly predictive of MTC6–8 but there is uncertainty as

to the validity of these values when calcium stimulation has

been performed.9 In addition, pentagastrin is not freely

available.

Protagonists of calcitonin screening state the benefits of early

diagnosis, one step surgery and a greater potential for cure.

Those against quote the lack of cost effectiveness data to support

its use and as yet the absence of reported benefit in terms of

long-term outcome. In contrast, the argument that the natural

history of ‘occult’ MTC is unknown seems unsupported by the

evidence in that that even sporadic micro MTC have a high rate

of lymph node metastasis – up to 20% cases <5 mm tumour

diameter and up to 43% up to 10 mm.10

i At the present time there is insufficient evidence on which to

recommend routine calcitonin screening in patients with nod-

ular thyroid disease (4, D).
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17.2. Initial investigations of patients with suspected
or confirmed MTC

Ultrasound (US), fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) and

biochemical investigations.

i The initial evaluation of patients with suspected MTC includes

US of the thyroid, FNAC and a baseline value for calcitonin,

which may confirm the diagnosis and can indicate the likeli-

hood of remission and extent of disease11–14 (Appendix 1.2)

(2+, C).

Key recommendation

Once the diagnosis of MTC is confirmed, the following addi-

tional investigations should be performed:

i In all cases at least one 24-h urine sample assayed for

catecholamines and nor/metanephrines or plasma nor/meta-

nephrines is required to exclude phaeochromocytoma, and a

serum calcium to exclude hyperparathyroidism. These tests

must be performed in all MTC patients prior to neck surgery

even in the absence of a positive family history or symptoms

(4, D).

Key recommendation

ii Neck CT/MRI is indicated if there is suspicion of locally

advanced disease (4, D).

iii A stimulation test with calcium/pentagastrin may rarely be

indicated to confirm a diagnosis of MTC in relatives of

patients with gene negative inherited MTC (<5%),15 or to

exclude causes of false-positive basal calcitonin elevation,5

especially when calcitonin levels are only mildly elevated.

Pentagastrin availability is limited and if utilised, the test

should take place in a specialist endocrine centre (4, D).

iv Patients with a new diagnosis of MTC will require support

from the clinical team and access to good quality informa-

tion (Appendix 4, Patient Information Leaflet 5).

Good Practice Point ☑

Pre-operative staging. The identification of metastatic MTC prior

to first time surgery will explain persistent post-operative

calcitonin elevation. In most patients, positive findings will not

alter the indication for surgical intervention in the neck, but

may alter the extent of cervico-mediastinal surgery. In

previously untreated patients with node positive MTC, tumour

diameter of 12–15 mm or calcitonin concentrations of >400 ng/l

predict an increased risk of metastatic disease with a cumulative

risk of >50% if calcitonin concentrations are >15000 ng/l.12

Chest CT, liver MRI and bone scintigraphy/MRI axial skeleton

are the most efficient means to detect systemic disease.16 In

patients with MTC, systemic staging is indicated in node

positive patients with calcitonin levels >400 ng/l17 (4, D).

i CT chest, dual phase CT liver or MRI,17 bone scintigraphy or

MRI spine are recommended for systemic staging18 (4, D).

ii 18fluoro-deoxy-glucose (FDG)-positron emission tomography

(PET)-CT (FDG PET-CT) is not recommended prior to first

time surgery (4, D).

Genetic testing.

i In all confirmed cased of MTC, RET mutation analysis to

establish the possible genetic basis for the disease within an

individual or kindred, should be performed even in the

absence of a positive family history.

Good Practice Point ☑

Key recommendation

17.3. Treatment

Prior to thyroid surgery all patients should be managed as

described in Chapter 7.3.

Surgery. The aims of first-time surgical treatment of MTC are

loco-regional control (the neck and superior mediastinum), and

in some patients biochemical as well as clinical cure.14,19

i Patients with established MTC should undergo a minimum of

total thyroidectomy and central compartment node dissection,

the inferior limit of the dissection being the inominate artery

(levels VI and VII)14 (2+, C).

Key recommendation

ii In patients with incidental, sporadic (RET negative), unifocal

micro MTC <5 mm, completion thyroidectomy is not essen-

tial,10,20 but approximately 20% of patients may have node

metastases.10,21 Post-operative basal calcitonin should deter-

mine the need for further surgery (completion thyroidec-

tomy/central neck dissection) (2+, C).

iii Patients with clinical or radiologically involved lymph nodes

in the lateral compartment should in addition to total thy-

roidectomy and central neck dissection undergo selective lat-

eral neck dissection of levels IIa–Vb.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv Ipsilateral prophylactic lateral neck dissection is recom-

mended in the presence of central compartment node metas-

tases on the basis that the risk of lateral node involvement is

at least 70%22 (3, D).

v As preoperative imaging of the central compartment has a

low sensitivity for detection of lymph node metastases,

the need for prophylactic ipsilateral lateral compartment

lymph node dissection may not be apparent without

Table 17.1. Medullary thyroid carcinoma staging1

10-year survival (%)

Stage I

pT1, N0, M0 100

Stage II

pT2, N0, M0 93

pT3, N0, M0

pT4, N0, M0

Stage III

Any pT, N1, M0 71

Stage IV

Any pT, any N, M1 21
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histopathological confirmation of involved lymph nodes. Per-

sonalised Decision Making is recommended based upon the

probability of central compartment nodal metastases (tumour

size/basal calcitonin)14 with the options of (a) central and

ipsilateral compartment lymph node dissection at initial sur-

gery, (b) central compartment lymph node dissection with in-

traoperative frozen section (c) a two stage procedure (4, D).

The need for prophylactic bilateral lateral compartment node

dissection in the presence of central compartment node metasta-

ses is unclear. Approximately 35% patients with central com-

partment node metastases will have contralateral lateral

compartment node metastases,23 and bilateral lateral neck dissec-

tion in patients with basal calcitonin of ≤1000 ng/l will achieve

biochemical cure in more than 50% of patients.14 However, the

likelihood of biochemical cure is much reduced in patients with

more than 10 nodal metastases or more than 2 lymph node

compartments involved.22 In summary, bilateral prophylactic lat-

eral neck dissection will likely reduce calcitonin levels and the

need for reoperation, but its impact on survival for many

patients is less certain.

i In the absence of clinical or radiological evidence of central

and ipsilateral lateral node metastases, dissection of the con-

tralateral lateral neck is not recommended (4, D).

ii In the absence of direct invasion, the sternomastoid muscle/

internal jugular vein/accessory nerve should be conserved.

Routine dissection of levels I, IIb and Va is not required

unless there are palpable/suspicious nodes at these sites (4,

D).

iii The management of recurrent laryngeal nerve involvement

by tumour is as described in Chapter 7.4.

iv When there is strong suspicion or evidence of mediastinal

node involvement below the brachiocephalic vein, and no

evidence of distant metastases, the patient should be consid-

ered for further surgery24,25 (3, D). This will require a stern-

otomy.

v Patients with distant metastases at presentation often have

prolonged survival. Even in the presence of disseminated dis-

ease, surgery (total thyroidectomy and central compartment

node dissection) should be considered to prevent subsequent

compromise of the trachea, oesophagus and recurrent laryn-

geal nerves. These structures should be preserved whenever

possible (3, D).

Prophylactic surgery RET gene mutation carriers. Prophylactic

thyroidectomy has dramatically improved outcomes in patients

with MEN2 and MEN3 (MEN2B), such that about 90% of

young patients with RET mutations who had a prophylactic

thyroidectomy have no evidence of persistent or recurrent MTC

at 7 years after surgery. In contrast the 10-year survival for

patients with metastatic MTC is about 20%.26

i Prophylactic surgery should be offered to disease-free carriers

of germ line RET mutations, identified by genetic screen-

ing.27–31 The possibility of future surgery should be discussed

with parents before testing children. In ideal circumstances

these individuals would be expected to have C-cell hyperplasia

(CCH) rather than MTC but in many cases, by the time of

presentation the transition from CCH to MTC will have

occurred. This will depend upon the genotype and the age of

the patient. Basal calcitonin levels indicate the likelihood of

MTC � node metastases.32 It is important to distinguish the

need for therapeutic surgery from prophylactic surgery.

Good Practice Point ☑

Key recommendation

ii Children with MEN 3 (MEN2B) should undergo prophylactic

thyroidectomy preferably within the first 6 months but within

the first year of life33,34 (2+, C).

iii Children with MEN 2A associated with a 634 codon muta-

tion should undergo thyroidectomy before the age of

5 years31 (2+, C).

iv Prophylactic surgery for MEN 2A gene carriers with other

than 634 codon mutations or FMTC, may be delayed,

beyond the age of 5 years, provided that the basal calcitonin

remains within the normal range, according to the risk strati-

fications and recommendations stated in the American Thy-

roid Association (ATA) MTC Guidelines3 (Tables 17.2 and

17.3) (2+, C).

v The requirement for lymph node dissection at the time of

‘prophylactic’ thyroidectomy should be considered in gene

carriers based upon the basal calcitonin level. The risk of

lymph node metastases is very low in patients with only

mildly/moderately elevated basal calcitonin concentrations

(proposed cut-offs in different series: 20 ng/l14, <31 ng/l30,

60 ng/l,32 90 ng/l)13 (2+, C).

vi Gene carriers with ‘late’ presentation and established MTC as

defined by clinical presentation, cross sectional imaging and/

or significantly elevated calcitonin levels should be treated as

outlined in Section 17.3.

Post-operative management.

i Following surgery, voice dysfunction and hypocalcaemia

should be managed as described in Chapter 11.1 and 11.2.

ii After total thyroidectomy patients should be given thyroxine

at a replacement dose aiming for a normal serum TSH (4,

D).

17.4. Adjuvant therapies

Unlike differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC), radioiodine ablation

or therapy are not options. Routine adjuvant external beam

radiotherapy (EBRT) has not been shown to improve sur-

vival.35,36

i EBRT should be considered only once optimal surgery has

been performed and if there is significant risk of local recur-

rence. This maybe where there is macroscopic residual disease

or microscopic residual disease on the background of large

volume disease37 (4, D).

ii EBRT should not be used to consolidate inadequate surgery

(4, D).
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17.5. Pathology

The general principles for specimen handling, macro-

scopic description and microscopic reporting should follow

the Royal College of Pathologists’ dataset38,39 and are outlined

in Chapter 16. For cases of MTC, block selection from the

thyroid should be sufficient to confirm the diagnosis,

recognise the relationship to the thyroid capsule, and identify

any extra-thyroidal spread with definition of the tissues

invaded.

Table 17.2. Genotype–Phenotype correlations and risk levels for aggressive medullary thyroid cancer (adopted from3 with permission from the

American Thyroid Association)

Mutation Exon

ATA

risk

levela

MTC

risk

levelb

MEN 2Ac MEN 2Bc

ReferencesFMTCd MTC PHPT PHEO CLA HSCR MTC PHEO

G321Re 5 A + MA – – – – – – (100)

531/9 base pair duplication 8 A + MA – – – – – – (364)

532 duplicatione 8 A + ? – – – – – – (177)

C515Se 8 A + MA – – – – – – (365)

G533C 8 A + MA – R – – – – (99, 366–368)

R600Qe 10 A + MI – – – – – – (369)

K603Ee 10 A + MI – – – – – – (370)

Y606Ce 10 A + ? – – – – – – (371, 372)

C609F/R/G/S/Y 10 B 1 + MA MI R – + – – (14, 46, 85, 373–375)

C611R/G/F/S/W/Y 10 B 2 + MA MI R – + – – (46, 85)

C618R/G/F/S/Y 10 B 2 + MA MI MI – + – – (46, 85)

C620R/G/F/S/W/Y 10 B 2 + MA MI MI – + – – (46, 85, 374)

C630R/F/S/Y 11 B + MA R R – – – – (73, 376, 377)

D631Ye 11 B + ? – – – – – – (378)

633/9 base pair duplication 11 B + MA MI MI – – – – (379)

C634R 11 C 2 � MA MI MA + – – – (46, 85, 380, 381)

C634G/F/S/W/Y 11 C 2 + MA MI MA + – – – (46, 85, 380–382)

634/12 base pair duplication 11 B + MA MI – – – – – (383)

635/insertion ELCR;T636P 11 A + MA – – – – – – (371)

S649L 11 A + MI R – – – – – (14, 124, 384, 385)

K666Ee 11 A + MI/MA – MI – – – – (371)

E768D 13 A 1 + MA R R – – – – (46, 73, 90, 378)

N777Se 13 A + MI – – – – – – (386)

L790F 13 A 1 + MA R R/MI – – – – (86, 378)

Y791F 13 A 1 + MA MI MI – – – – (86, 378, 387)

V804L 14 A 1 + MA MI R – – – – (46, 86, 388)

V804M 14 A 1 + MA R R – – – – (46, 86, 388, 389)

V804M + V778If 13/14 B + MA – – – – – – (390)

V804M + E805K 14 D � – – – – – MA MA (71)

V804M + Y806C 14 D � – – – – – MA MA (72–74)
V804MþS904Cg 14/15 D � – MI – – – MA – (101)

G819Ke 14 A + ? – – – – – – (14)

R833Ce 14 A + ? – – – – – – (391)

R844Qe 14 A + ? – – – – – – (14, 378)

R866We 15 A + MA – – – – – – (392)

A883F 15 D 3 � – – – – – MA MA (393, 394)

S891A 15 A 1 + MA R R – – – – (14, 395–397)
R912P 16 A + MI – – – – – – (14, 398)

M918T 16 D � – – – – – MA MA (46)

aRisk from aggressive MTC: level D is highest risk.
bRisk from aggressive MTC from the Seventh International Workshop on MEN (2): level 1, high risk; level 2, higher risk; level 3, highest risk.
cOrgan-specific penetrance: MA, majority; MI, minority; R, rare.
dPresence (+) of inherited MTC in the absence of PHPT or PHEO has been described, although the number of family members and number of family

generations studied and duration of follow-up is variable. Historically, mutations initially considered diagnostic of FMTC have eventually demonstrated

some penetrance of the MEN 2A phenotype. The absence (�) of association with FMTC indicates that inheritance of MTC in isolation is very unlikely.
eMutations based on limited families = case reports and may represent variants of unknown significance.
fPhenotype associated with corneal nerve thickening. gPhenotype associated with mucosal neurilemmomas.
gPhenotype associated with mucosal neurilemmomas.
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i The identification of C cell hyperplasia (CCH) can be difficult

and is best done with calcitonin immuno-confirmation in areas

of thyroid distant to the main tumour39 (4, D).

ii Histologically, it is recommended that the diagnosis of MTC

is confirmed by calcitonin immunoreactivity (4, D).

iii Prophylactic thyroidectomy specimens should be sampled in

total and calcitonin immunoreactivity used for lesions sus-

pected of being CCH or MTC (4, D).

Tumour staging. The TNM system (Table 2.1) should be applied

(4, D). Age is not a prognostic factor in MTC. Staging for MTC

is shown in Table 17.1.

17.6. Follow-up of MTC

i Lifelong follow-up is recommended (4, D).

Key recommendation

ii Postoperatively, calcitonin should be measured no earlier

than 15 days after thyroidectomy and may take more than

2 months to fall to the lowest level.40,41 Response to primary

surgery can be assessed clinically and by the measurement of

serum calcitonin and carcinembryonic antigen (CEA) usually

6 months after surgery42 (4, D).

iii The presence of an elevated but stable calcitonin level

postoperatively may be managed conservatively, provided

treatable disease has been excluded radiologically. Progres-

sively rising calcitonin concentration should trigger imaging

for further staging. Follow-up intervals should be judged

individually based on disease behavior and levels of dou-

bling times of tumour markers (4, D).

iv Calcitonin and CEA doubling times correlate with tumour

progression and are useful prognostic indicators for MTC

recurrence and survival.42 At least four calcitonin/CEA val-

ues are required to calculate doubling time (and should be

estimated (Appendix 1.2). An on-line calculator is avail-

able.43 Calcitonin and CEA doubling times are recom-

mended (1+, A).

17.7. Investigation of persistent or increasing
hypercalcitoninaemia in treated patients

Elevated calcitonin concentrations after surgery are a common

finding. This will depend upon the pre-operative basal calcitonin

and the stage of the tumour at presentation.11,44 The clinical

team should consider for each patient the opportunity for bio-

chemical cure, the prognosis, the risk of local relapse, as well as

the potential morbidity from further surgery. The commonest

sites of persistent/metastatic disease are neck, mediastinum,

lungs, liver and bone.

i The decision to investigate patients with persistent or increasing

hypercalcitonaemia should be made on a case by case basis

(4, D).

ii The clinical features and likely anatomical site of recurrent or

metastatic disease should guide the choice and sequence of

imaging (4, D).

Initial imaging for persistent or increasing hypercalcitoninaemia.

i Initial cross-sectional imaging for recurrent or metastatic dis-

ease should include a neck US, CT neck and chest with contrast,

and either dual phase CT liver or MRI liver. MRI provides bet-

ter sensitivity for detection of liver metastases18 (4, D).

ii Whole body and tomographic (SPECT-CT) imaging using
123I meta-iodobenzylguanidine (mIBG), 111In somatostatin

analogues and 99mTc pentavalent dimercaptosuccinic acid

[DMSA(V)] may be useful for the investigation of occult dis-

ease when other imaging modalities have failed (4, D).

Additional imaging for persistent or increasing hypecalcito-

ninaemia. 18F fluorodeoxygucose (FDG) PET-CT imaging may

be helpful in restaging patients with aggressive disease associated

with rapidly rising tumour markers,45 particularly where

calcitonin >1000 ng/l.46 18F-dihydroxyphenylalanine (F-DOPA)

PET-CT has a higher sensitivity (~80%)47 for the investigation of

recurrent MTC, but availability is limited in the UK. PET-CT

Table 17.3. American thyroid association risk level and prophylactic thyroidectomy testing and therapy (adopted from3 with permission from the

American Thyroid Association)

ATA risk level Age of RET testing Age of required first US Age of required vfirst serum Ct Age of prophylactic surgery

D ASAP and within

the 1st year of

life

ASAP and within

the 1st year of

life

6 months, if

surgery not

already done

ASAP and within the first year of life

C <3–5 years >3–5 years >3–5 years Before age 5 years

B <3–5 years >3–5 years >3–5 years Consider surgery before age 5. May

delay surgery beyond age 5 years if

stringent criteria are meta

A <3–5 years >3–5 years >3–5 years May delay surgery beyond age 5

years if stringent criteria are meta

aA normal annual basal � stimulated* serum Ct, normal annual neck US, less aggressive MTC family history, and family preference. ASAP, as soon as

possible.
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using 68Ga-labelled somatostatin analogues is less sensitive (33%)

than F-DOPA45 and access is similarly limited in the UK.

i The following nuclear imaging scans are recommended for

investigation of postoperative hypercalcitoninaemia when US,

CT or MRI are unhelpful (4, D):

• 99mTc methylene diphosphonate (MDP) bone scintig-

raphy

• FDG PET-CT

• Consider 111In octreotide or 68Ga DOTATATE PET-CT

17.8. Treatment of persistent or recurrent disease

It is important to distinguish loco-regional, persistent/recur-

rent disease from distant micro- or macro-metastases as the

cause of an elevated calcitonin. True local recurrence is unu-

sual after adequate initial surgery. Re-operation is reported to

provide long-term disease eradication in at least one third of

patients.48

Surgery.

i When initial surgery has been incomplete, re-operation on the

neck (lymphadenectomy of the central and/or lateral compart-

ments) with curative intent should be considered particularly

when basal calcitonin concentration is <1000 ng/l and 5 or

fewer disease positive nodes were removed at previous surgery

and in the absence of extra-thyroidal spread49 (2++, B).

ii Re-operative surgery in the neck and mediastinum should be

considered, even when there are known distant metastases, to

minimize the risk of large volume disease compromising the

airway, oesophagus or laryngeal nerves (4, D).

Radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Palliative radiotherapy can play

a valuable role in unresectable masses and painful bone

metastases (Chapters 10.3 and 12.7).

Chemotherapy is now rarely used. Doxorubicin produces

symptomatic response in <30% of cases; most are partial and of

short duration. The same response rate is obtained when doxo-

rubicin is used in combination with other drugs.

The selective uptake of 131I-mIBG and 111In-octreotide by 30–

50% of medullary cancers generated interest in their potential

therapeutic use.50,51 Evidence supporting the role of high activity
131I mIBG and 90Y/177Lu-labelled peptides in patients with inoper-

able, metastatic MTC is limited. A European survey reported

durable symptom palliation in 61% of MTC patients treated with
131I mIBG, with a reduction in biochemical markers in 39%,52 but

no randomised controlled trials have been undertaken.

There is phase II data for [90yttrium- DOTA]-TOC showing

response in patients with progressive disease and uptake on a

diagnostic 111In-octreotide scan.53 Increased overall survival has

been reported with pretargeted radioimmunotherapy using bi-

specific monoclonal anti- CEA antibody and a 131I-labeled biva-

lent hapten in patients with metastatic progressive MTC

(defined with calcitonin doubling time <2 years), with a median

overall survival of 110 vs. 61 months (P < 0�03) in the experi-

mental arm versus historical controls.54

i Routine use of radiolabelled molecules cannot be recom-

mended but entry into trials should be considered. Treatment

with unlabelled somatostatin analogues may help control

severe diarrhoea from metastatic disease (4, D).55,56

Targeted therapies. Targeted therapies are the modality of

choice for inoperable progressive and symptomatic disease.

Vandetanib and cabozantanib (both tyrosine kinase inhibitors)

have shown progression free survival advantage over placebo

in prospective randomised controlled trials of 11 and

7 months respectively.57,58 To date, neither drug has been

shown to improve survival. The choice of initial drug will be

based on the toxicity profiles and licensing indications. The

presence or absence of a RET mutation did not significantly

affect the response rates. Molecular profiling does not appear

to aid with the choice of agent, but this is an evolving area

of research.

For general information about targeted therapies see Chapter

12.7

i Treatment in this setting should preferably take place within a

clinical trial (4, D).

Palliative care. Gastrointestinal symptoms often respond well to

symptomatic treatment (such as loperamide and/or codeine

phosphate).

i Medical therapy should concentrate on symptom control (4, D).

ii Somatostatin analogues are a possible alternative, which may

decrease tumour peptide release (4, D).

iii Symptomatic distant metastases may respond to surgery,

EBRT, thermoablation and chemoembolization (4, D).

iv Patients with known bony metastases may benefit from bi-

phosphonates or denosumab (4, D).

17.9. Molecular genetics

It is important to recognise the heritable forms of MTC

because of the risk of other tumours in the individual and the

family.59–70 Early recognition and prophylactic surgery in

MEN2/3 are effective in reducing both mortality and morbid-

ity. Approximately 25% of MTCs are hereditary, as part of the

MEN2/3 or FMTC syndromes. Lack of family history does not

exclude heritable disease. The disease may not be apparent in

relatives because of ‘skipped’ generations, or an isolated case

may be the start of a new family. Inherited MTC without

other endocrinopathies also occurs. It is inherited in similar

ways but tends to be more indolent than other forms of

MTC.71

i Because of the rarity of MTC and the complexity of genetic

investigation and management, cases should be managed by a

specialist clinical service in close liaison with a regional genetics

centre (4, D).

Genetic investigation of a patient with MTC. Clinical history—A

clinical history that is suggestive of MEN2/3 syndromes would

include:
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• Symptoms/history of phaeochromocytoma, parathyroid dis-

ease;

• features of MEN3 (MEN2B): facies (see Appendix 2), con-

stipation/diarrhoea, presence of mucosal neuromas, medul-

lated corneal nerve fibres, marfanoid habitus, colonic

ganglioneuromatosis;

• Hirschsprung’s disease (occasionally associated with

MEN2).

i A systematic family history should be taken, to include

all first- and second-degree relatives, with attention to

features suggestive of MEN2/3 (thyroid, adrenal, parathy-

roid disease) The history must be recorded in the

case notes.

Good Practice Point ☑

Genetic testing—Before testing.

i If expertise is not available within the primary clinical team,

the patient should be offered genetic counseling and referred

to the clinical genetics service (4, D).

Key recommendation

ii Because of the possibility of heritable disease, every case of

MTC should be offered genetic testing (4, D).

iii Testing should always begin with the affected individual, if

they are available (4, D).

iv If the affected individual is not available, the decision and

strategy for testing should be discussed with the clinical

genetics service (4, D).

v Before blood is taken, a clear explanation must be given of

the nature of the test, the possible outcomes, and of the

implications of a positive or negative result for the individual

and the family. This explanation should be recorded in the

case notes for each individual (4, D).

Testing.

i Ideally 10 ml EDTA anticoagulated blood should be taken

from the affected individual. Tests can be performed on smal-

ler (e.g. 1–2 ml) amounts of blood (or buccal smears, or sali-

vary samples), but this should be discussed with the

appropriate NHS genetics laboratory (4, D).

ii The sample together with clinical details and family history

should be sent to the appropriate NHS genetics laboratory

(4, D).

iii Patients with no special clinical features should be tested first

for RET mutations in exons 10 and 11; if these are negative,

for exons 13–1665–68,72 (2�, D). Failure to screen exons 13–

16 constitutes an incomplete test.

Key recommendation

iv Patients with clinical features of MEN3 (MEN2B)

should be tested first for mutations in codons 918 and

922 (exon 16), 883 (exon 15) and 804 and 806 (exon 14)

(4, D).

v Patients with clinical features of Hirschsprung’s disease should

be tested first for mutations in codons 609, 611, 618, 620

(exon 10) (4, D).

Action on results. If a mutation is found

i The result should be communicated, in the clinic, to the

patient (4, D).

ii Permission must be obtained from the patient to disclose this

result to anyone else, including the GP and family (4, D).

iii A plan should be made for the management of the individual

and for the further investigation of the family (4, D).

iv The individual. Mutation implies MEN2/3 and thus (depend-

ing on the site of the mutation) a future risk of other MEN2/3

components such as further thyroid tumours, adrenal and

parathyroid disease. The family. Family members at risk should

be offered testing for the specific RET mutation (4, D).

v Contacting and investigating the family require expertise and

co-ordination and should normally be undertaken by a spe-

cialist clinical genetics department, in liaison with the relevant

clinical teams (4, D).

If no mutation is found

i Check with the genetics laboratory that a complete mutation

screen has been carried out, to include exons 10, 11 and 13–16

of the RET gene. If not, ask for this to be completed (4, D).

ii If there is strong presumptive evidence from the individual or

family history of inherited disease: (a) discuss further with

the clinical genetics department and consider research-based

search for novel mutations (4, D); (b) consider biochemical

screening of family members at risk using stimulated (intrave-

nous calcium/pentagastrin, Appendix 1.2) calcitonin testing

from age 5 years.

iii If there is no clinical evidence to suggest inherited disease,

the need for stimulated calcitonin screening of family mem-

bers at risk is unclear. There are a few MEN 2 families

(mostly with FMTC only) in which RET mutations have not

so far been identified. Thus, a failure to find a RET mutation

in an isolated case of MTC cannot completely exclude the

possibility of heritable disease. The extent of the remaining

risk is very small – around 1% or less, depending on the

clinical features of the patient. Young age at onset of the

MTC (<35 years) and the presence of CCH in the thyroid

are suggestive of inherited disease, but not conclusive, nor

does the absence of these features exclude it. The correct

action in this situation is a matter for clinical judgment and

may differ from family to family (4, D).

Mutation testing of tumour—If no blood sample is available

from the affected individual, DNA may be obtainable from

either frozen or paraffin-embedded tumour.

i Interpretation of RET mutations identified from tumour tissue

requires care. The mutations may be either germline or

somatic in origin. Specialist genetic advice should be sought

(4, D).

ii A somatic MEN3 (MEN2B)-type (codon 918) mutation is

present in about 40% of sporadic tumours, but may also be

present in tumours from MEN2A cases. This finding cannot

therefore be used to exclude heritable disease.
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17.10. Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Type 3/2B
(MEN3/2B)

Recognition. Photographs to aid diagnosis are provided in

Appendix 2. MTC occurs early in MEN3 (MEN2B) and is

particularly aggressive.69,73

i Any new patient with MTC, especially a child or young adult,

should be carefully assessed for clinical features suggestive of

MEN370,74–76 (2�, C).

ii More than 98% of MEN3 (MEN2B) patients reported to

date have mutations in either RET codon 918 (95%) or

883 (3%). Unless the clinical evidence is strong, preferably

with radiological and/or biopsy support, the absence of

these mutations excludes MEN3 (MEN2B) with high proba-

bility. Where there is doubt, the patient should be referred

for a specialist opinion,70,77 (4, D).

Child of an MEN3 (MEN2B) patient.

i Because MEN3 (MEN2B) can present with clinically signifi-

cant MTC in the neonatal period, management of the new-

born child of a known carrier should be planned in advance

with specialist advice (4, D).

ii Because MTC occurs early in MEN3 and is particularly

aggressive, thyroid surgery in an affected child should be

done as early as possible, preferably before the age of

12 months.78 (2�, C).

iii Prenatal testing is possible. Couples who ask about prenatal

testing for MEN3 (MEN2B) should be referred to a genetics

clinic (4, D).
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18 Anaplastic thyroid cancer

Due to the rarity of this type of thyroid cancer coupled with its

aggressive clinical course and short prognosis, it has proven dif-

ficult to conduct clinical trials and establish good quality evi-

dence on which to base best practice. No single cancer centre

will see a large number of patients and published series are usu-

ally single centre and extend over prolonged periods. Guidelines

can only therefore make recommendations of weak strength

based on low to moderate quality evidence.1,2

18.1. Background

Anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC) is the rarest thyroid cancer

subtype. There are estimated to be 70–90 new cases of ATC

annually in the UK, accounting for 3–4% of all thyroid cancers.3

Decreasing incidence is reported by some and has been attrib-

uted to more accurate pathological diagnosis, more aggressive

management of differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) and an

increase in dietary iodine.4,5

ATC occurs in an older population than seen in DTC, with

most patients being over the age of 65. Fewer than 10% of

patients are <50 years old at diagnosis. As with DTC there is a

female preponderance (typically 60–70%). Risk factors for ATC

are poorly understood although it can develop on a background

of well DTC with reported rates of association ranging between

7% and 89%.6–12

The precipitating event in the de-differentiating pathway is

uncertain and the mechanism of dedifferentiation is poorly

understood. Multiple mutations have been reported in anaplastic

thyroid cancer tumours including p53, RAS, BRAF, b-catenin,
PIK3CA, Axin, APC, PTEN.13,14

Unfortunately, for the majority of patients regardless of the

treatment approach, their cancer tends to grow rapidly, invade

local tissues extensively and most patients die with uncontrolled

local disease and distant metastases.

18.2. Presentation

There is a history of pre-existing goitre in a large proportion of

patients, in up to many 80% of cases.10,11

Patients typically present with locally advanced neck disease.

A 69% rate of tracheal invasion, 55% rate of oesophageal inva-

sion and 39% rate of carotid artery involvement have been

reported15 and 15–50% may also have distant metastases.16,17

Distant metastases most commonly involve lung and pleura

(90%), bone (5–15%), and brain (5%).

Pathology. The commonest histological subtypes are spindle cell,

pleomorphic giant cell and squamoid. A tumour may

demonstrate one predominant pattern or a mixture of two or

three different patterns.6,18–20 Histological subtypes have no

known prognostic significance, although there are reports of the

rarer paucicellular variant, affecting younger patients and

demonstrating a more indolent course.8,21,22 The differential

diagnosis may include poorly DTC, squamous cell carcinoma,

lymphoma, sarcoma and metastatic lesions.

i The histopathology should be reviewed by the thyroid MDT

histopathologist in all cases, in order to ensure less aggressive

and more treatable thyroid cancer subtypes are not misdiag-

nosed.

Good Practice Point ☑

The pathology report following thyroidectomy should provide

information on the proportion of tumour that comprises ana-

plastic thyroid cancer and any coexisting differentiated or poorly

DTC in accordance with the Royal College of Pathologists stan-

dards and datasets for thyroid cancer histopathology reports (see

Chapter 16) as this may affect prognosis and help guide patient

management (4, D).

18.3. Investigation

Physical examination to assess the clinical evidence of extent of

local and distant disease and an assessment of the patient’s

performance status is important. Due to the locally infiltrative

nature of the disease and the likelihood of extensive extra-

thyroidal tumour extension, surgery is only expected to be suit-

able in a small minority of patients.

i Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) and/or core biopsy

may be required to establish a diagnosis. There is a wide vari-

ation in histological appearance and many tumours exhibit a

mixed morphology. Necrosis and inflammatory changes are

common and FNAC samples may fail to capture representa-

tive tissue to allow diagnosis. In these cases consideration

should be given to core biopsy or open biopsy rather than a

repeat FNAC attempt (4,D).

ii Imaging investigations with ultasound (US), computed

tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of

the neck should be performed to assess the extent of local

disease, in particular invasion of the great vessels and upper

aero-digestive tract, and to determine whether surgical resec-

tion is feasible.

Good Practice Point ☑

iii Assessment for distant metastases with CT of chest and

abdomen is recommended, as a significant number of

patients will have extensive disease. CT imaging of pelvis and

brain may also need to be considered depending on patients’

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd 79



symptoms and whether a radical treatment approach is feasi-

ble (4,D).

iv If disease appears localised and amenable to surgery, the

patient should undergo nasendoscopy examination to assess

vocal cord function and to assess for evidence of direct

involvement of larynx and upper trachea (4,D).

18.4. Staging

All ATCs are considered as TNM stage IV (Table 18.1). Stage

IVa refers to intrathyroidal disease, stage IVb to gross extra-thy-

roidal extension and stage IVc to patients with distant metastatic

disease. A small proportion (2–6%) may be diagnosed as an

incidental finding in a thyroidectomy specimen.23–25

It is expected that 10% of patients will present with stage IVa

disease, 40% with stage IVb and 50% with stage IVc disease.26,27

18.5. Prognosis

The best results for local control and survival in numerous stud-

ies result from multimodality treatment with surgical resection

followed by radical external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) and che-

motherapy.28–30 Selection bias is however a significant factor as

only patients with localised disease, good performance status

and a generally younger patient cohort have been treated with

this option. The majority of patients presenting with ATC will

have advanced disease not amenable to resection and a radical

treatment approach. Median survival is in the range of 3–

7 months31 and 1-year survival 10–20%.14,32 Prognostic factors

associated with a poorer outcome include advanced stage, older

age, male sex, large tumour size, presentation with acute symp-

toms, distant metastases, leukocytosis.33,34 Better prognosis has

been observed when ATC coexists with DTC.35

18.6. Treatment

In view of the rapidly progressive behaviour of this disease,

prompt investigation and discussion at the thyroid multidisci-

plinary meeting (MDM) is needed in order to establish a man-

agement plan. This is particularly important if the patient

appears to have localised disease and may be amenable to radi-

cal treatment options. Multimodality treatment with R0/R1

thyroidectomy and chemoradiotherapy has shown the most

favourable outcomes although only for a minority of patients

who undergo this intense and toxic treatment.36–39 The optimal

sequence of treatment, chemotherapy agents and doses along

with EBRT fractionation and technique are yet to be defined.

i New diagnoses of ATC should be discussed promptly at the

MDM (4, D).

ii Initial assessment should focus in identifying the small pro-

portion of patients with localised disease and good perfor-

mance status, that may benefit from surgical resection and

other adjuvant therapies (4, D).

Key recommendation

iii Realistic discussion with the patient of treatment aims, bene-

fits and outcomes before undertaking any interventions, is

recommended (4, D).

iv Patients and their carers should have access to good quality

information (Appendix 4, Patient Information Leaflet 7).

Good Practice Point ☑

Surgery. When deciding on suitability for resection, the extent

of local infiltration is important in deciding whether a R0 or R1

resection can be achieved without significant morbidity and

mortality. Approximately a third of thyroidectomy operations

will require an extended resection.4 Provided complete tumour

resection can be achieved, survival may be prolonged.7,31,40,41

Neoadjuvant non-surgical therapy has been shown to convert

unresectable to resectable disease in selected patients.32 Surgery

with mere intent of debulking, rather than complete tumour

resection is unlikely to achieve beneficial local control or

improved survival. There is no role for thyroidectomy in the

presence of distant metastatic disease.

i Tumours that are small and intra-thyroidal or involve easily

excised structures should be treated by total thyroidectomy,

therapeutic lymph node dissection and where extra-thyroidal

invasion is present, en bloc resection.

Good Practice Point ☑

ii The surgical intent should be gross tumour resection and not

merely an attempt at debulking.

Good Practice Point ☑

Key recommendation

iii Consideration of elective tracheostomy may be necessary in

cases of advanced local disease. Although this procedure may

avoid asphyxia and avert impending death, it may also pro-

long suffering and is often not in the patient’s best interests

(4, D). In such cases Personalised Decision Making is rec-

ommended (Chapter 2.4) (4, D).

iv If a patient is being considered for radical surgery, EBRT or

chemoradiotherapy and has swallowing difficulties, consider-

ation should be given to gastrostomy placement (4, D).

EBRT. The evidence base is limited as no prospective

randomised controlled trials (RCTs) have been undertaken but

reduced morbidity and mortality from loco-regional disease has

been reported. Clear guidance on dose and fractionation regimes

cannot be given but doses >40 Gy have resulted in the best

outcomes.23,42,43 Hyperfractionation (1�2 Gy bd) with or

Table 18.1. Staging for ATC

Stage TNM classification

5-year relative

survival*

All stages

IVA T4a Any N M0

7%

IVB T4b Any N M0

IVC Any T Any N M1

*http://www.cancer.org/cancer/thyroidcancer/detailedguide/thyroid-can-

cer-survival-rates.
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without acceleration in combination with chemotherapy has

been advocated by some investigators but despite an intense

regimen with significant toxicity only 9% of patients survived

2 years.44,45 Another study of hyperfractionation and

acceleration reported clinical response rate (partial and complete

responses) of 59% and stable disease in a further 29%, but

toxicity was deemed unacceptable and all patients died within

8 months.46 The addition of concurrent chemotherapy may

improve the 1-year survival rate, but dual modality treatment

increases toxicity and may not improve survival. Concurrent

chemotherapy regimens that have been used include: cisplatin

weekly, doxorubicin weekly or 3 weekly, paclitaxel/carboplatin

weekly, docetaxel/doxorubicin 3–4 weekly and paclitaxel

weekly.7,40

i There is lack of consensus on optimal management of small

intrathyroidal anaplastic thyroid cancers or incidentally

found anaplastic thyroid cancers following surgery. Some

advocate adjuvant therapy whilst others favour regular

clinical review and frequent cross sectional imaging. In such

cases Personalised Decision Making is recommended

(Chapter 2.4) (4, D).

ii Following an R0 or R1 thyroid resection in patients of good

performance status (WHO PS 0–1) and with no evidence of

distant metastases, consideration should be given to adjuvant

radical EBRT � concurrent chemotherapy (4, D).

iii When indicated, EBRT should commence as soon as the

patient has recovered from surgery.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv If thyroidectomy is not appropriate but disease is localised,

consideration should be given to radical EBRT, with or with-

out concurrent chemotherapy aiming for local disease control

(4, D). Such patients should be restaged after EBRT and sur-

gical resection reconsidered (4, D).

v Intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) allows the delivery

of a more conformal and hence higher dose with improved

dose homogeneity across both gross disease and high risk

areas. IMRT should be utilised where available for radical

treatment plans.

Good Practice Point ☑

vi Palliative EBRT to the thyroid mass may provide symptom-

atic benefit for selected patients with pain and obstructive

symptoms, but local disease and symptom progression

despite EBRT is common and must be discussed with the

patient (4, D).

vii EBRT may also be considered for palliation of symptomatic

distant metastases. Hypofractionated regimens are most

practicable in the setting of advanced disease (See Chapter

10) (4,D).

Systemic therapy for advanced disease. Localised symptoms are

usually better palliated with focal therapy (e.g. EBRT). Systemic

therapy is worthy of consideration in advanced disease.

However, there is no conclusive evidence that survival or quality

of life is improved with systemic oncological therapy, though

some patients may achieve valuable symptomatic palliation.

Chemotherapy: commonly used regimes include single agent

doxorubicin or epirubicin, doxorubicin and cisplatin, paclit-

axel47,48 and paclitaxel and carboplatin.47–49

Targeted therapy: Phase 2 trials of axitinib50 (an inhibitor of

VEGFR 1–3, PDGFR, cKIT) and sorafenib51,52 (an inhibitor of

VEGFR, PDGFR and RAF kinases) have been disappointing.

A randomised phase 2 study of fosbretabulin (a vascular dis-

rupting agent that selectively targets tumour neovasculature),

after thyroidectomy in combination with paclitaxel and carbopl-

atin,53 reported improved 1-year survival in a selected subgroup

of patients (25�5% vs 8�7%). The study closed before target

recruitment was achieved, therefore statistically significant con-

clusions cannot be made.

Information on ongoing available clinical trials can be found

in relevant websites.54

Systemic anti-cancer treatment may not be deemed clinically

appropriate in all cases nor desired by all patients. Best support-

ive care and symptom control is a vital part of patient manage-

ment.

i For patients who wish to receive aggressive treatment and

who are of good performance status (WHO PS 0–2) with

locally advanced or metastatic disease, consideration should be

given to systemic therapy. It is important to discuss the

potential risks and uncertain benefits with the patient and to

have realistic goals (4, D).

ii Given the poor outcome with current standard therapies,

patients should be considered for clinical trials where appro-

priate and available (4, D).

iii Tumour molecular profiling should be encouraged in order

to help design interventional studies (4, D).

iv Consideration should be given to donating anaplastic thyroid

cancer tissue to tissue banks in order to facilitate the discov-

ery of potential therapeutic targets and drug design (4, D).

v Patients should be offered referral to local palliative care

teams and support services (4, D).
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19 Long-term survivorship

Most patients with thyroid cancer who have been treated

optimally have similar life expectancies as the background

population. Yet quality of life has been shown in some stud-

ies to be impaired.1,2 Why that should be the case is unclear,

but possible contributors include: instability of thyroid sta-

tus and calcium homeostasis, uncertainty and worry about

health and the future, emotional, psychological, social and

financial consequences of the diagnosis of cancer and its

treatment.

The clinical team should endeavor to provide support and

prevent or minimise iatrogenic complications that add to

patients’ burden. The MacMillan service, patient-led organisa-

tions (Appendix 4) and clinical psychologists play an important

role in providing information and support and should be

engaged when appropriate.

Avoidance of iatrogenic complications

i Dysthyroidism should be avoided whenever possible.

Good Practice Point ☑

ii The treatment of hypoparathyroidism should be supervised

by experienced clinicians and monitored appropriately so as

to avoid hyper- and hypocalcaemia (Chapter 11.2).

Good Practice Point ☑

iii Appropriate measures should be taken to avoid osteoporosis

and cardiac complications of suppressive thyroxine therapy

in patients at risk (Chapter 11.5).

Good Practice Point ☑

Communication with patients

Uncertainty fuels anxiety and may impact significantly on qual-

ity of life. Good quality information and patient engagement in

decision-making (Chapter 2.4) are generally valued by most

patients. Risk stratification after surgery (Chapter 2.3) provides a

reasonable basis for estimating the likelihood of tumour recur-

rence. Within the first 12 months of initial treatment, most

patients will have had restaging [by measurement of stimulated

thyroglobulin (Tg), ultrasound (US) of neck and in some cases

additional investigations]. Dynamic Risk Stratification (Chapter

2.3) can identify patients with an extremely low risk of future

recurrence, irrespective of the original stage.3 Other studies have

shown that a stimulated serum Tg (sTg) <0.5 lg/l in the absence

of anti-Tg antibody has an approximately 98–99.5% chance of

identifying patients completely free of thyroid cancer on follow-

up.4,5

i The clinical team should offer the opportunity to patients to

discuss their prognosis at the time of their presentation and

offer good quality written material relevant to their disease

(Appendix 4).

Good Practice Point ☑

ii Shared-decision making should be offered.

Good Practice Point ☑

iii The clinical team should offer the opportunity to patients to

discuss their prognosis after restaging.

Good Practice Point ☑

iv The clinical team should ensure that those patients who after

restaging are shown to have a risk of recurrence <1–2% are

aware of their good prognosis.

Good Practice Point ☑

v Patients should be informed about the purpose of investiga-

tions and the significance of information that may be forth-

coming as a result of the investigations.

Good Practice Point ☑

vi Patients should be informed about the outcome of investiga-

tions promptly and be offered to opportunity to discuss the

significance of the results.

Good Practice Point ☑

vii Patients with a low risk of recurrence should be informed

about the need for continued monitoring of their thyroid

status when they are referred back to their GP.

Good Practice Point ☑
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20 Registration, core dataset and audit

It is mandatory for all patients with thyroid cancer in England

and Wales to be registered within a regional cancer network.

Further information on the core dataset can be found on:

www.ncin.org.uk. The Cancer Outcomes and Services Dataset

(COSD) is the national standard for reporting cancer in the

NHS in England. It replaced the National Cancer Dataset and

the Cancer Registration Dataset and includes additional site-

specific data items relevant to the different tumour types.1 The

Welsh Cancer Intelligence and Surveillance Unit is the National

Cancer Registry for Wales,2 ISD (Information Services Divi-

sion) Scotland is Scottish Cancer Registry3 and the Northern

Ireland Cancer Registry is the corresponding agency in North-

ern Ireland.4

i The RCPath has produced a 3rd edition of the Dataset for

thyroid cancer histopathology reports in 20145 to assist

pathologists in providing a high standard of care for patients

and its use is recommended (4, D).

ii The British Association of Endocrine and Thyroid Surgeons

is engaged in regular national audits,6 which are informative

and participation of all surgeons undertaking thyroid surgery

for cancer in these audits is recommended (4, D).

iii Prospective data collection and regular national audit of out-

comes and processes should be carried out. National Cancer

Peer Review Programme, measure 11-1C-111i7
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21 Thyroid cancer: a guide for general practitioners

21.1. Raising awareness

Thyroid nodules, particularly when solitary and clinically obvi-

ous, should be investigated as they carry a small but significant

malignant potential (about 10% or less).

Cancer of the thyroid is rare, representing only about 1% of

all cancers. The overall 10-year survival rate for differentiated

thyroid cancer (DTC) is 80–90%. Five to twenty percent of

patients develop local or regional recurrences and 10–15%

develop distant metastases.

21.2. Prevention

Previous head or neck irradiation in childhood is a cause of thy-

roid cancer in adults. Exposure to radiation should be limited

whenever possible. Nuclear fallout is a well recognised cause of

increased risk of thyroid cancer. If populations or individuals

are contaminated with radioactive iodine, the thyroid can be

protected by administering potassium iodide.1,2

21.3. Screening

No screening is indicated for the general population. Risk-direc-

ted screening should be considered (by referral to the specialist

secondary team) when the GP identifies patients with:

• familial thyroid cancer, including medullary thyroid cancer

(MTC)

• history of neck irradiation in childhood

• family history of multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2A

(MEN2A) or type 3 (MEN3, previously MEN2B)

Patients with the following carry a statistically increased risk

of thyroid malignancy but no screening is recommended:

• endemic goitre

• Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (risk of lymphoma)

• family or personal history of thyroid adenoma

• Cowden’s syndrome (macrocephaly, mild learning difficulties

carpet-pile tongue, with benign or malignant breast disease)

• familial adenomatous polyposis

21.4. Diagnosis and referral

The usual presentation is that of a palpable lump in the neck,

which moves on swallowing. There may be no other symptoms or

signs.

Immediate (same day) referrals. Patients with stridor associated

with a thyroid swelling should be referred immediately to

secondary care. Depending on locally provided facilities, this

may be the accident and emergency department, head and neck

or general surgical emergency services.

Urgent referrals under the 2-week rule for suspected cancer. The

presence of the following symptoms or signs in association

with a thyroid swelling may indicate more aggressive or

advanced disease and should be referred urgently under the 2-

week rule:

• unexplained hoarseness or voice change

• thyroid nodule/goitre in a child

• cervical lymphadenopathy associated with a thyroid lump

(usually deep cervical or supraclavicular region)

• a rapidly enlarging painless thyroid mass over a period of

weeks (a rare presentation of thyroid cancer and usually asso-

ciated with anaplastic thyroid cancer or thyroid lymphoma)

MTC is rare, but any features that raise the possibility of

MTC [family history of MTC, thyroid lump associated with

diarrhoea, thyroid lump with a history suggestive of phaeo-

chromocytoma, phenotype suggestive of MEN3 (Appendix 2)]

should lead to an urgent referral.

Patients in whom exclusion of thyroid cancer is required

should be referred to a thyroid nodule clinic, or a surgeon,

endocrinologist or nuclear medicine physician who has a special

interest in thyroid cancer and is a member of the regional thy-

roid cancer multidisciplinary team (MDT).

Non-urgent referrals. The following patients should be referred

in the normal way:

• patients with nodules who have abnormal thyroid function

tests (TFTs), who should be referred to an endocrinologist

(thyroid cancer is very rare in this group)

• patients with a history of sudden onset of pain in a thyroid

lump (likely to have bled into a benign thyroid cyst)

• patients with a thyroid lump that is newly presenting or

has been increasing in size over months

Physical examination. Examination should focus on inspection

and palpation of the thyroid and neck, movement of the nodule

with swallowing, and palpation of the deep cervical nodes and

all other node groups in the neck especially supraclavicular

nodes.

Pulse and blood pressure should be noted.

Appropriate investigations pending hospital appointment. Thyroid

function tests should be requested by the GP and appended

to the referral letter. Hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism

86 © 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd



associated with a nodular goitre is unlikely to be thyroid

cancer; these patients should be referred routinely to an

endocrinologist.

Initiation of other investigations [such as ultrasound (US)

scanning or autoantibodies] by the GP is unnecessary and may

cause delay in making the diagnosis of cancer.

The diagnosis and management of a thyroid nodule or sus-

pected thyroid cancer in general practice is presented in sche-

matic form in Fig. 21.1.

Communicating the diagnosis. Informing the primary care team

i The GP should be informed of the diagnosis of thyroid cancer

being communicated to the patient for the first time by the

end of the following working day.

National Cancer Peer Review Programme, measure11-2I-111

Key recommendation

Subsequent alterations in prognosis, management or drug

treatment should be communicated promptly.

Informing the patient

i The patient should be informed of the diagnosis by a member

of the specialist team.

ii A trained nurse specialist should be available in the specialist

clinic to provide additional counseling if required.

iii Whenever possible a relative or friend should attend the hos-

pital consultation and accompany the patient home.

iv Written information concerning thyroid cancer and its treat-

ment should be available to the patient in the specialist clinic.

v A prognosis will not be offered before adequate staging infor-

mation is available.

vi Patients may have difficulty understanding all this informa-

tion at a single consultation and an opportunity for further

explanation/discussion will be offered.

21.5. Summary of treatment of thyroid cancer

Treatment decisions will be made by the thyroid cancer MDT

who will continue to supervise the patient’s care.

Pa ent presents to GP

Examina on of neck and 
confirma on of thyroid nodule

No other symptoms or signs

Thyroid func on tests (TFTs)

Abnormal TFTsNormal TFTs

Rou ne referral 
to endocrinologist

• Unexplained hoarseness or voice change
• Pa ent is a child
• Cervical lymphadenopathy, or
• Rapidly enlarging painless thyroid mass 

over a period of weeks
• Features raising suspicion of MTC

Rou ne referral 
to specialist clinic

Thyroid nodule causing stridor

Immediate (same day) 
referral

Urgent (2-week rule) 
referral to specialist clinic

yes No

Fig. 21.1 Algorithm for the diagnosis and management of a thyroid nodule or suspected thyroid cancer in general practice.
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Patients will commonly undergo thyroidectomy, followed in

some cases by an ablative dose of radioiodine (131I).

Thereafter patients will generally require levothyroxine to sup-

press TSH to <0.1 mU/l and some will need treatment to correct

hypocalcaemia.

Measurement of serum thyroglobulin (Tg) will be performed

at regular intervals to detect possible recurrence.

Patients will be provided with written and verbal information

about the disease and its management (Patient Information

Leaflets 1–7).

Pregnancy: radioiodine is not given to pregnant patients.

Pregnancy must be avoided for 6 months after radioiodine rem-

nant ablation (RRA) or therapy in women and 4 months in

men. Breastfeeding needs to be stopped at least 4 weeks and

preferably 8 weeks before radioiodine ablation or therapy and

not be resumed until after a subsequent pregnancy.

21.6. Follow-up

Follow-up of patients with thyroid cancer is lifelong and usu-

ally supervised by specialists in secondary or tertiary care who

are members of the MDT. Low-risk cases who have com-

pleted their treatment, are shown to be free of disease and no

longer judged to require TSH suppression, may be followed

up in settings other than the multidisciplinary thyroid cancer

clinic. This may be a nurse-led clinic or in primary care fol-

lowing agreement of well defined protocols and re-referral

pathways.

i Levothyroxine treatment: The dose of levothyroxine is usually

higher than a normal replacement dose as it is intended to

suppress the level of serum TSH to <0.1 mU/l. For example,

if the TSH is in the normal range, the dose of levothyroxine

will usually be increased. Suppressive levothyroxine therapy is

best supervised by a member of the thyroid cancer MDT,

preferably an endocrinologist. The GP will be advised of the

target levels of TSH.

ii Treatment of hypocalcaemia: Patients taking calcitriol/alfacalc-

idol and/or calcium supplements must be monitored closely

(Chapter 11.2) to ensure that hypercalcaemia does not occur.

The dose is kept to the minimum required to maintain serum

calcium in the (low) normal range.

iii The GP should ensure that the patient knows about and is

offered:

• MDT follow-up – necessary for detection of early

recurrence and complications and for their appropriate

treatment;

• access to a member of the core team for support.
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Assay methodology

1. Measurement of thyroglobulin

Many differentiated papillary and follicular carcinomas of the

thyroid synthesise and secrete Tg. Detailed UK guidelines for

measurements of relevant analytes have been published.1 Prob-

lems with Tg assays have been widely reviewed.1–10 Antibodies

to thyroglobulin (TgAb) may be present in up to 20% of

patients with DTC.4 These antibodies can interfere in immuoas-

says for thyroglobulin to produce spurious results that may be

falsely elevated (radioimmunoassay) or falsely undetectable (im-

muometric assays). Most routine laboratories in the UK will use

immunometric assays thus TgAb interference may result in inap-

propriate clinical inaction. In addition to interference from

endogenous TgAb, interference in Tg assays due to heterophilic

antibody interference is well described.8,9,11–13

It is essential that all laboratories have a procedure in place to

identify possible assay interference.

i It is recommended that one of the following procedures is

adopted:

a In all samples, TgAb should be measured by a sensitive

quantitative method simultaneously with measurement of

serum Tg. If TgAb is detectable it is likely that the Tg

result is unreliable (4, D).

b In all samples measure Tg by both immuometric assay

and radioimmuoassay. Discordant results are highly sug-

gestive of assay interference from TgAb or heterophilic

antibodies and in such circumstances neither result may

be reliable (4, D).

ii Assay stability is required for the long term follow up of

patients with differentiated thyroid cancer. If a change of

method is necessary it should be planned to allow double

reporting for a period of time sufficient to allow comparison

and familiarity with the new assay (4, D).

iii There should be clear guidance from each laboratory to its

users on specimen requirements and sample stability (4, D).

iv The use of the Community Bureau of Reference Standard for

Tg (CRM 457, BCR� 457 European Commission, Institute

for Reference Materials and Methods) is recommended

(4, D).

v The use of a reference range derived from normal subjects is

not recommended. The laboratory should ensure that users

are aware that patients on levothyroxine suppressive therapy

should ideally have an undetectable serum Tg1 (4, D).

vi Patients with detectable but very low concentrations of Tg

are likely to be identified using sensitive Tg assays. The clini-

cal significance of such findings are unclear and it is recom-

mended that serial measurements are undertaken to confirm

the increase and/or a rising trend in Tg measurements before

concluding there is disease recurrence14,15 (2+, C).

vii A post-rhTSH serum Tg of ≥2 lg/l has been suggested as a

positive response justifying further investigations and treat-

ment in patients who have undergone total thyroidectomy

and 131I ablation. This threshold may not be applicable for

many of the currently available assays because of known dif-

ferences in sensitivity, accuracy and precision16 (2+, C).

viii Laboratories and manufacturers should determine and

quote the minimum reporting limit of their assay based on

functional sensitivity derived from between batch precision

of measurement of patient samples or pools. Limit of the

blank, limit of detection and limit quantitation may also be

helpful in defining analytical sensitivity (Clinical and Labo-

ratory Standards Institute document EP17-A2) (4, D).

ix Laboratories and manufacturers should identify the analytical

range of their Tg assay and adopt procedures to identify

samples suffering from ‘hook’ effects12 (4, D).

x Laboratories and manufacturers should inform clinicians of

the possibility of interference due to endogenous TgAb and

indicate the most likely nature of the interference (false eleva-

tion/false reduction in measured Tg) (4, D).

xi Laboratories should establish a protocol for the investigation

of possible endogenous TgAb interference. Approaches may

include measurement of TgAb using a sensitive assay, or dis-

cordance between Tg results obtained using immunometric

assay and radioimmunoassay (RIA)7 (2+, D).

xii Tg results that are inconsistent with the clinical picture

merit further investigation by the laboratory. This may

include measurement of Tg by alternative methods, linearity

checks and or treatment with heterophilic antibody blocking

tubes12 (2+, C).

xiii It is desirable for the laboratory to store samples until

receipt of a follow up sample to facilitate further laboratory

investigations if required (4, D).

xiv For a particular Tg method it is highly desirable that the

results of a clinical assessment of the assay performance

should be available. The clinical sensitivity and specificity

(i.e. positive and negative predictive values) of the assays

should be quoted (4, D).

xv Laboratories should run internal quality control samples,

which encompass the range of results reported. A sample

with a Tg concentration close to the lower reporting limit

should be run with each assay to ensure that the quoted

assay sensitivity is being achieved. Laboratories should also

confirm assay performance between reagent lots to ensure

the long term stability of their assay (4, D).
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xvi Laboratories should participate in an external quality assess-

ment scheme from an accredited provider (4, D).

xvii Requesting clinicians should contact the laboratory before

the collection of blood for Tg/TSH from patients post-radio-

iodine administration. The handling and transport of such

radioactive samples are covered by legislation and such

samples may not be accepted by the laboratory (4, D).

1.1. Measurement of TgAb

Serum TgAb assays show poor concordance and different assays

cannot be used interchangeably.17–20

i TgAb should be measured in the same sample as serum Tg

using a sensitive immunoassay rather than a haemaglutination

method1 (4,D).

ii The use of the assay analytical sensitivity may be preferable to

the manufacturers’ cut-off or reference range when classifying

samples as TgAb negative or positive. The use of the latter,

which are derived from the investigation of autoimmunity,

have been shown to decrease identification of the presence of

TgAb and their interference in Tg assays18 (2+, D).

1.2. Measurement of Thyroglobulin in fine needle

aspirate washout fluid

Measurement of tumour markers in cyst fluid21 can be subject

to matrix effects.

i Before applying a thyroglobulin immunoassay which is vali-

dated for use in serum to fine needle aspirate washout fluid,

the laboratory must ensure that the method has been fully val-

idated for use with this matrix. A protocol specifying the col-

lection conditions (collection fluid and volume) should be

agreed between clinician and laboratory before samples are

collected (4, D).

ii Non-serum samples tested with serum tumour marker assays

should always be subjected to additional quality-assessment

measures, such as serial dilutions (to ensure linear dilution

and confirm that the sample is not affected by the hook

affect) and spike recovery experiments20 (4,D).

2. Measurement of calcitonin

The C-cells of the thyroid secrete calcitonin, a 32-amino acid

polypeptide which is an excellent tumour marker for MTC. The

following recommendations apply to its measurement:

2.1. Method selection

i Two-site two-step immunometric assays that are highly spe-

cific for monomeric calcitonin are now preferred and have lar-

gely replaced less analytically specific radioimmunoassays22 (4,

C).

ii Assays should be standardized against WHO International

Standard IS 89/620 (4, C).

iii The same calcitonin method should be used as an aid to

diagnosis and for long-term follow-up of patient with MTC

to ensure comparability of results. If a change of method is

necessary it should ideally be planned to allow re-baselining

of results with the new assay. In practice this is likely to be

feasible only if assayed patient specimens are stored below

�30 °C for at least a year (4, D).

2.2. Specimen type and stability

iv There should be clear guidance available from each labora-

tory to its users on specimen requirements and sample stabil-

ity (4, C).

v Serum or plasma requirements should be confirmed with lab-

oratories and/or manufacturers’ kit inserts. The effect of gel

tubes should be known (4, C).

vi Calcitonin in serum or plasma is unstable and blood speci-

mens should be kept on ice. Red cells should then be sepa-

rated within 30 min of collection and serum or plasma

frozen immediately (4, C).

vii Calcitonin results may be affected by visible haemolysis or li-

paemia and assay of such specimens should be avoided if

possible (4, C).

2.3. Specimen timing

viii A specimen for calcitonin should always be taken as part of

the pre-operative work-up (4, C).

ix Ideally a fasting morning specimen should be obtained to

enable optimal comparison with reference values. If this is

not possible, specimens can be collected at any time of day

(4, D).

x The diagnosis of MTC relies on the demonstration of raised

calcitonin (>90 ng/l) in the basal state. Stimulation tests using

intravenous pentagastrin (0�5 mg/kg) and/or calcium infusion

(2 mg/kg) are rarely used now, particularly for diagnosis,

both because assays are more clinically specific and because of

the lack of availability of pentagastrin. Ultrasensitive calcito-

nin assays (with 5 ng/l threshold) reduce the false-negative

rate of basal calcitonin measurements when diagnosing famil-

ial MTC and in post-operative follow-up compared with pre-

viously used assays. However the sensitivity to detect C-cell

disease remains lower than that of the pentagastrin stimula-

tion test.23 Provocative testing is sometimes used in follow-

up, for example where basal calcitonin remains within the ref-

erence interval but progression is suspected.24 Samples are

usually collected 5 min prior to administration of calcium/

pentagastrin and then at intervals of 2, 5 and 7–10 min after.

Increases over baseline may be more than twice as much for

calcium gluconate than those for pentagastrin requiring dif-

ferent cut-offs.3,25(4, D).

xi Post-operative samples should be collected no earlier than

15 days after thyroidectomy, and may be misleading for up

to 3 months post-operatively. Fasting samples are prefera-

ble1,26,27 (3, B).

xii Calcitonin should be measured at six-monthly intervals

post-operatively with less frequent measurements (e.g. every

12–18 months) sufficient in patients defined as disease-free
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or if undetectable or within the normal range for 5 years

and more frequent measurements desirable if the level is ris-

ing. Doubling times may also be helpful, with doubling

times <6 months a poor prognostic factor.21,26,28

2.4. Analytical requirements

xiii Laboratories and manufacturers should determine and

quote the minimum reporting limit of their assay based on

functional sensitivity derived from between-batch precision

of measurement of patient samples or pools. An ultrasensi-

tive assay may be considered to be one with 5 ng/l func-

tional sensitivity22 (4, D).

xiv Laboratories should have established protocols for identify-

ing specimens that may have ‘hooked’ and those that may

contain interfering antibodies12 (4, C).

xv Laboratories should run internal quality controls at concentra-

tions appropriate for the range of results obtained. A pool of

calcitonin concentration close to the minimum reporting limit

should be included to ensure good baseline security (4, C).

xvi Laboratories should participate in a recognised and accred-

ited external quality assessment scheme (4, C).

2.5. Clinical interpretation

i Chronic kidney disease and renal hyperparathyroidism may

increase basal calcitonin levels.29 Mildly increased calcitonin

may be observed in pregnancy, pernicious anaemia, autoim-

mune thyroid disease, hypergastrinaemia and during the neo-

natal period. Relatively low serum calcitonin levels do not

necessarily exclude progressive and/or metastatic disease.

ii The results of a clinical assessment of assay performance of

the calcitonin method used should be available, including

clinical sensitivity and specificity (i.e. positive and negative

predictive values) (4, C).

iii Increases in calcitonin during follow-up should be confirmed

with a repeat specimen to ensure the increase is not transient

(4, D).

iv Previous treatment with monoclonal antibodies should be

noted because of the potential for interference with human

anti-mouse antibodies in immunometric assays (4, D).

v Calcitonin levels may not be a reliable marker of tumour

response in patients receiving RET inhibitor therapy (e.g.

Vandetanib)30 (4, D).

3. Measurement of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)

The C-cells secrete carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), a approxi-

mately 200 000 kDa glycoprotein which is an excellent tumour

marker for MTC. The following recommendations apply to its

measurement.

3.1. Method selection

i Two-site immunometric assays are usually used and have lar-

gely replaced radioimmunoassays (4, D).

ii Assays should be standardized against WHO International

Reference Preparation 73/601 (4, D).

iii The same CEA method should be used as an aid to diagnosis

and for long-term follow-up of patient with MTC to ensure

comparability of results. If a change of method is necessary

it should ideally be planned to allow re-baselining of results

with the new assay. In practice this is likely to be feasible

only if assayed patient specimens are stored below �30 °C
for at least a year (4, D).

3.2. Specimen type and stability

i CEA is generally reasonably stable in serum or plasma and no

particular precautions are necessary provided specimens are

assayed within 3–4 days of collection. If measurement is

delayed the serum or plasma should be stored below �30 °C
prior to assay (4, D).

ii Serum or plasma requirements should be confirmed with lab-

oratories and/or manufacturers’ kit inserts. The effect of gel

tubes should be known. (4, D).

iii CEA results may be affected by visible haemolysis or lipaemia

and assay of such specimens should be avoided if possible.

(4, D).

3.3. Specimen timing

There are no specific timing requirements for CEA measure-

ment.

i A specimen for CEA should always be taken as part of the

pre-operative work-up (4, D).

ii Post-operative samples should be collected no earlier than

10 days after thyroidectomy with delay until 2–3 months fol-

lowing surgical treatment recommended by some27 (3, B).

iii CEA should be measured at six-monthly intervals post-oper-

atively with less frequent measurements (e.g. every 12–

18 months) sufficient in patients defined as disease-free or if

undetectable or within the normal range for 5 years and

more frequent measurements desirable if the level is rising.

Doubling times may also be helpful, with doubling times

<6 months a poor prognostic factor21,26,27 (3, B).

3.4. Analytical requirements

i Laboratories and manufacturers should determine and quote

the minimum reporting limit of their assay based on func-

tional sensitivity derived from between-batch precision of

measurement of patient samples or pools (4, D).

ii Laboratories should have established protocols for identifying

specimens that may have ‘hooked’ and those that may con-

tain interfering antibodies12 (4, D).

iii Laboratories should run internal quality control at concen-

trations appropriate for the range of results obtained. A pool

of CEA concentration close to the minimum reporting limit

should be included to ensure good baseline security (4, D).

iv Laboratories should participate in a recognised and accred-

ited external quality assessment scheme (4, D).
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3.5. Clinical interpretation

CEA may be raised in a number of non-malignant conditions

(e.g. irritable bowel syndrome, jaundice, hepatitis, chronic renal

failure, pleural inflammation) as well as in other malignancies

(e.g. colorectal, breast, gastric, lung, mesothelioma, oesophageal,

pancreatic)31 and is of most value in follow-up. Relatively low

serum CEA levels do not necessarily exclude progressive and/or

metastatic disease.

i The results of a clinical assessment of assay performance of

the CEA method used should be available, including clinical

sensitivity and specificity (i.e. positive and negative predictive

values) (4, D).

ii Increases in CEA during follow-up should be confirmed with

a repeat specimen to ensure the increase is not transient (4,

D).

iii Previous treatment with monoclonal antibodies should be

noted because of the potential for interference with human

anti-mouse antibodies in immunometric assays (4, D).
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A P P E N D I X 2

Recognition of MEN3 (MEN2B)

(b)

(d)

(a)

(c)

Fig. A2. Clinical features of MEN3 (previously MEN2B). Top two panels show facial appearance of two different patients. Bottom four panels: (a) and

(b) neuromas on tongue and buccal mucosa, and irregular dentition (arrows) and high arch palate; (c) and (d) neuromas on eyelid, and conjunctival

neuromas (arrows) and thickened corneal nerves on slit-lamp examination. (Reproduced with the consent of the patients.)
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A P P E N D I X 3

Search methodology

Literature searches were carried out on a number of databases

and worldwide web resources. The electronic literature searches

included:

Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews – CDSR (Cochrane

reviews) Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects – DARE

(other reviews) Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials –

CENTRAL (clinical trials) Health Technology Assessment (HTA)

database (technology assessments) MEDLINE/MEDLINE In-Pro-

cess EMBASE – CINAHL (Cumulative Index to Nursing and

Allied Health Literature).

Limits: Papers published from 2006 to 2012, human studies,

English language, adult (>16 years), except for chapter on child-

hood cancer.

The search included the following items:

differentiated thyroid cancer; thyroid neoplasm; thyroid nod-

ule; papillary thyroid cancer, follicular thyroid cancer, oncocytic

thyroid cancer, h€urthle cell carcer; medullary thyroid cancer;

men2; tyrosine kinase inhibitors and medullary thyroid cancer;

genetic counseling and medullary thyroid cancer; medullary thy-

roid cancer and surgery; medullary thyroid cancer and surgery

and prophylactic; medullary thyroid carcinoma surgery and pro-

phylactic, medullary thyroid cancer and surgery and risk reduc-

tion; medullary thyroid carcinoma surgery and risk reduction;

pregnancy and medullary thyroid cancer; pregnancy and multi-

ple endocrine neoplasia type 2; medullary thyroid cancer and

genetic counseling; medullary thyroid cancer and screening;

medullary thyroid cancer and ret mutations; thyroid cancer and

pregnancy; thyroid cancer and radioiodine; thyroid cancer and

surgery; thyroid cancer and tsh suppression therapy; thyroid

cancer and diagnosis in pregnancy; thyroid cancer and concep-

tion; pregnancy and thyroxine dose adjustment; management

and sialadenitis and radioiodine; timing and follow up and ra-

dioiodine scan; diagnostic radioiodine scan; empirical and radio-

iodine and thyroid cancer outcome and post pubertal children

and thyroid cancer; thyroid cancer and radiotherapy; thyroid

cancer and imr; thyroid cancer and external beam; radioiodine

ablation and therapy for dtc; thyroid cancer and radioiodine;

thyroid cancer and radioiodide; thyroid cancer and remnant

ablation; thyroid cancer and tsh and radioiodine; thyroid cancer

and low iodine diet; thyroid cancer and radioiodine and preg-

nancy; radioiodine and fertility; radioiodine and breast feeding;

radioiodine and dosimetry; radioiodine and radiation protection;

radioiodine therapy; radioiodine dosimetry; metastatic thyroid

cancer; iodine refractory; recombinant tsh; tyrosine kinase inhib-

itors and thyroid cancer. mek inhibitors and thyroid cancer; re-

differentiation and thyroid cancer; retinoids and thyroid cancer;

anti-vegfr and thyroid cancer; anti-angiogenesis and thyroid can-

cer; braf and tyrosine kinase inhibitors; thyroid cancer and pae-

diatrics; recombinant tsh and paediatrics; radioiodine and

children; anaplastic thyroid cancer; external beam radiotherapy

and anaplastic thyroid carcinoma; chemotherapy and anaplastic

thyroid carcinoma; vascular disrupting agents and anaplastic

thyroid carcinoma; anti-vegfr and anaplastic thyroid carcinoma;

combretastatin and thyroid lymphoma; thyroid lymphoma; dif-

fuse large b cell lymphoma and thyroid; malt and thyroid; dif-

ferentiated thyroid cancer and recurrence; differentiated thyroid

cancer and recurrent disease; thyroid cytology and follicular

lesion; thyroid cytology and follicular neoplasm; incidence and

thyroid cancer; epidemiology and thyroid cancer; incidence thy-

roid cancer uk; survival and thyroid cancer; familial non-medul-

lary thyroid cancer; serum thyroglobulin and thyroid cancer;

multidisciplinary team and thyroid cancer; thyroid cytology and

classification; thyroid nodules and ultrasound/sonography/us,

thyroid nodules and classification; thyroid nodules and malig-

nancy; thyroid cancer and radioiodine and follow up thyroid

cancer and pet-ct; benign thyroid nodule; malignant thyroid

nodules; ultrasound differentiation and benign thyroid nodule;

ultrasound differentiation and malignant thyroid nodule; ultra-

sound criteria and thyroid nodule; nuclear medicine and isotope

and thyroid nodule; nuclear medicine and isotope and thyroid

cancer; papillary thyroid microcarcinoma and prognosis; medul-

lary thyroid microcarcinoma and prognosis; thyroid cytology

and follicular lesion; thyroid cytology and follicular neoplasm;

thyroid cytology and classification; recurrent thyroid cancer and

surgery; recurrent thyroid cancer and surgery and central neck;

recurrent thyroid cancer and surgery and lymph nodes; hypo-

calcaemia and thyroidectomy; hypocalcaemia and thyroidectomy

and central neck; hypocalcaemia and thyroidectomy and central

neck and lymph nodes; paediatric and thyroid cancer; paediatric

and thyroid cancer and surgery; paediatric and thyroid cancer

and surgery and radio-iodine; paediatric and thyroid cancer and

surgery and 131iodine; childhood and thyroid cancer; childhood

and thyroid cancer and surgery; childhood and thyroid cancer

and surgery and radio-iodine; childhood and thyroid cancer and

surgery and 131iodine; i-131 and whole body scintigraphy and

thyroid cancer; i-123 and whole body scintigraphy and thyroid

cancer; i-131 and thyroglobulin and thyroid cancer; i-131 spect

ct and thyroid cancer; i-123 spect ct and thyroid cancer; stimu-

lated thyroglobulin and i-131 scintigraphy and thyroid cancer;

neck ultrasound and thyroid cancer; neck mri and thyroid can-

cer; i-131 and renal failure; i-131 and thyroid cancer; i-123 and

thyroid cancer; in-111 somatostatin receptor scintigraphy and

thyroid cancer; tc-99m mibi and thyroid cancer; tc-99m penta-

valent dmsa and thyroid cancer; management and sialadenitis

and radioiodine; timing and follow up and radioiodine scan /

diagnostic radioiodine scan; empirical and radioiodine and thy-
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roid cancer; outcome and post pubertal children and thyroid

cancer; radiotherapy; imrt; thyroid; cancer; external beam; radio-

iodine, radioiodide; remnant ablation; tsh and radioiodine; low

iodine diet; external beam radiotherapy and anaplastic carci-

noma; chemotherapy and anaplastic carcinoma; vascular disrupt-

ing agents and anaplastic carcinoma; anti-vegfr and anaplastic

carcinoma; combretastatin

Additional searches to include publications in 2013 were per-

formed during the editing phase.
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A P P E N D I X 4

Patient information

Patient representatives have been fully involved in the develop-

ment of the guidelines and the patient information literature.

1. Patient organisations offering information and
support to patients

Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust

Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust is the first registered charity in

the UK dedicated solely to the support of people affected by thy-

roid cancer.

BCTC has produced the first ever comprehensive patient

information film about thyroid cancer: Thyroid Cancer Uncov-

ered: A Patient’s Guide. The film is a comprehensive step by step

guide about the disease and treatment from diagnosis to long

term follow-up. Its chapters are presented by leading UK thyroid

cancer clinicians. We also follow four patient journeys. The film

has been endorsed by the BAETS, British Thyroid Association,

British Thyroid Foundation, A.M.E.N.D., TCSG Wales, Hypo-

para UK, Thyroid Cancer Support Ireland and the Thyroid Can-

cer Alliance. The DVD is free to all UK patients, please ask your

Thyroid Cancer Care Team for a copy or contact Butterfly at:

www.butterfly.org.

Address: PO Box 205, Rowlands Gill, Tyne & Wear NE39

2WX

Tel.: 01207 545469

Website: www.butterfly.org.uk

Email: enquiries@butterfly.org.uk

British Thyroid Foundation

The British Thyroid Foundation is a charity dedicated to sup-

porting people with all thyroid disorders and helping their fami-

lies and people around them to understand the condition.

Address: 2nd Floor, 3 Devonshire Place, Harrogate, West

Yorkshire GH1 4AA

Tel: 01423 709707/709448

Website: www.btf-thyroid.org

Email: info@btf-thyroid.org

Thyroid Cancer Support Group – Wales

Supporting thyroid cancer patients and families not only in

Wales but nationally and occasionally internationally. The group

is funding the first national tissue bank specifically for research

into anaplastic thyroid cancer.

Address: ‘Morcote’, Sunlea Crescent, New Inn, Pontypool,

Gwent, South Wales NP4 8AD

Tel: 0845 009 2737

Website: www.thyroidsupportwales.co.uk

Email: thyroidgroup@tiscali.co.uk

Association for Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Disorders –

AMEND

AMEND provides information and support to families with

multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) and associated endocrine

tumours, including medullary thyroid cancer.

Address: The Warehouse, Draper Street, Tunbridge Wells,

Kent TN4 0PG

Tel: 01892 516076

Website: www.amend.org.uk

Email: info@amend.org.uk

Hypopara UK

Hypopara UK is the national patient organisation for people

with parathyroid conditions, including post-surgical calcium

issues and permanent hypoparathyroidism.

Address: 6 The Meads, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19

4DF

Tel: 01342 316315

Website: www.hypopara.org.uk

Email: info@hypopara.org.uk

2. Other sources of information for patients

Macmillan Cancer Support

www.macmillan.org.uk

Cancer Research UK

http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/

Thyroid Cancer Support Ireland

http://www.thyroidcancersupport.ie/

American Thyroid Association (information for patients

from the ATA)

http://www.thyroid.org/patient-thyroid-information/

MedlinePlus (information for patients from the US

National Library of Medicine)

www.medlineplus.gov
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Pubmed (search the medical literature)

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed

Thyroid-cancer.net (information for patients from the

Johns Hopkins thyroid tumor center)

www.thyroid-cancer.net

Thyroid Cancer Alliance

www.thyroidcanceralliance.org

Thyroid Federation International

www.thyroid-fed.org/

Disclaimer

Whilst every care is taken in compiling this list, the British Thy-

roid Association IS not responsible for the information provided

by the organisations listed here or for the content of third party

websites.

Revised February 2014

(c) British Thyroid Association 2014
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P A T I E N T I N F O R M A T I O N 1

British Thyroid Association Patient Information Leaflet 1: The
thyroid gland and thyroid cancer – tests and treatment

What is the thyroid gland?

The thyroid gland is an endocrine gland and makes hormones,

which are released into the bloodstream. These hormones affect

cells and tissues in other parts of the body and help them to

function normally.

Where is the thyroid gland?

The thyroid gland is at the base of the neck. It is made up of

two lobes (each about half the size of a plum). The two lobes lie

on either side of your windpipe, with the gland as a whole lying

just below your Adam’s apple.

What does the thyroid gland do?

The thyroid gland produces three hormones that are released

into the bloodstream:

• thyroxine (T4);

• triiodothyronine (T3); and

• calcitonin, which has no known action in healthy people.

Raised levels of calcitonin may indicate the presence of

medullary thyroid cancer (MTC).

(For more information see the British Thyroid Association

Patient Leaflet – Medullary Thyroid Cancer.)

T4 and T3 can both be replaced by medication, and the body

can function perfectly well with little or no calcitonin.

What do the thyroid hormones do?

Thyroid hormones (T3 and T4) help to control the speed of body

processes – your metabolic rate. In the body, T4 is converted into

T3 which is the active hormone which influences the way cells and

tissues work. If too much thyroid hormone is released, your body

works faster than normal and you have ‘hyperthyroidism’. This

would make you feel overactive and anxious, hungrier than usual,

and you would lose weight. However, if too little of the thyroid

hormones is produced, your body works slower than normal and

you have ‘hypothyroidism’. In that case, you would feel tired and

sluggish, and put on weight easily.

How is the thyroid gland controlled?

The thyroid is controlled by the pituitary gland, which lies under-

neath your brain in your skull and senses the levels of thyroid

hormones in your bloodstream. If the levels drop below normal,

the pituitary reacts by releasing a hormone called thyroid stimu-

lating hormone (TSH). TSH stimulates the thyroid gland to pro-

duce more T3 and T4. If the thyroid hormone levels rise above

normal levels, the pituitary senses this and stops releasing TSH

and so the thyroid gland will produce less T3 and T4.

How is thyroid activity measured?

Your doctor will start by taking a history of your symptoms and

by a physical examination. You will also be asked to give a small

sample of blood, which will be analysed in the laboratory to

show how much T4, T3 and TSH are being produced. These

tests are sometimes called thyroid function tests or TFTs.

What are the parathyroid glands and how do they

affect calcium levels?

Near your thyroid gland are four tiny parathyroid glands, each

the size of a pea. They are not related to the thyroid except by

name – ‘para’ comes from the Greek for ‘near’.

Parathyroid glands release a hormone called parathyroid hor-

mone (PTH) which helps to regulate calcium, phosphate and

magnesium levels. Calcium levels need regulating because they

fluctuate constantly in response to a number of factors such as

food, drink, exercise, stress, infection, and other medications.

Calcium is an important mineral because it is in every cell of

the body. It affects bones, nerves, muscles, heart rhythm and cell

function as well as your emotions. Levels must therefore be kept

stable to make sure your body functions correctly.

The parathyroid glands regulate calcium levels by means of a

feedback mechanism. They continually monitor the amount of

calcium in your blood as it passes through them and they make

constant adjustments by releasing just enough PTH to keep your

levels stable.

Sometimes the parathyroid glands may be temporarily affected

by surgery and stop producing enough PTH. In some cases this

may be permanent. Without enough parathyroid hormone cal-

cium levels become too low. This condition is called hypoparathy-

roidism. Low calcium (hypocalcaemia) causes a range of

symptoms, so if the parathyroids are permanently damaged, you

will need to take medication for life and to have regular blood

tests.

Thyroid cancer

Most cancers of the thyroid gland are very slow growing and it

may be many years before the symptoms become obvious.
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There are several different types:

• Papillary thyroid cancer – this is the most common thyroid

cancer. It is more common in younger people, particularly

women.

• Follicular thyroid cancer – this is less common, and tends

to occur in slightly older people than those with papillary

cancer.

• Medullary thyroid cancer – this is a rare type of thyroid

cancer, which is sometimes hereditary (i.e., it is passed

down through a family from one generation to the next).

• Anaplastic thyroid cancer – a rare and aggressive form of

thyroid cancer which occurs most often in people over 60.

Thyroid cancer can be ‘differentiated’ or ‘undifferentiated’. ‘Dif-

ferentiated’ means the cancer cells still look like normal thyroid

cells in appearance. They do not spread as rapidly as the undiffer-

entiated type of cancer cells. ‘Undifferentiated’ cells look very dif-

ferent from normal thyroid cells. Papillary and follicular thyroid

cancers are both differentiated. Anaplastic thyroid cancer is undif-

ferentiated. There are several less common variants of differenti-

ated thyroid cancer, such as Hurthle cell, tall cell, insular, and

columnar.

Most thyroid cancers are very treatable and curable, but it is

possible that they will recur. This can occur at any stage, but

recurrences can be treated successfully. Life-long follow-up is

usually recommended except for some very small cancers treated

with surgery alone.

What is the cause of thyroid cancer?

Exposure to radiation either in the environment or due to

radiation in childhood is known to increase the risk of getting

thyroid cancer. For example, after the Chernobyl accident,

many more children in the area got thyroid cancer. It has

also been found in people who had external radiotherapy

(X-ray treatment) to the neck 10 or 20 years earlier and in

people who have had radiation treatment for cancer earlier in

life.

In most cases the cause the cause of thyroid cancer is

unknown. Medullary thyroid cancer is sometimes hereditary (i.e.

it is passed down through a family from one generation to the

next). Very occasionally papillary cancer is hereditary.

What are the symptoms of thyroid cancer?

• a painless lump in the neck which gradually increases in

size;

• difficulty in swallowing due to pressure of the enlarged

thyroid gland on the oesophagus (gullet);

• difficulty in breathing due to pressure of the enlarged

thyroid gland on the trachea (windpipe); or

• hoarseness of the voice.

Patients suspected of having medullary thyroid cancer may

have some of these symptoms but they may also have diarrhoea

caused by higher than normal calcitonin levels. Some patients

with medullary thyroid cancer are identified through a DNA

blood test.

Cancer cells do not generally affect hormone production from

the thyroid, so symptoms of an over- or underactive thyroid are

rare.

Often there are no symptoms, however, and it is found by

chance.

What tests will I need?

If you have one of the above symptoms, you should discuss these

with your GP who will usually examine your neck and arrange a

blood test. If your GP thinks the lump in your neck is suspicious

they will refer you either to a specialist (usually an endocrinologist

or surgeon) or to a Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) with a special

interest and expertise in thyroid cancer.

Fine needle aspiration (FNA). This is done in an outpatient

hospital clinic. A very thin needle is inserted into any swell-

ing you may have in your neck and a sample of cells is taken

out. These cells are then analysed under a microscope. This

may confirm that thyroid cancer is present but it cannot

diagnose follicular thyroid cancer.

Blood tests. Some additional blood tests may be done to re-

check the function of your thyroid and your thyroid anti-

body levels.

Thyroid ultrasound scan. A picture of the thyroid gland is

obtained by using sound waves which will show any solid

lumps or cysts. This cannot diagnose cancer on its own but

it can help with the overall diagnosis and in planning treat-

ment. A thyroid ultrasound scan can often rule out thyroid

cancer.

What treatment will I be offered?

You will usually be offered surgery (thyroidectomy).

Surgery is usually the first line of treatment for thyroid

cancer. Some people will have a ‘hemithyroidectomy’ or

‘lobectomy’ (half the thyroid is removed). Some people will

have a total thyroidectomy (whole thyroid gland is removed).

Sometimes the operation is done in two stages, a hemithyroi-

dectomy followed by a ‘completion thyroidectomy’. The type

of operation depends on various factors such as the type of

thyroid cancer, your age, the size of the lump and results of

the tests mentioned above. If the FNA has been inconclusive

you will be offered a lobectomy so that the lump can be

analysed in the laboratory. If this shows that cancer is present

you may be offered completion surgery to remove the other

lobe in a second operation.

In some cases some of the lymph nodes in your neck will be

removed at the same time.

After a thyroidectomy, you will need to take levothyroxine

tablets (also known as synthetic thyroxine or T4) as prescribed

for the rest of your life. You will need to have regular blood

tests to check that your thyroid hormone levels are within nor-

mal limits, and that the TSH level is suppressed. Eventually you

should only need a blood test once or twice a year.

(For more information see the BTA Patient Leaflet – thyroid

surgery.)
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Following your discharge you will need to be reviewed in the

outpatient clinic to check how your wound is settling down,

your hormone levels and how you are feeling. When you are at

home after your surgery, please contact your treatment centre or

your GP if:

• you feel extremely tired;

• you have feelings of pins and needles in your hands, feet or

face;

• you have palpitations;

• you feel shaky;

• you become very overactive; or

• you generally feel very unwell.

This may mean you need to have your thyroid or calcium lev-

els checked and your medication dose may need to be increased

or decreased.

Unless you have medullary thyroid cancer, or anaplastic thyroid

cancer, you may need to have radioactive iodine (RAI) treatment

after surgery. The purpose of RAI is to destroy any remaining thy-

roid cells. Your specialist will tell you if you need RAI treatment.

RAI treatment is painless. It means taking either one or two cap-

sules or as a liquid, in a single dose. For the safety of others, you

need to stay in hospital for the first 2–4 days and to reduce your

social contact. If you need this treatment you will be given detailed

information by your specialist consultant. (See also the BTA

Patient Leaflet on radioactive iodine.)

In the early years following RAI you will need to keep your

TSH ‘suppressed’ (i.e. turned off). Your thyroid cancer specialist

will advise on the dose and it is important that no-one else

changes the dose without discussion with your specialist.

It will be particularly important to have your thyroid hor-

mones checked as soon as it has been confirmed that you are

pregnant, as you may need to increase your dose of levothyrox-

ine by about 30%. More frequent checks on your thyroid hor-

mone levels will be required during pregnancy.

Currently, patients in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland

do not have to pay for their prescriptions. Patients in Eng-

land taking lifelong levothyroxine or who are diagnosed with

hypoparathyroidism are currently entitled to free prescriptions

for all medicines. You should obtain the appropriate leaflet

from your doctor who will sign it and send it on. You will

then receive an exemption certificate, which you must show

to your pharmacist when collecting medicines.

Most thyroid cancers are very treatable and curable. There

are, however, some more aggressive forms of thyroid cancer that

will need a different treatment regimen.

Please contact your specialist treatment centre staff or your

GP if you have any questions or concerns after reading this

information. Together we can help you through your investiga-

tions, treatment and recovery.

Patient support organisations

Being diagnosed with a rare cancer can make you feel isolated.

Talking to others who have been through it can help. Support

and information are available through the patient-led organisa-

tions mentioned below who have collaborated in writing this

leaflet. Together we can give you informational and emotional

support to help you through your investigations, treatment and

recovery.

Association for Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Disorders –

AMEND. AMEND provides information and support to

families with multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) and

associated endocrine tumours, including medullary thyroid

cancer.

Address: The Warehouse, Draper Street, Tunbridge Wells,

Kent TN4 0PG

Tel: 01892 516076

Website: www.amend.org.uk

Email: info@amend.org.se.uk

British Thyroid Foundation. The British Thyroid Foundation is a

charity dedicated to supporting people with all thyroid disorders

and helping their families and people around them to

understand the condition.

Address: 2nd Floor, 3 Devonshire Place, Harrogate, West

Yorkshire GH1 4AA

Tel: 01423 709707/709448

Website: www.btf-thyroid.org

Email: info@btf-thyroid.org

Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust. Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust

is the first registered charity in the UK dedicated solely to the

support of people affected by thyroid cancer.

Address: PO Box 205, Rowlands Gill, Tyne & Wear NE39

2WX

Tel: 01207 545469

Website: www.butterfly.org.uk

Email: enquiries@butterfly.org.uk

Hypopara UK. Hypopara UK is the national patient

organisation for people with parathyroid conditions, including

post-surgical calcium issues and permanent hypoparathyroidism.

Address: 6 The Meads, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19

4DF

Tel: 01342 316315

Website: www.hypopara.org.uk

Email: info@hypopara.org.uk

Thyroid Cancer Support Group – Wales. Supporting thyroid

cancer patients and families not only in Wales but nationally

and occasionally internationally. The group is funding the first

national tissue bank specifically for research into anaplastic

thyroid cancer.

Address: ‘Morcote’, Sunlea Crescent, New Inn, Pontypool,

Gwent, South Wales NP4 8AD

Tel: 0845 009 2737

Website: www.thyroidsupportwales.co.uk

Email: thyroidgroup@tiscali.co.uk
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P A T I E N T I N F O R M A T I O N 2

British Thyroid Association Patient Information Leaflet 2:
Information for patients being investigated for thyroid lumps

Things you need to know before your hospital

appointment

Why have I been referred? You have been found to have a lump

in your thyroid gland. Such lumps are common and usually

non-cancerous. You have been referred to the hospital for

further tests.

What tests will I have? You will have a consultation with a

doctor who will ask about your symptoms and then will

examine your neck. You may require some blood tests and an

ultrasound examination. A biopsy known as fine needle

aspiration (FNA), may be necessary. This is similar to a blood

test but taken from the lump and usually, no local anaesthetic is

required. A very thin needle is inserted into any swelling you

may have in your neck and a small amount of fluid is taken

out. The cells in the fluid are then analysed under a microscope.

The doctor will explain the procedure in detail. If you have any

questions do not hesitate to ask the doctor.

The ultrasound and biopsy is usually scheduled for a later

date. The doctor will explain this in more detail.

Sometimes the doctor decides that no biopsy is required and

if so, the reason for that will be discussed with you during the

consultation.

Before you leave the clinic, make sure that the doctor has

made it clear to you when the result will be available and how

you will receive that information.

Things you need to know after your biopsy

What symptoms will I have after the biopsy? You may have some

discomfort in your neck, especially when you swallow. This will

improve quickly. After 24 h you may have a little discomfort, and

after 48 h hardly any. You can use simple pain killers such as

paracetamol if needed. You may also have some bruising around

the area where the needle was inserted. The bruising will clear

within about a week. If the lump was mainly due to fluid then it is

not unusual for the fluid to collect again over a period of 1 or

more weeks. This should not alarm you, unless it is painful and

red, in which case you should consult your GP.

When will I find out the result of the biopsy? It takes 1–2 weeks

for the lab to examine the biopsy and issue a report. The result

will be given to you at your next appointment, or if you have

expressed a preference to receive it by letter or telephone, as

soon as the result has become available. If you have not been

notified after 3 weeks, please phone the consultant’s secretary.

What are the possible outcomes of the biopsy? In most cases the

biopsy result is benign (no evidence of cancer). Sometimes, the

biopsy result is unhelpful, because there were not enough cells in

the sample to test, or because it was not possible to decide on the

significance of the cells. In such cases, the doctor may recommend

repeating the biopsy, or he may advise you to have an operation

to remove part of your thyroid. Approximately in one out of

twenty cases the biopsy shows that the lump is cancerous.

What happens if the biopsy is benign? A benign result is highly

reassuring. Rarely it may have to be repeated.

What happens if the biopsy result is suspicious or cancerous? The

doctor will discuss this with you and in most cases you will

require a thyroid operation to remove part or all of your

thyroid gland.

If you would like further information about thyroid cancer

please contact one of the patient organisations listed at the end

of this leaflet.

Things you need to know after you have been

discharged from the clinic

Your tests have shown no evidence of thyroid cancer, which is

highly reassuring. This means that the risk of you developing

thyroid cancer in future is remote and no different from any-

body else.

Do I need to look out for anything in future? No more than

anyone else. There are some symptoms, which should not be

ignored if they occur, especially if they are persistent or are

getting progressively worse. They include:

• the lump is getting bigger;

• the lump feels harder;

• a new lump develops;

• you develop difficulties swallowing or breathing;

• your voice becomes hoarse.

What should I do if I develop new symptoms? If you develop any

new symptoms like those described above, you should let your

GP know. In some cases your doctor may be able to reassure

you. In other cases you may need to be referred to hospital for

additional tests.

For further information about thyroid lumps you may contact

the British Thyroid Foundation (address below) for a copy of

the BTF leaflet Thyroid Nodules and Swellings.
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Patient support organisations

The following patient-led organisations provide information and

support and the chance to speak to other patients who have

been through surgery and treatment for thyroid nodules includ-

ing thyroid cancer.

British Thyroid Foundation. The British Thyroid Foundation is a

charity dedicated to supporting people with all thyroid disorders

and helping their families and people around them to

understand the condition.

Address: 2nd Floor, 3 Devonshire Place, Harrogate, West

Yorkshire GH1 4AA

Tel: 01423 709707/709448

Website: www.btf-thyroid.org

Email: info@btf-thyroid.org

Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust. Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust

is the first registered charity in the UK dedicated solely to the

support of people affected by thyroid cancer.

Address: PO Box 205, Rowlands Gill, Tyne & Wear NE39

2WX

Tel: 01207 545469

Website: www.butterfly.org.uk

Email: enquiries@butterfly.org.uk

Thyroid Cancer Support Group – Wales. Supporting thyroid

cancer patients and families not only in Wales but nationally

and occasionally internationally. The group is funding the first

national tissue bank specifically for research into anaplastic

thyroid cancer.

Address: ‘Morcote’, Sunlea Crescent, New Inn, Pontypool,

Gwent, South Wales NP4 8AD

Tel: 0845 009 2737

Website: www.thyroidsupportwales.co.uk

Email: thyroidgroup@tiscali.co.uk

Association for Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Disorders –

AMEND. AMEND provides information and support to

families with multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) and

associated endocrine tumours, including medullary thyroid

cancer.

Address: The Warehouse, Draper Street, Tunbridge Wells,

Kent TN4 0PG

Tel: 01892 516076

Website: www.amend.org.uk

Email: info@amend.org.se.uk
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P A T I E N T I N F O R M A T I O N 3

British Thyroid Association Patient Information Leaflet 3: Surgery
for thyroid cancer

What is a thyroidectomy?

Thyroidectomy is a common operation. Some patients will have

half the thyroid removed (the medical terms for this are hemi-

thyroidectomy or lobectomy), others will have the whole thyroid

gland removed (the medical term for this is total thyroidec-

tomy). Total thyroidectomy may be performed in two stages – a

hemithyroidectomy followed by a ‘completion thyroidectomy’.

Some patients with papillary thyroid cancer may require more

extensive surgery. Total thyroidectomy may be combined with

neck dissection – removal of the lymph nodes in the central

(front) compartment and sometimes the lateral (side) compart-

ment in your neck.

If medullary thyroid cancer has been diagnosed, total thyroid-

ectomy and central lymph node dissection is routinely under-

taken to remove lymph nodes. Lateral neck dissection is

sometimes required.

Your surgeon will explain to you whether a part or your

entire thyroid needs to be removed. They should explain the

possible risks of each procedure so that you can give fully

informed consent. If you do not understand any of the informa-

tion you are given, please ask. It is important for you to make a

choice that you are comfortable with.

Is it a safe operation, and what are the side effects?

Thyroid surgery is generally safe but there are some possible

risks you need to be aware of.

Whether you are having a hemithyroidectomy or a total thy-

roidectomy there is a very low risk of bleeding or infection after

the operation. There is also a risk of temporary voice change,

which in a few cases may become permanent. Despite the sur-

geon’s best efforts some people will have a poor neck scar.

If you are having a total thyroidectomy or neck dissection

there is a risk of more significant voice change. If that happens

you will be offered an examination of the vocal cords by a spe-

cialist. Occasionally breathing and swallowing difficulties can

arise. Very rarely a tracheostomy (an artificial opening in the

windpipe to help you breathe) may be needed. There is also a

risk of a low blood calcium as a result of the parathyroid glands

not working. The low calcium in the blood and need for cal-

cium/vitamin supplements to treat this may be temporary or

permanent.

A lateral neck dissection involves a longer incision. Your sur-

geon will explain this to you. During this procedure there is a

risk of injury to an important nerve in the neck which helps

with neck and shoulder function (accessory nerve). This may be

temporary or permanent and can result in pain and stiffness

around the shoulder.

Don’t hesitate to ask your surgeon about the number of thy-

roid operations they perform each year, and their complication

rates, and whether they are core members of the thyroid Multi-

Disciplinary Team (MDT). The risk of complications is lowest if

thyroid surgery is undertaken by an experienced endocrine or

head-and-neck surgeon who regularly does thyroid and parathy-

roid surgery, preferably working as part of an MDT. Department

of Health Cancer Standards require that surgeons who operate

on patients with thyroid cancer should perform a minimum of

20 thyroidectomies per year.

Before the operation you will be examined by your surgeon,

and may have additional tests to assess your suitability for a

general anaesthetic.

Will it affect my voice?

The thyroid gland lies close to the voice box (larynx) and the

nerves to the voice box. If you depend on your voice in your

work or hobbies, or if you are a singer, you should discuss this

with your surgeon.

Before the operation you will have a vocal cord check. A local

anaesthetic may be sprayed into your nose to make the proce-

dure as painless as possible. A thin flexible camera (endoscope)

is then gently passed into one nostril and over the back of the

nose into your throat.

After your surgery you may find that your voice sounds

hoarse and weak, and your singing voice may be altered. The

changes may be due to changes in muscle function in the neck,

rarely to injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve which causes a

vocal cord palsy (reduced movement of the voice box muscle).

In most cases this recovers within a year. Speech therapy may be

required prior to recovery of the nerve.

Temporary voice change can occur in up to 10% of cases, but

permanent injury is uncommon and happens in less than two

percent of cases. If this happens, ask your surgeon about possi-

ble treatment such as speech therapy or further surgery.

Will surgery affect my calcium levels?

The thyroid gland lies close to four tiny parathyroid glands,

each about the size of half a pea. They produce parathyroid

hormone (PTH) that regulates levels of calcium in your blood.

The calcium level in your blood will be checked after your

operation.
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After total or completion thyroidectomy PTH levels can fall

which causes the calcium level in your blood to drop. A low

calcium level in the blood (hypocalcaemia) may cause symptoms

such as tingling in your lips or fingers or cramps. If you have

symptoms you should tell a doctor or nurse immediately. You will

have a blood test and, if low calcium is confirmed, you will be

given some calcium in tablet form or through a drip in your arm.

You may need to take vitamin D and calcium tablets after the

operation. In about 30% of cases this is temporary. In <10% of

cases this may be permanent in which case you may require life-

long vitamin D and calcium tablets. Your blood calcium will

need to be monitored regularly by the hospital or by your GP. If

you are left on supplements longer than 6 months ask your spe-

cialist to check your PTH level to see if it is possible to be

weaned off the tablets. This is successful in many cases.

If you need long-term calcium and/or vitamin D supplements,

follow-up is necessary to monitor your blood, bones and kidneys

and sometimes adjustment of your medication. Your GP will care

for you between hospital appointments and will organise regular

blood tests, particularly during medication adjustments. Once

your levels are stable you should be able to lead a normal life.

Will I have neck stiffness, restricted shoulder movement

or pain?

You may feel some discomfort and stiffness around your neck

but you will be given some medication to help ease any pain

and discomfort. Pain relief may be given in different ways, such

as injections, liquid medicine or tablets. Most patients say the

discomfort is not as bad as they expected and after the first day

they are up and walking around. After a few weeks your neck

and shoulder movements should be back to normal.

If you have had more extensive neck surgery to remove some

of your lymph nodes you may need to be referred to a physio-

therapist.

Will I have a scar?

Whether all or part of your thyroid has been removed, you will

have a scar, but this is usually not very noticeable once it has

healed. The scar runs in the same direction as the natural lines

of the skin on your neck.

When will the operation be done?

If you have been to an outpatient clinic you may have been

given a date for your operation at that time. Otherwise you may

receive a date through the post or by phone from your consul-

tant’s secretary.

What happens in a pre-admission assessment clinic?

Some hospitals run a pre-admission assessment clinic to which

you will be invited before your operation. This enables both the

doctors and the nurses to assess your health needs and carry out

the routine tests needed before surgery. Some patients may have

their tests carried out the day before surgery and in that case

would not be asked to attend a pre-admission assessment.

The pre-admission assessment can provide the opportunity to

meet ward staff and to see where you will be admitted on the

day of your operation. You can also ask questions and discuss

any concerns you may have about your operation and coming

into hospital.

What about smoking?

All hospitals operate a ‘No Smoking’ policy. Smoking is not

allowed on the ward. If you do smoke, it is in your own health

interests to stop smoking at least 24 h before your anaesthetic.

Please contact your GP’s surgery for advice on stopping smoking.

What should I bring into hospital?

The hospital will provide you with a list. This will include:

nightwear, dressing gown, slippers, toiletries, things to occupy

you such as books and magazines, a small amount of money,

and a notebook and pen. It will be helpful to arrange for a rela-

tive or friend to wash your nightwear etc. and bring in fresh

supplies. Hospital nightwear is available if required.

You must bring with you any medication you are currently

taking, including inhalers.

Please do not bring any valuables with you, such as jewellery,

large sums of money or bank cards. The hospital cannot take

responsibility for your valuables. On your admission you will be

asked to sign a disclaimer form. This gives you responsibility for

any valuables you bring with you.

Valuables may be taken for temporary safe keeping by the

ward staff while you have your operation and you will be given

a receipt.

Will there be a bed ready when I arrive?

If the hospital runs an emergency service, it is not always possi-

ble to predict how many beds will be available. Beds are allo-

cated in the same sequence as the operating lists. You may be

asked to take a seat in the waiting room until your bed is ready.

You may be waiting for another person who has already had an

operation to be discharged. The operation lists are planned and

it is necessary to operate in a certain order due to many circum-

stances.

Please feel free to ask any member of staff for help and advice

at any time. Hospital staff will do their best to accommodate

you and to keep you waiting for as little time as possible.

What instructions or help will I have to get ready for

surgery?

When you are taken to your bed, the nurse will welcome you

and check your details.

You will need to wear a special theatre gown for your opera-

tion. This will be given to you by the nurse who will show you

how to wear it and help you if you want.
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You will also be given a pair of white elastic stockings to wear

during and after the operation which will prevent blood clots

from forming in your legs. They feel quite tight and you may

need help in putting them on.

What preparation will I need for the operation?

Your operation will be carried out under a general anaesthetic

which means that you will be fully unconscious for the whole

operation. Removing all or part of the thyroid involves delicate

surgery which means that the operation can take about 2 h.

To prevent vomiting and other complications during your

operation you will be asked not to eat or drink anything for at

least 6 h before your operation. You will be told what time to

stop eating and drinking when you attend the pre-admission

assessment or by letter from the consultant’s secretary.

You should expect to be in hospital for 1–3 days, depending

on the extent of surgery, or longer if any complications arise.

If you would like to talk with another patient who has had a

thyroidectomy we suggest you contact one of the patient sup-

port organisations listed at the end of this leaflet before you go

to hospital.

What will happen when I go to theatre?

Just before going to theatre a nurse will complete a checklist.

You will then be taken to the operating theatre, usually by a the-

atre technician and a nurse. The nurse will stay with you in the

anaesthetic room.

Dentures, glasses and hearing aids should be removed before-

hand and given to the nurse or stored in your locker.

The anaesthetist will usually insert a small needle into the

back of your hand and give you your anaesthetic through that.

The nurse will stay with you until you are fully under the anaes-

thetic and fully asleep. You will not wake up until the operation

is over. You will be taken, on your bed, to the recovery area

where a nurse will look after you until you are awake. You will

then be taken back to the ward, on your bed, by a theatre tech-

nician and a nurse.

What will happen when I get back on the ward

following surgery?

Back on the ward you will be made comfortable. You will be sit-

ting fairly upright in your bed supported by several pillows as

this will help to reduce any neck swelling. Your nurse call bell

will be situated close to you so that you can call a nurse at any

time.

You will be monitored closely during the first hours after sur-

gery. You will have your blood pressure, pulse and oxygen levels

checked frequently. A machine will do this automatically – a

blood pressure cuff is wrapped around your upper arm and a

probe is clipped to one of your fingers.

If you have had a total or completion thyroidectomy your cal-

cium levels will be checked. There will be a fluid drip going into a

vein, probably in the back of your hand. This will be removed as

soon as you are drinking normally (usually within 24 h). You will

be able to sip drinks quite soon after your operation as long as

you are not feeling sick, and you can eat as soon as you feel able.

What will I look like after thyroid surgery and what will

I be able to do?

You will have a scar on the front part of your neck which will

feel a little tight and swollen initially after the operation. It may

feel a bit sensitive but should not cause any distress.

Surgeons use a variety of techniques to close the wound:

stitches, staples, or a pull-through single thread or ‘bead’. Some

surgeons spray the wound. Others cover it with a waterproof

dressing.

You may have one or more wound drains from your wound to

collect wound fluid which naturally occurs after your surgery.

These are thin plastic tubes which are inserted into the neck at the

end of your operation and attached via a long length of tubing

outside the neck to a plastic bottle or bag that collects the fluid.

The drains are not painful and you can carry them around with

you. They will be removed by a nurse usually a day or two after

your operation when there is very little fluid coming through.

You will feel some discomfort and stiffness around your neck

but you will be given some medication to help ease any pain

and discomfort. Pain relief may be given in different ways such

as injections, liquid medicine or tablets.

For your own safety it is important that you do not get out

of bed on your own immediately after your operation as you

may be drowsy and weak from the anaesthetic. At first when

you need to use the toilet a member of staff will need to help

you. You will soon be able to walk to the bathroom yourself.

Most patients are up and walking around after the first day.

You will have a nurse call bell within easy reach so that you

can get help from the ward staff as needed.

Will it affect my eating and drinking?

For a short period after your operation you may find it painful

to swallow and you may need a softer diet.

Will I have a sore neck?

Your neck will probably be quite sore and you will be given

painkillers to take home to relieve the discomfort. Please take

your painkillers as described on the packet and take care not to

exceed the recommended number of tablets.

The painkillers should also ease the discomfort caused by

swallowing. Your neck may appear swollen and hard to touch,

with some numbness, which will gradually ease as healing takes

place.

What should I do to reduce any risk of wound

infection?

Keep your neck wound clean and dry. Initially the nursing

staff will check your wound and clean it as necessary. When
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you are feeling better you may have a shower or bath but take

care to ask the nursing staff’s advice first and gently pat the

wound dry with a clean towel. Exposure to the air will assist

wound healing.

If your neck becomes increasingly painful, red or swollen or

you notice any discharge then please seek medical advice from

ward staff or your GP.

How should I take care of my neck wound?

When you leave hospital you will be given advice how to look

after the wound. If the stitches need removing you will be given

an appointment. Take care not to knock your wound and

remember to dry it carefully if it becomes wet during bathing or

showering by patting it dry with a clean towel.

Once the scar has begun to heal, you can rub a small amount

of unscented moisturising cream on the scar so it is less dry as

it heals. Creams such as calendula, aloe vera or E45 cream

(available from health shops) are effective. The pressure of rub-

bing the cream in will also help to soften the scar.

Sometimes the scar is raised, red and itchy. Some flatten in

time but others develop into keloid scars which tend to remain

thickened. Vitamin E oil, topical steroid creams, and silicone gel

sheeting may help. Steroid injections may be worth considering

if these fail.

What rest do I need?

You will need to take it easy while your neck wound is healing.

This means avoiding strenuous activity and heavy lifting for a

couple of weeks. Your neck will gradually feel less stiff and you

will soon be able to enjoy your normal activities.

What medication will I need?

The total removal of the thyroid gland means that you will need

to take replacement hormone tablets called levothyroxine (T4)

every day for the rest of your life, otherwise you will experience

symptoms of hypothyroidism (underactive thyroid). Levothyrox-

ine tablets are the size of a sugar sweetener and safe to take.

With monitoring by your specialist centre and/or your GP you

will be able to lead an active and normal life.

Levothyroxine tablets are also given to suppress the level of

thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH). This is an important part

of the treatment for thyroid cancer so most patients will be

given levothyroxine even if they have had only part of the thy-

roid removed.

You will need regular blood tests to measure the levels of hor-

mones in your blood, and your medication will be adjusted

accordingly. You will be given appointments for this.

Thyroidectomy does not affect your ability to have children,

but if you are thinking of starting a family do ask your specialist

for advice and information first.

If you are unsure about any of the tablets you need to take,

please check this with a nurse before you go home. Repeat pre-

scriptions can be obtained from your GP. The dose of levothy-

roxine should NOT be altered without discussion with a

member of the Joint Thyroid Cancer Clinic clinical team.

If you have had a hemithyroidectomy and no cancer is found,

the remaining thyroid tissue in two out of three patients will

produce sufficient thyroid hormone for your needs. In about a

third of patients the remaining thyroid gland is not able to pro-

duce enough thyroid hormone. The blood tests that you will

have in the follow up clinic will identify if thyroxine replace-

ment is needed. If this is the case you will need to take levothy-

roxine for life.

Currently, patients in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland

do not have to pay for their prescriptions. Patients in England

taking lifelong levothyroxine or who are diagnosed with hypo-

parathyroidism are currently entitled to free prescriptions for all

medicines. You should obtain the appropriate leaflet from your

doctor who will sign it and send it on. You will then receive an

exemption certificate, which you must show to your pharmacist

when collecting medicines.

When should I return to work?

This depends on your occupation, the nature of your work, and

how you are feeling. The hospital can issue you with a note for

2 weeks and then you should see your GP if more time off is

needed.

Will I need to be checked in an outpatient department

following discharge home?

Following your discharge you will need to be reviewed in the

outpatient clinic to check how your wound is settling down,

your hormone levels and how you are feeling. You may

receive the date and time for this appointment through the

post or it may be given to you by the ward staff before you

go home. Please contact the ward or the consultant’s secretary

at the hospital if you do not receive an appointment shortly

after discharge. Depending on the results from the thyroid tis-

sue that has been removed, you may be offered further treat-

ment. This will be discussed with you by your specialist

consultant at your clinic appointment. If you would like any

further information, please do not hesitate to ask the nursing

staff.

Will I be able to cope?

A diagnosis of cancer can bring all sorts of mixed emotions, but

you do not have to face your treatment on your own. Support

and help is available from the medical and nursing staff and

from patient support organisations. Together they can give you

information and emotional support to help you through your

investigations, treatment and recovery.

Patient support

The following patient-led organisations have collaborated in

writing this leaflet. Each provides information and support and
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the chance to speak to other patients who have been through

surgery and treatment for thyroid cancer.

Association for Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Disorders –

AMEND. AMEND provides information and support to families

with multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) and associated

endocrine tumours, including medullary thyroid cancer.

The Warehouse, Draper Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4

0PG

Tel: 01892 516076

Website: www.amend.org.uk

Email: info@amend.org.uk

British Thyroid Foundation. The British Thyroid Foundation is a

charity dedicated to supporting people with all thyroid disorders

and helping their families and people around them to

understand the condition.

Address: 2nd Floor, 3 Devonshire Place, Harrogate, West

Yorkshire GH1 4AA

Tel: 01423 709707/709448

Website: www.btf-thyroid.org

Email: info@btf-thyroid.org

Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust. Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust

is the first registered charity in the UK dedicated solely to the

support of people affected by thyroid cancer.

Address: PO Box 205, Rowlands Gill, Tyne & Wear NE39

2WX

Tel: 01207 545469

Website: www.butterfly.org.uk

Email: enquiries@butterfly.org.uk

Hypopara UK. Hypopara UK is the national patient

organisation for people with parathyroid conditions, including

post-surgical calcium issues and permanent hypopara-

thyroidism.

Address: 6 The Meads, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19

4DF

Tel: 01342 316315

Website: www.hypopara.org.uk

Email: info@hypopara.org.uk

Thyroid Cancer Support Group – Wales. Supporting thyroid

cancer patients and families not only in Wales but nationally

and occasionally internationally. The group is funding the first

national tissue bank specifically for research into anaplastic

thyroid cancer.

Address: ‘Morcote’, Sunlea Crescent, New Inn, Pontypool,

Gwent, South Wales NP4 8AD

Tel: 0845 009 2737

Website: www.thyroidsupportwales.co.uk

Email: thyroidgroup@tiscali.co.uk
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P A T I E N T I N F O R M A T I O N 4

British Thyroid Association Patient Information Leaflet 4:
Radioactive iodine ablation and therapy

Radioactive iodine (RAI) may be used to destroy any remaining

thyroid tissue in the neck after a thyroid operation. This is

known as ‘RAI remnant ablation’ (RRA). Radioiodine “therapy”

is the use radioiodine to treat any thyroid cancer that is known

to be left behind after surgery (for instance in the neck or

lungs), or that has recurred after initial treatment.

The treatment consists of swallowing RAI usually as a capsule.

RAI is used in the treatment of thyroid cancer because under

normal circumstances the thyroid gland acts as an iodine store

in the body. When we eat iodine in our diet it is taken up by

the thyroid gland and used to make thyroid hormones and

stored in the thyroid gland. This means that we can use iodine

in a radioactive form to target any remaining thyroid cells and

destroy them.

You will need to be admitted into hospital and stay in a spe-

cially equipped room (sometimes called the iodine suite, isotope

room or isolation room) in order to receive RAI. You can ask

to see the room beforehand. In some centres photos or a DVD

may be available to show the room and facilities.

Is RAI treatment safe?

RAI has been used to treat thyroid cancer safely for over 60

years. There is a very small increased risk of developing a second

cancer, but with people living longer, the risk of second cancers

is growing for everyone. This has to be balanced against the ben-

efits in treating the thyroid cancer. Your treatment team will

discuss these issues with you before the treatment.

The precautions described below are intended to protect other

people by reducing unnecessary exposure to radiation, particu-

larly for pregnant women and young children.

Are there any side effects from RAI treatment?

Most patients do not have side effects from RAI treatment. Some

patients may experience a feeling of tightness or swelling in the

neck and/or feel flushed, which may last for a few days. If this hap-

pens please inform the nursing staff immediately. A simple pain-

killer can be given to relieve this problem. You may feel pain in

the neck region shortly after having RAI, but this is rare. It can be

treated very effectively with a short course of steroids tablets.

Sometimes having RAI can result in a temporary taste distur-

bance. This might not start until you get home. It can last for a

few weeks, and usually resolves. Drinking plenty of fluids after

the treatment helps to reduce this problem.

Saliva glands will also take up some of the RAI. Sometimes

this can result in symptoms. In most cases this is temporary but

in a few cases it may be permanent. You will be advised to drink

plenty of fluids during your admission to reduce the risk of

these complications as well as to speed up the clearance of the

RAI from the body. Some hospitals recommend drinking a tum-

bler of water every waking hour to flush out the radioactivity.

Some hospitals recommend either chewing gum or sucking

sweets to encourage the salivary glands to keep working, but

there is no evidence that this helps.

Please do talk through any of your questions with the special-

ist consultant or a member of the treatment team.

What if I am pregnant or breastfeeding?

It is very important that you do not have RAI treatment if you

are pregnant. If you are of childbearing age you will be asked

about your chances of being pregnant. Blood or urine pregnancy

tests can be done where there are any uncertainties.

If you are breastfeeding, you should stop this at least six and

preferably eight weeks before you have the RAI treatment. You

should not start again afterwards.

What about sex, contraception and fertility?

You should use a condom for seven days after RAI.

You should use a reliable form of contraception from the time

of your treatment and for six months after. Female fertility

should not be affected in the long term even after repeated doses

of RAI.

Male patients are advised not to father children for at least

four months after RAI treatment. Your fertility should not be

affected in the long term, but there may be a small risk of

reduced fertility if repeated RAI is needed. In this situation you

can be considered for sperm banking. Please discuss this with

your specialist consultant or a member of the treatment team as

specialist advice and help is available.

What medication/tablets should I take before RAI?

After surgery to remove the entire thyroid gland, you will need

to take thyroid hormones in tablet form. The type of tablet that

you are prescribed will depend on how you are going to be pre-

pared for your RAI treatment.

Preparing you for RAI treatment

Currently there are two regimes used in the UK to prepare for

RAI.
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The recommended regime is as follows:

• Following removal of your thyroid gland the thyroid hor-

mone levothyroxine (T4) will be prescribed for you.

• Just before RAI you will be given two injections of recom-

binant human TSH, also known as ThyrogenTM.

• Thyrogen injections will be given into the buttock on two

consecutive days. On the third day you will go into hospital

for the RAI treatment. You will remain on levothyroxine

throughout.

Please contact your oncology team at least one month

before your planned date for RAI treatment if you are

unsure about your thyroid medication and what is planned

for you.

The other regime is as follows:

• Following removal of your thyroid gland thyroid hormone

Liothyronine (T3) will be prescribed for you.

• T3 tablets will then be stopped two weeks before your RAI

treatment.

• You may feel week and tired after you stop taking your

tablets. This is normal. It will improve once you start tak-

ing levothyroxine (T4), usually a few days after you have

had your RAI.

• You are advised not to drive after stopping the tablets and

to wait until you are fully comfortable with this after

restarting your levothyroxine tablets.

• Being without your thyroid hormone replacement may also

make you feel cold, especially your hands and feet. Take

some warm clothing and bed socks into hospital with you.

• You will usually be started on levothyroxine (T4) on the

day you go home.

The instructions about stopping your thyroid medication

may vary in different centres. It is important you follow the

instructions from your treatment team.

Should I keep taking my other medication/tablets?

If you are taking any other medication such as calcium supple-

ments and vitamin D tablets for hypoparathyroidism or any

other medication, you should carry on doing so. Please bring a

small supply with you on admission and show it to the doctor

and nurse team.

If you are taking any iodine-containing vitamin or mineral

supplements or cod liver oil, you should stop taking them around

two weeks before your therapy to help reduce your iodine levels.

What can I eat?

Some studies have shown that reducing iodine intake may

improve the effectiveness of the treatment. Therefore, two weeks

before coming in to hospital we recommend the following:

• You can eat fresh and frozen fruit and vegetables, fresh and

frozen meats, rice, pasta and potatoes, soft drinks, fruit

juices, beer, wine, tea, coffee, plain fats and oils (non-

dairy), olive oil spread, fresh and homemade bread.

• Avoid eating seafood and fish, cows’/goats’ milk, cheese, ice

cream, yoghurt, butter, and egg yolks.

• Avoid food from restaurants, fast-food chains and takea-

ways, and imported processed foods. In the USA and in

many European countries iodine is added to table salt and

used in baking.

• Some cough mixtures and health foods (such as seaweed,

kelp, cod liver oil, vitamins and mineral supplements) con-

tain iodine. If the label lists iodine, do not take the supple-

ment while on this diet.

• The best way to ensure a lower iodine content in your food

is to prepare it from fresh ingredients. Table salt and sea

salt with no added iodine may be used. Iodine is rarely

added to salt in the UK.

This diet is based on iodine content of foods in the UK. Unlike

some other countries YOU DO NOT NEED TO BAKE YOUR

OWN BREAD OR DRINK DISTILLED WATER.

Please do not feel anxious about the diet. It is not necessary to

limit yourself other than what has been listed. RAI was used suc-

cessfully in the UK for many years before the diet was introduced.

Do I have to come into hospital for RAI treatment?

Yes, you will probably need to stay in hospital in the RAI or

iodine suite for 2–4 days. How soon you go home depends on

how quickly the radioactivity leaves your body.

There are different levels/doses. RAI patients who receive the

lowest dose may only be in hospital for 24 h.

What happens on admission?

On the ward you will see members of the nursing, medical and

nuclear medicine teams who will give an explanation of the

treatment and details about the room where you will be staying.

You will also have the opportunity to ask any questions that

you might have.

You will be asked if there is any chance you could be preg-

nant. If there is any uncertainty then a pregnancy test will be

performed to check that you are not pregnant before proceeding

with the RAI treatment.

You will be asked to sign a form giving consent for the treat-

ment if this has not already been done in clinic.

Who gives the capsule?

You will be given the RAI capsule by a member of staff from

the nuclear medicine department. The capsule is about the size

of a paracetamol capsule. Occasionally the treatment may be

given as a liquid (which is colourless and tasteless).

What happens next?

You should not eat or drink anything for 2 h after talking the

capsule to allow time for the iodine to be absorbed. After this

time you should eat as normal and drink plenty of fluids.
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Are there any visiting restrictions?

As the treatment is radioactive, people under the age of eighteen

or pregnant women will not be allowed to visit you. Others may

visit for a short time. The specific restrictions may vary. Staff

will advise on a daily basis what length of visiting time is

allowed.

Staff will spend only short periods of time in your room.

When they bring in your meals and drinks they may stand

behind a screen or in the doorway. You should try to maintain

a safe distance of about 3 m. Staff won’t stay and chat for long

periods of time but do not hesitate to contact them if you need

anything.

What happens at meal times?

The nursing or catering staff will bring meals to your room.

These meals may be served on paper plates and you may need

to use plastic cutlery. When you have finished your meal these

should be thrown away in a bin provided. If there is any

unwanted food this needs to be sealed in a plastic bag and put

in the bin. Sometimes ordinary plates and cutlery are used.

These will have to be washed up either in your room or in a

special kitchen. A waste disposal unit may be available to dis-

pose of any unwanted food. Each day you may receive a menu

to fill in for the next day although this will vary from centre to

centre. Hot drinks are usually provided in the morning, mid-

morning, lunch time, tea time and night-time. Some units have

a fridge where you can store food and drink and/or a small

kitchen where you can make your own hot drinks.

What about washing and hygiene?

As you should be drinking more than usual, you should also be

using the toilet frequently. All your body fluids are radioactive

and you must flush the toilet twice after each use. If you spill or

splash urine, please contact the nursing staff. Your sweat is also

radioactive, so we advise you take shower daily.

What can I bring in with me to help me relax or pass

the time?

• You may take in a mobile phone. Most centres recommend

that you take an old phone or a cheap replacement and just

exchange the sim card. The phone is often placed in a plas-

tic bag to reduce the direct contact with your hands.

• You may be able to bring DVDs, CDs and books with you;

they may need to be monitored for radiation before they

can be removed from your room.

• If any items are significantly radioactive they will need

to be stored in the hospital for some time after you go

home.

• Check with your specialist team regarding the use of laptop

and tablet computers. Some centres will provide a lap top.

• If you need earphones, buy a cheap set that can be left

behind.

Take travel size toiletries with you and leave your toothbrush

behind when you leave.

The usual recommendation is to take your clothes home and

wash them once on their own in your washing machine. There

is no need to discard your clothes.

Please check your centre’s specific recommendations before-

hand as these may vary.

When can I go home?

The staff from the nuclear medicine or medical physics depart-

ment will come to the ward to take radiation measurements

each day. They can then work out how much radiation is still in

your body and if the level is safe for you to go home. You must

stay in your own room until that time.

You will have a whole body scan either on the day you are

discharged home or during the first week following the treat-

ment, in which case you will be asked to return to the hospital.

Will I still have any restrictions when I get home?

When you go home you should avoid close contact with babies,

young children and pregnant women.

You will also need to limit close and prolonged contact with

other people, and stay away from crowded places such as cine-

mas, theatres, public transport where you may be close to the

same person for a prolonged period of time.

The nuclear medicine staff will explain to you how many days

you need to limit yourself. This advice varies from patient to

patient, is dependant on the dose of RAI who have received and

differs for contact with adults and young children.

Medical or nursing staff will organise a new supply of thyroid

tablets. If you stopped these during RAI you should restart these

on the day you go home.

Will I have to come back to the hospital?

You will need to be seen again in the outpatient department by

a member of the thyroid cancer care team. You will either be

given an appointment when you leave the ward or this may be

sent to you later. When everything is organised, you are free to

go home.

How will I be followed up?

You will be followed by the thyroid cancer care team and or

your surgeon/endocrinologist at regular intervals to see how you

are feeling and check your thyroid hormone levels.

If you are struggling and need emotional support, do let them

know, or contact one of the patient support groups listed below.

Another important aspect of thyroid cancer treatment is thy-

roid stimulating hormone (TSH) suppression.

Your thyroid team will want to keep your thyroid hormone

levels at a slightly higher level than would normally be required,

by doing this the TSH will be ‘turned off’ or suppressed.
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This will be required for at least the several months following

diagnosis and for some patients it may be longer.

It is very important than no one other than your thyroid

team such as your GP alters your thyroxine dose. Should this

happen please refer them to your thyroid team before making

any changes to your medication.

Some centres give out TSH alert cards for patients to carry.

About six to twelve months after RAI you will be called back

for a scan (usually a neck ultrasound scan) and a thyroglobulin

(Tg) blood test to see if the RAI has been successful. Tg is an

important ‘marker’ for thyroid cancer and you will have ongo-

ing Tg blood tests during the long term follow up period to

check for any early signs of recurrence.

Most centres do a ‘stimulated thyroglobulin test’. Before the

blood test you will be given ThyrogenTM injections to raise the

TSH level and asked to follow the low iodine diet. Alternatively

you may be asked to stop your thyroid hormone treatment for

2 weeks prior to the blood test.

Will I need RAI treatment again?

Some people need additional RAI doses or surgery to make sure

all the remaining thyroid tissue has been destroyed. This does

not mean they are not going to be cured. Thyroid cancer is

highly treatable and is cured in around 96% of cases. There are

people alive now who were diagnosed more than 50 years ago.

Your centre may give you an information leaflet which has

more details on how RAI is given in your local centre. Treat-

ment details vary from place to place. Please contact your thy-

roid cancer care team if you have any questions or concerns

after reading this information.

Patient support

Being diagnosed with a rare cancer can make you feel isolated.

You should be introduced to a Clinical Nurse Specialist

(CNS) or a named Key Worker either at or shortly after your

diagnosis. They are there to help you with any questions or wor-

ries you may have.

Talking to others who have been through it can help. Support

and information are available through the patient-led organisa-

tions mentioned below who have collaborated in writing this

leaflet. Together we can give you informational and emotional

support to help you through your investigations, treatment and

recovery.

Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust. Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust

is the first registered charity in the UK dedicated solely to the

support of people affected by thyroid cancer.

Address: PO Box 205, Rowlands Gill, Tyne & Wear NE39

2WX

Tel: 01207 545469

Website: www.butterfly.org.uk

Email: enquiries@butterfly.org.uk

Thyroid Cancer Support Group – Wales. Supporting thyroid

cancer patients and families not only in Wales but nationally

and occasionally internationally. The group is funding the first

national tissue bank specifically for research into anaplastic

thyroid cancer.

Address: ‘Morcote’, Sunlea Crescent, New Inn, Pontypool,

Gwent, South Wales NP4 8AD

Tel: 0845 009 2737

Website: www.thyroidsupportwales.co.uk

Email: thyroidgroup@tiscali.co.uk

British Thyroid Foundation. The British Thyroid Foundation is a

charity dedicated to supporting people with all thyroid disorders

and helping their families and people around them to

understand the condition.

Address: 2nd Floor, 3 Devonshire Place, Harrogate, West

Yorkshire GH1 4AA

Tel: 01423 709707/709448

Website: www.btf-thyroid.org

Email: info@btf-thyroid.org

Hypopara UK. Hypopara UK is the national patient

organisation for people with parathyroid conditions, including

post-surgical calcium issues and permanent hypoparathyroidism.

Address: 6 The Meads, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19

4DF

Tel: 01342 316315

Website: www.hypopara.org.uk

Email: info@hypopara.org.uk

Association for Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Disorders –

AMEND. AMEND provides information and support to

families with multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) and

associated endocrine tumours, including medullary thyroid

cancer.

The Warehouse, Draper Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4

0PG

Tel: 01892 516076

Website: www.amend.org.uk

Email: info@amend.org.uk

RAI is not used in the case of medullary thyroid cancer as it is

not effective in this type of cancer.
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P A T I E N T I N F O R M A T I O N 5

Patient Information Leaflet 5: Medullary thyroid cancer

What is medullary thyroid cancer?

Medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) is a rare form of cancer of the

thyroid gland. It usually occurs as an isolated case on its own

(sporadic), but it is sometimes inherited (i.e. passed down from

one generation to the next in a family). One in four cases of

MTC occurs as part of a rare inherited disorder called Multiple

Endocrine Neoplasia Type 2 (MEN2). All patients diagnosed

with MTC are offered a DNA test for MEN2.

The thyroid is situated at the front of the neck. This gland

produces three hormones: thyroxine and triiodothyronine

(essential for maintaining the body’s metabolism and mental

and physical development); and calcitonin (which has no known

action in healthy people).

For more information see the British Thyroid Association Patient

Leaflet – The Thyroid Gland

MTC originates from the parafollicular cells (C cells) of the

thyroid, which produce calcitonin. Calcitonin can be measured

in the blood of patients with MTC and this is used by doctors

to keep a check on the disease MTC usually develops over a

number of years but it can spread early on to nearby lymph

nodes. If the cancer is still contained within the thyroid you

may have an operation to remove the thyroid gland (called a

total thyroidectomy) and some of the lymph nodes in the neck

(called a lymph node dissection) and need no further treatment.

If the calcitonin level is still raised after surgery, this can mean

that the cancer has spread (i.e. it has become metastatic) or it

has not been completely removed, and you may need more sur-

gery and treatments to control it.

There is not yet a definitive cure for metastatic MTC. How-

ever, it is often slow growing and can be managed effectively

and without symptoms for many years. Symptoms that may

develop can sometimes be controlled by the use of radiotherapy

and/or chemotherapy.

There are new anticancer drugs called tyrosine kinase inhibi-

tors TKIs), which are becoming available for the treatment of

various types of cancers, including metastatic MTC. However,

their effectiveness in prolonging life is not yet known.

How is MTC diagnosed?

You may notice a lump in the neck, which was not there

before, or this may be noticed by a partner or colleague. Some-

times the raised calcitonin level may cause diarrhoea, and it is

not immediately apparent that this may be associated with a

problem in the neck. A diagnosis of MTC may be confirmed by

a fine needle biopsy, and ultimately by surgery. A blood test to

measure calcitonin can sometimes be used to make the diagno-

sis of MTC, but levels may be raised for a variety of other

reasons, and so most specialists prefer not to use it for diagnos-

ing MTC.

Can children have MTC?

It is rare for children to be diagnosed with MTC. Children who

are diagnosed with MTC but who have no known family history

of MTC should be seen by a genetics specialist to check whether

they have MEN2 (an inheritable genetic disorder). If they have

this condition they will need screening for other potential

MEN2-related problems. A referral to a genetic counsellor at

your Regional Genetics Service Centre should be made by your

specialist or GP if appropriate.

What tests will I have for MTC?

You may have the following tests to confirm a diagnosis of

MTC:

Blood tests: baseline calcitonin. This is a simple blood test to

measure calcitonin levels, which are usually raised when

MTC is present (note that once drawn, the blood must be

taken immediately and on ice to a chilled centrifuge in the

lab). However, it is not as reliable as other tests and is rarely

used for diagnosing MTC in the UK.

Fine needle aspiration (FNA). This is done in a hospital out-

patient clinic. A very thin needle is inserted into any swelling

you may have in your neck and a sample of cells is taken

out. These cells are then analysed under a microscope. This

is a very reliable way of diagnosing MTC.

Thyroid ultrasound scan. A picture of the thyroid gland is

obtained by using sound waves which will show any solid

lumps or cysts. This cannot diagnose cancer on its own but

it can help with the overall diagnosis and in planning treat-

ment.

How is MTC treated?

MTC is different from other types of thyroid cancer. It is best

treated in a hospital that is a centre of expertise for MTC, and

by an experienced endocrine or head-and-neck surgeon who reg-

ularly operates on such patients.

Once a diagnosis of MTC has been made, you will have an

ultrasound scan of your neck and sometimes a CT scan to try to

determine how advanced the disease is. If there appear to be no

enlarged lymph nodes, surgery to remove the thyroid and nearby

lymph nodes (total thyroidectomy and central node dissection)

is performed. If enlarged or involved lymph nodes are found,

other lymph nodes will be removed at the same time.
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If MTC is diagnosed before surgery, special blood and urine

tests should be done (even if there is no family history of

MEN2) to rule out the presence of a phaeochromocytoma

(adrenal gland growth) and overactivity of the parathyroid

glands.

What will my scar look like?

During total thyroidectomy and central node dissection, a

small incision is made at the base of the front of the neck

through which the thyroid and nearby lymph nodes can be

removed. A larger incision is required if the removal of other

neck lymph nodes is necessary. Eating and drinking is possible

almost immediately after waking from the operation.

How long will I stay in hospital?

You will usually stay in hospital for between 2 and 4 days

depending on the extent of your operation.

What are the risks of the operation?

Thyroid surgery is generally safe but there are some possible

risks you need to be aware of.

There is a risk of bleeding or infection in the days and weeks

after the operation. There is also a risk of temporary voice

change due to nerve injury, which in a few cases may become

permanent (see below). Despite the surgeon’s best efforts some

people will have an unsightly neck scar (see below).

There is also a risk of injury to the parathyroid glands. This

may be temporary or permanent and can affect the level of cal-

cium in the body (see below).

Sometimes the lymph node removal is done along the side

of the neck towards the ear on one or both sides. During this

procedure there may be injury to the ‘accessory nerve’ (an

important nerve in the neck which helps you to turn your

head and shrug your shoulders) which may require physio-

therapy.

Will it affect my voice?

The thyroid gland lies close to the voice box (larynx) and the

nerves to the voice box. If you depend on your voice in your

work or hobbies you should discuss this with your surgeon.

Before the operation you should have a vocal cord check. This

involves spraying some local anaesthetic into your nose to make

the procedure as painless as possible. A thin flexible camera

(endoscope) is then gently passed into one nostril and from

there down into your throat.

After your surgery you may find that your voice sounds

hoarse and weak, and your singing voice may be altered.

Temporary voice change can occur in up to 10% of cases,

but permanent injury is uncommon and happens in less

than two percent of cases. If this happens, ask your surgeon

about possible treatment such as speech therapy or further

surgery.

Will it affect my calcium levels?

The thyroid gland lies close to four tiny parathyroid glands.

These glands, each about the size of half a pea, produce parathy-

roid hormone (PTH) that regulates levels of calcium in your

blood. They may be affected during a thyroidectomy and may

stop producing as much hormone as before. This is known as

hypoparathyroidism. In 20–30% of cases this is temporary. In

5–10% of cases this may be permanent.

Without enough parathyroid hormone, your blood calcium

levels may fall. Low calcium (hypocalcaemia) may mean you feel

generally unwell or cause symptoms such as tingling in your lips

or fingers or cramps. Either way, you should tell a doctor or

nurse immediately. You will be given a blood test and, if low

calcium is confirmed, some calcium via a drip or as a tablet.

Will I have neck stiffness, restricted shoulder movement

or pain?

After the operation, you may feel some discomfort and stiffness

around your neck but you will be given some medication to

help ease this. Pain relief may be given as injections, liquid med-

icine or tablets. Most patients are up and walking around after

the first day. After a few weeks your neck and shoulder move-

ments should be back to normal.

If you have had more extensive neck surgery to remove some

of your lymph nodes you may need to be referred to a physio-

therapist.

For more information see the BTA Patient Leaflet – Thyroid

Surgery

Will I need to take medication afterwards?

You will need to take levothyroxine tablets as prescribed by your

doctor for the rest of your life. To make sure that you are on

the correct dose, you will have regular blood tests to check that

your thyroid hormone levels are within normal limits.

Doses are typically between 100 and 150 mcg a day for adults,

lower for children.

Too high a dose of levothyroxine may cause symptoms such as

rapid heartbeat, sweating, anxiety, tremor and loss of weight. Too

low a dose may cause symptoms such as lethargy, slow heartbeat,

sensitivity to cold, and weight gain. The same symptoms can also

occur in other conditions, so you will need a blood test to measure

the thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) level to find out whether

your levothyroxine dose needs to be changed. Once you are on a

stable dose, as judged by blood tests, repeat tests usually only need

to be done once a year in adults, or more frequently in children

and teenagers as they grow.

If your parathyroid glands have been affected by surgery, you

may need to take calcium carbonate supplements to maintain

blood calcium levels until the parathyroid glands recover. A spe-

cial type of vitamin D, such as Alfacalcidol or Calcitriol, in the

form of capsules or drops, is used to help you absorb calcium

from your diet if necessary. Treatment is usually temporary (up

to 6 months).
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If you begin to suffer from headaches, nausea and vomiting,

this may mean that your calcium levels are too high and that the

Alfacalcidol or Calcitriol is no longer needed. Too low a dose will

lead to pins and needles or cramping in the hands or feet which

may be temporary or may mean the dose needs to be increased. If

you have symptoms you should see your doctor or nurse.

In some cases the parathyroid glands are permanently injured

or removed during surgery and you will need to take calcium

and vitamin D tablets for life. You should be referred to a con-

sultant endocrinologist who will monitor your blood, bones and

kidneys regularly and adjust your medication when necessary.

Your GP will care for you between hospital appointments and

will organise regular blood tests, particularly during medication

adjustments. Once your levels are stable you should be able to

lead a normal life.

What happens if the MTC has spread?

You may have high blood calcitonin levels even after complete

surgical treatment. This indicates that there are MTC cells left in

the body. However, patients with higher than normal calcitonin

levels that remain the same over a period of time, or increase

slowly, do not necessarily need further investigation or treatment.

This is because calcitonin alone is not an indication of a growing

tumour and scans are unlikely to identify a site of disease outside

of the neck unless calcitonin levels are significantly high.

In some patients, however, the search for cancer that has

spread (metastatic disease) may involve further tests. These may

include ultrasound of the neck, CT scan, radioactive isotope

scans or other types of scan. This may be followed by treatment

with more surgery, radiotherapy or other radiation treatments

(MIBG/Octreotide).

There are new anticancer drugs called Tyrosine Kinase Inhibi-

tors (TKIs) which are becoming available for the targeted treat-

ment of various types of cancers, including metastatic MTC. One

of these, vandetanib, has been approved for use in the treatment of

metastatic MTC in the UK. These drugs can cause significant side

effects. Other TKIs are currently only available in clinical trials.

What are MIBG and octreotide therapies?

Where surgery is no longer an option, some specialised medical

centres may use radiolabelled octreotide or MIBG (Meta-Iodo-

Benzyl-Guanidine) radioactive therapies to help reduce or control

the spread. However, these are only appropriate if tests suggest

that the radioisotope will be taken up by the tumour. The agent is

attached to a radioactive substance, and is given through a vein by

slow injection. You will remain radioactive for a few days and will

need to be nursed in a lead-lined room. The treatment may need

to be repeated several times at 3 or 6 month intervals. There are

few side effects to this therapy but you may experience some nau-

sea, and occasionally vomiting. Patients usually tolerate these side

effects well.

Until a complete cure is found, much of the current focus of

treatment for extensive metastatic MTC is on the relief of the

symptoms it causes:

Diarrhoea. You may need to adjust your diet and take an

anti-diarrhoea medication such as Imodium, which contains

loperamide. Some of the tumours contain somatostatin

receptors, and in these instances treatment with a long-acting

form of somatostatin (octreotide or lanreotide) may some-

times be helpful.

Flushes. Anti-ulcer medications called histamine receptor

blockers (H2 blockers such as cimetidine or ranitidine) may

occasionally be prescribed to help ease flushing.

Pain. Painful bone metastases may be suitable for external

radiation therapy, which can provide rapid relief. In all cases,

pain medications may be prescribed.

Where can I get other help?

Free Prescriptions. Currently, patients in Scotland, Wales and

Northern Ireland do not have to pay for their prescriptions.

Patients in England taking lifelong levothyroxine or who are

diagnosed with hypoparathyroidism are currently entitled to

free prescriptions for all medicines. You should obtain the

appropriate leaflet from your doctor who will sign it and send

it on. You will then receive an exemption certificate, which you

must show to your pharmacist when collecting medicines.

MedicAlert�. Anyone taking life-long medications should

consider getting and wearing a MedicAlert� identification

emblem. This contains summarised information of your

medical condition and a 24-h Helpline number which

emergency medical staff can call to get detailed informa-

tion about your medical condition from the MedicAlert

database.

This leaflet was adapted from the Association for Multiple Endo-

crine Neoplasia Disorders – AMEND – information resources by Jo

Grey.

Patient support organisations

The following patient-led organisations collaborated in the prep-

aration of this leaflet and each provides information and sup-

port and the chance to speak to other patients who have been

through surgery and treatment for thyroid cancer.

Association for Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Disorders –

AMEND. AMEND provides information and support to families

with multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) and associated

endocrine tumours, including medullary thyroid cancer (MTC).

Address: The Warehouse, Draper Street, Tunbridge Wells,

Kent TN4 0PG

Tel: 01892 516076

Website: www.amend.org.uk

Email: info@amend.org.uk

British Thyroid Foundation. The British Thyroid Foundation is a

charity dedicated to supporting people with all thyroid disorders

and helping their families and people around them to

understand the condition.
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Address: 2nd Floor, 3 Devonshire Place, Harrogate, West

Yorkshire GH1 4AA

Tel: 01423 709707/709448

Website: www.btf-thyroid.org

Email: info@btf-thyroid.org

Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust. Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust

is the first registered charity in the UK dedicated solely to the

support of people affected by thyroid cancer.

Address: PO Box 205, Rowlands Gill, Tyne & Wear NE39

2WX

Tel: 01207 545469

Website: www.butterfly.org.uk

Email: enquiries@butterfly.org.uk

Hypopara UK. Hypopara UK is the national patient

organisation for people with parathyroid conditions, including

post-surgical calcium issues and permanent hypoparathyroidism.

Address: 6 The Meads, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19

4DF

Tel: 01342 316315

Website: www.hypopara.org.uk

Email: info@hypopara.org.uk

Thyroid Cancer Support Group – Wales. Supporting thyroid

cancer patients and families not only in Wales but nationally and

occasionally internationally. The group is funding the first

national tissue bank specifically for research into anaplastic

thyroid cancer.

Address: ‘Morcote’, Sunlea Crescent, New Inn, Pontypool,

Gwent, South Wales NP4 8AD

Tel: 0845 009 2737

Website: www.thyroidsupportwales.co.uk

Email: thyroidgroup@tiscali.co.uk
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P A T I E N T I N F O R M A T I O N 6

British Thyroid Association Patient Information Leaflet 6:
Advanced or higher risk differentiated (papillary and follicular)
thyroid cancer

Many patient information leaflets focus on the diagnosis and

treatment of early stage differentiated thyroid cancer. This can

be frustrating when you are facing something more complex.

This leaflet aims to explain some investigations and treat-

ments that patients with more advanced or high risk thyroid

cancer may need to undergo. It is not possible to mention every

situation but the most common ones are explained below.

Hearing that your thyroid cancer is more complex is daunt-

ing. Unlike many more common cancers, however, it is often

possible to live for longer with advanced or higher risk thyroid

cancer and enjoy a good quality of life.

What does advanced or higher risk thyroid cancer

mean?

This term is used when referring to patients who need more

than neck surgery and one dose of radioactive iodine (RAI)

treatment in order to eliminate all traces of thyroid cancer.

This still covers a wide range of situations ranging from some-

one who may be given a series of RAI treatments to get rid of

their cancer completely to someone who may have thyroid can-

cer that has spread to other parts of the body and who no

longer benefits from RAI treatment.

What makes my cancer advanced or high risk?

The risk category that you fall into will depend on factors such

as your age, gender, and features related to your particular thy-

roid cancer. These include tumour size, whether the cancer has

extended beyond the thyroid gland; whether the cancer has

spread to other parts of the body; whether it is possible to

remove the bulk of the cancer by thyroid surgery; and whether

the initial RAI treatment has been successful.

The following sections cover a number of different situations that

can arise. Not all of them may be relevant to you.

I have had a thyroidectomy and RAI and have been told

my follow up thyroglobulin (Tg) blood test has not

returned to normal. What does this mean?

If you still have thyroglobulin detectable in your blood this means

there are still thyroid cells (either normal or cancer cells) present

somewhere in your body. Sometimes in this situation a neck or

body scan will not show where the thyroid cells are in the body.

This is more likely when the level of thyroglobulin is not very high.

What happens next will depend on your particular circum-

stances. Your doctor will take into account how close to normal

your thyroglobulin result is and the features of your particular

thyroid cancer when deciding what to do.

If your thyroglobulin test result is close to normal, you may

be advised to have a repeat thyroglobulin blood test after per-

haps 6–12 months. Alternatively you may be advised to undergo

another RAI treatment. It is not uncommon for patients to need

more than one RAI treatment to remove all traces of thyroid tis-

sue (whether that is normal or cancer containing thyroid tissue).

I have had a thyroidectomy and RAI treatment and

been told my follow up scan is not normal, what does

this mean?

If your follow-up ultrasound scan of the neck has shown enlarged

or odd looking lymph glands you may need to have more tests

including a biopsy, and you may be referred back to your thyroid

surgeon to consider whether the lymph glands can and should be

removed. This will depend on where the glands are in your neck,

how big they are, how well you are and obviously your wishes.

If surgery is not performed then you will be advised on

whether you need RAI treatment or possibly radiotherapy (x

ray) treatment instead (described in more detail below).

I have been told that I need radiotherapy to my neck.

What does this involve?

Radiotherapy involves using powerful x-ray beams to try and

kill cancer cells whilst allowing the normal cells around the same

area to survive.

The treatment is given in a radiotherapy department and the

machines are called linear accelerators or Linacs.

Treatment is usually given over a period of several weeks on a

Monday to Friday basis (no treatment at the weekends usually).

You may be in the treatment room for a total of about 20 min

each day.

It is important to keep the position of your head and neck as

still as possible during treatment so a special plastic mask is usu-

ally made that fits snugly around the shape of your face and

neck. There are different types of mask. You only wear the mask

whilst you are on the treatment bed.

You are treated lying on your back. You do not feel anything

whilst the x ray beam is switched on but you can usually hear

the machine working.
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The treatment is likely to cause some side effects. The com-

monest ones are:

• painful swallowing

• dry mouth

• dry, red, painful or blistered skin in the region of the treat-

ment

• altered sense of taste

• tiredness

• (feeling sick/nausea and hair loss are not likely to occur)

The side effects will vary depending on exactly what part of

the body needs treating and your doctor will explain in detail

the likely effects that you might experience and whether they are

likely to be temporary or longer lasting.

I am on follow-up and have been told my thyroglobulin

blood test result is higher than normal and rising. What

does this mean?

Thyroglobulin is only made by normal thyroid cells and differ-

entiated thyroid cancer cells. If you have had your thyroid gland

removed and you have received RAI you shouldn’t have any

normal thyroid cells left, so a raised thyroglobulin level is likely

to be due to some remaining thyroid cancer cells. If your thyro-

globulin was previously normal, your doctor will discuss with

you how best to investigate what is going on.

How is a raised thyroglobulin blood test result

investigated?

There are a number of different tests. Not all of them may be

relevant to your situation and your doctor will explain what is

needed.

Tests include:

• Neck ultrasound scan: this can assess where your thyroid

gland used to sit (called the thyroid bed) as well as the

lymph gland areas of the neck. It may be combined with a

needle biopsy if the scan shows something abnormal

• Computerised tomography (CT) scan of chest: this assesses

the lymph nodes in the central area in the chest (called the

mediastinum) as well as the lungs

• CT or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan of other

parts of the body depending on symptoms and results of

other tests

• Isotope bone scan: this involves an injection of a small

amount of a radioactive chemical into the bloodstream fol-

lowed by a scan of the entire skeleton. The radioactive

chemical can show areas of bone that are either more

active or less active than normal. The results are sometimes

difficult to interpret however as arthritis or old fractures

can also show up. In these cases your doctor may recom-

mend another type of scan to gather some more informa-

tion

• Positron Emission Tomography (PET)-CT scan: this is

used less often and is another form of radioactive scan

that involves an injection along with a scan of the whole

body

I have a raised thyroglobulin blood test but my scans

have not shown where my cancer is

This may seem a bit confusing or worrying for you but is a

fairly common situation. Your thyroid cancer doctor will have

come across this situation a lot of times.

The usual reason for this situation to arise is that very small

lesions cannot be seen or may be hidden.

It is common for the thyroglobulin level to rise first before

anything can be seen on a scan. Thyroglobulin tests are very

sensitive and can detect signs of remaining thyroid cells (normal

or cancer containing) or recurring thyroid cancer cells before

they become visible on scans.

In this situation your specialist may consider a trial of RAI

treatment to see if the whole body RAI scan after treatment shows

where the disease is and to see if your thyroglobulin result

improves afterwards. This is sometimes called ‘empiric’ RAI treat-

ment.

Your doctor will discuss the available options with you. This

may include simply monitoring the thyroglobulin.

I have a raised thyroglobulin blood test result and scans

have shown my cancer has spread to my lungs

Usually there are lots of small areas of thyroid cancer in both

lungs rather than one larger lump and because of this surgery

and radiotherapy are not usually the right options.

The most likely treatment option to be discussed with you in

this situation is RAI treatment. The final decision will however

take into account any other medical conditions you may have,

how well you feel, and any previous treatments you have

received. The possible benefits of treatments along with any side

effects will be discussed so that you are able to make a decision

that suits you.

I have a raised thyroglobulin blood test result and scans

have shown my cancer has spread to my bones

If your scans have shown just one area of bone affected by thy-

roid cancer your doctor may suggest asking an orthopaedic or

spinal surgeon to review your scans to see if surgery may be

helpful. Surgery is not always possible however. It will depend

on which bone(s) is affected, what the surgery would entail and

any other medical conditions you may have.

Radiotherapy (x-ray) treatment is sometimes recommended

after surgery or instead of surgery. The number of radiother-

apy treatments you are offered depends on a number of fac-

tors. One or five daily outpatient treatments are commonly

used.

Your doctor will want to know if the bone disease is causing

you any problems with pain or with your daily activities and

will discuss pain medication and possibly bone strengthening

medicine (e.g. bisphosphonates) with you.
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I have a raised thyroglobulin blood test result and scans

have shown my cancer has spread to lots of different

places in my body

Your doctor will need to find out if you are experiencing any

symptoms from the areas of cancer shown up on the scans and

advise you on how these are best treated. The symptoms will

depend on where the areas of cancer are in the body and may

include shortness of breath or bone pain.

Thyroid cancer that has spread from the thyroid gland to

other parts of the body is called metastatic cancer. These areas

are often called ‘secondaries’.

It is not always possible to get rid of thyroid cancer once it

has spread in this way so the treatment is aimed at trying to

reduce the amount of cancer that is present, to improve symp-

toms, to try and keep people as independent as possible, and to

maintain quality of life. It is often possible to live for longer

with thyroid cancer secondaries with a good quality of life com-

pared with other cancers you may have heard of.

The first treatment type that is considered in this situation is

RAI. This will depend on a number of factors including whether

you have had benefit from any previous RAI treatments as well

as taking into consideration any other medical conditions you

may have and how well you feel. RAI treatment isn’t always

appropriate.

Chemotherapy (drug treatment) is used in the treatment of

many types of cancer but isn’t commonly used for thyroid can-

cer patients. If your doctor feels you might benefit however, they

will talk to you about what this would involve and what poten-

tial benefits you may gain. The drugs most commonly used in

this situation include doxorubicin or epirubicin or a combina-

tion of doxorubicin and cisplatin.

I have been told that RAI treatment is no longer

working for me

This is a relatively common situation and is often called non

RAI avid disease or RAI refractory disease. This occurs when

thyroid cancer cells lose their ability to take up RAI and there-

fore the radiation energy cannot kill off the cancer cells. If this

has happened you won’t get any benefit from further RAI treat-

ment.

There are new anticancer drugs called ‘tyrosine kinase inhibi-

tors’ (TKIs) which are becoming available for the targeted treat-

ment of various types of cancers. There are currently no licensed

targeted therapies for use in thyroid cancer but this is expected

to change. Examples include sorafenib and lenvantinib.

Your doctor will talk to you about any available clinical trials

that may be suitable for your situation. These aren’t always avail-

able in every cancer hospital so if there is a trial available it may

involve referring you to another hospital for further discussion.

Patient support

Being diagnosed with a rare cancer can make you feel isolated.

Talking to others who have been through it can help. Support

and information are available through the patient-led organisa-

tions mentioned below who have collaborated in writing this

leaflet. Together we can give you informational and emotional

support to help you through your investigations, treatment and

recovery.

Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust. Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust

is the first registered charity in the UK dedicated solely to the

support of people affected by thyroid cancer.

Address: PO Box 205, Rowlands Gill, Tyne & Wear NE39

2WX

Tel: 01207 545469

Website: www.butterfly.org.uk

Email: enquiries@butterfly.org.uk

Thyroid Cancer Support Group – Wales. Supporting thyroid

cancer patients and families not only in Wales but nationally

and occasionally internationally. The group is funding the first

national tissue bank specifically for research into anaplastic

thyroid cancer.

Address: ‘Morcote’, Sunlea Crescent, New Inn, Pontypool,

Gwent, South Wales NP4 8AD

Tel: 0845 009 2737

Website: www.thyroidsupportwales.co.uk

Email: thyroidgroup@tiscali.co.uk

British Thyroid Foundation. The British Thyroid Foundation is a

charity dedicated to supporting people with all thyroid disorders

and helping their families and people around them to

understand the condition.

Address: 2nd Floor, 3 Devonshire Place, Harrogate, West

Yorkshire GH1 4AA

Tel: 01423 709707/709448

Website: www.btf-thyroid.org

Email: info@btf-thyroid.org

Hypopara UK. Hypopara UK is the national patient

organisation for people with parathyroid conditions, including

post-surgical calcium issues and permanent hypoparathyroidism.

Address: 6 The Meads, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19 4DF

Tel: 01342 316315

Website: www.hypopara.org.uk

Email: info@hypopara.org.uk

The following websites provide additional information:

• Types of scan:

○ www.goingfora.com.

• Radiotherapy:

○ http://www.macmillan.org.uk/Cancerinformation/Can

certreatment/Treatmenttypes/Radiotherapy/Radiother

apy.aspx.

○ www.goingfora.com/oncology/radiotherapy_room.html.

○ http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/cancer-help/

about-cancer/treatment/radiotherapy/external/plan/

radiotherapy-moulds#masks.
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• Drug treatment:

○ http://www.macmillan.org.uk/Cancerinformation/

Cancertreatment/Treatmenttypes/Chemotherapy/Indi

vidualdrugs/Individualdrugs.aspx.

• Clinical Trials:

○ http://www.macmillan.org.uk/Cancerinformation/

Cancertreatment/Clinicaltrials/Clinicaltrials.aspx.

First issued February 2014.

(c) British Thyroid Association 2014.
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P A T I E N T I N F O R M A T I O N 7

British Thyroid Association Patient Information Leaflet 7:
Anaplastic thyroid cancer

What is anaplastic thyroid cancer?

Anaplastic thyroid cancer is the rarest type of thyroid cancer.

There are perhaps 70–90 patients diagnosed each year in the

UK.

Anaplastic thyroid cancer is treated differently from other

types of thyroid cancer. Information leaflets written for patients

with these other types of thyroid cancer may therefore not be

very helpful to you.

This leaflet has been written to provide general information

on anaplastic thyroid cancer for patients, their family and

friends. Not all of the information included in this leaflet will

apply to your particular situation so it is important to remem-

ber there are lots of variations between people and their prob-

lems.

What symptoms can anaplastic thyroid cancer cause?

You may or may not experience some of the following symp-

toms:

• swollen neck

• pressure symptoms in the neck due to an enlarged thyroid

gland pressing on the surrounding area. This can feel tight

and uncomfortable

• swallowing difficulty. The thyroid gland sits close to the

gullet and as it gets bigger it can cause pressure

• breathing difficulty because the cancer can affect the voice

box

• noisy breathing

• altered voice including hoarseness or a weak voice

• shortness of breath and

• bone pain (this is uncommon)

How is anaplastic thyroid cancer diagnosed?

Tests will already have been done in order to make your diagno-

sis. Common tests include:

• Needle biopsy (fine needle aspiration or FNA)

• Core biopsy and

• Scans. This might include ultrasound, CT or MRI scans

A small number of people may already have had all or part of

their thyroid gland removed.

Your test results will have been reviewed and the information

put together to discover how big the thyroid cancer is and what

parts of the body are affected. This will help when it comes to

making decisions and choices on treatment.

What type of treatment might be suitable for me?

The decision about which treatment is best in your particular

situation will be made jointly between you and your doctors.

The choice of treatment will depend on your general health

and well-being as well as the results from your tests.

For some patients, the cancer may still be contained within their

thyroid gland. In this case an operation to remove the thyroid

gland and any surrounding cancerous tissue may be possible. This

isn’t always straightforward, however. Your doctors will explain the

operation to you in more detail if they think it is suitable for you.

Patients who undergo a thyroid operation may also have

other treatments suggested after the surgery is completed in

order to increase the chances of controlling the cancer. This may

involve x-ray treatment (radiotherapy) with or without drug

treatment (chemotherapy).

If an operation with a general anaesthetic is not possible, due

either to other health problems or to patient choice, it may be

possible to offer a course of x-ray therapy (radiotherapy) with

or without drug treatment (chemotherapy).

For many patients their tumour will be quite large and may

have grown beyond the thyroid gland or spread to other parts of

the body. This can make treatment decisions difficult. In this situ-

ation it will not be possible to remove the cancer with a thyroid

gland operation or to try and control the cancer using high dose

x-ray therapy. In this situation the emphasis of treatment will be

to try and improve any symptoms and to maintain independence

and quality of life. This is what we call supportive treatment or

palliative treatment.

Some patients may, for example, need help with:

• softer foods or liquid food supplements if swallowing is dif-

ficult

• painkillers if they have neck discomfort

• inhalers, nebulisers or oxygen if they have shortness of

breath

• very occasionally, a breathing tube (tracheostomy) may be

considered in order to help someone breathe more easily and

• steroids are sometimes used to help with breathing or to

reduce swelling around a tumour area

As this is a rare disease, it has been difficult to research and to

introduce new treatments into routine medical practice. Thyroid

cancer specialists are, however, very keen to offer patients the

opportunity to take part in clinical trials whenever there is a

suitable project or trial available. Your medical team can talk to

you about any available options.
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The future

Cancer patients and their loved ones face many uncertainties

about the disease, its treatment and the future. Seeking informa-

tion about the future is a very personal decision. For patients

with anaplastic thyroid cancer this can be particularly difficult

decision due to the aggressive nature of the disease.

Many people with cancer want to know their prognosis, i.e.,

will they survive this illness. Some people find it easier to cope

when they know the likely course of their disease; they may ask

their doctor about their chance of survival or search for this

information on their own. Other people find statistical informa-

tion confusing and frightening, and think it is too impersonal to

be of value to them. It is very important that each patient deci-

des for themselves how much information he or she wants.

A doctor who is most familiar with your situation such as

your cancer specialist is in the best position to discuss your

prognosis and explain what the statistics may mean if this is

what you decide.

You may have been told that anaplastic thyroid cancer is an

aggressive form of thyroid cancer and that it is not possible to

cure the majority of patients. While no one can predict for cer-

tain what will happen to you as an individual, your doctors will

have some useful information from your tests and this will help

make the right treatment decisions for you.

Even for patients with smaller anaplastic thyroid cancers that

are confined to the neck area it isn’t possible to guarantee a suc-

cessful result after treatment. All patients therefore need close

monitoring to check how well they are and to address any prob-

lems that may arise. Whatever treatment decisions are made,

you will continue to have support and advice from people expe-

rienced in the treatment of this disease.

Who can help?

Coping with anaplastic thyroid cancer is difficult. You may need

time to think about the changes that have happened. It can

affect many areas of your life such as your emotions, relation-

ships, finances and work. But you do not have to face your

treatment on your own. There are many people available to help

you and your family:

• your cancer specialist doctor (oncologist) or specialist can-

cer nurse;

• your GP and district nurses;

• a social worker;

• the Palliative Care Team – this is a team of doctors, nurses,

therapists and others who work in hospitals and can visit you

at home. They are experienced in assessing and treating

symptoms and can offer support to you and your family; and

• thyroid cancer patient support organisations (see below).

This leaflet was written by Dr Laura Moss.

Patient support

The following patient-led organisations collaborated in the prep-

aration of this leaflet and each provides information and sup-

port and the chance to speak to other patients who have been

through surgery and treatment for thyroid cancer.

Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust. Butterfly Thyroid Cancer Trust

is the first registered charity in the UK dedicated solely to the

support of people affected by thyroid cancer.

Address: PO Box 205, Rowlands Gill, Tyne & Wear NE39

2WX

Tel: 01207 545469

Website: www.butterfly.org.uk

Email: enquiries@butterfly.org.uk

British Thyroid Foundation. The British Thyroid Foundation is a

charity dedicated to supporting people with all thyroid disorders

and helping their families and people around them to

understand the condition.

Address: 2nd Floor, 3 Devonshire Place, Harrogate, West

Yorkshire GH1 4AA

Tel: 01423 709707/709448

Website: www.btf-thyroid.org

Email: info@btf-thyroid.org

Hypopara UK. Hypopara UK is the national patient

organisation for people with parathyroid conditions, including

post-surgical calcium issues and permanent hypoparathyroidism.

Address: 6 The Meads, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19

4DF

Tel: 01342 316315

Website: www.hypopara.org.uk

Email: info@hypopara.org.uk

Thyroid Cancer Support Group – Wales. Supporting thyroid

cancer patients and families not only in Wales but nationally

and occasionally internationally. The group is funding the first

national tissue bank specifically for research into anaplastic

thyroid cancer.

Address: ‘Morcote’, Sunlea Crescent, New Inn, Pontypool,

Gwent, South Wales NP4 8AD

Tel: 0845 009 2737

Website: www.thyroidsupportwales.co.uk

Email: thyroidgroup@tiscali.co.uk
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